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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Landscape degradation has been a global issue, including Rwanda, especially the Bugesera
District as one of the semi-arid and dryland Districts, requiring a participatory effort to reverse
degraded landscapes. Multi-level actors have played a vital role in manipulating agroforestry
to reverse degraded landscapes, including Rwanda, more specifically in the Bugesera District
in which the current study was conducted.
This study aimed to contribute to the knowledge production through investigating the role of
involving multi-level actors in manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the
Bugesera District in fourteen years before and nine years after 2010 (the year that marked the
start of formal landscape restoration process).
During the investigation process, I collected data which was followed by their analysis. In data
collection, remote semi-structured interviews, and documents sampling were conducted to get
informative data. Afterwards, I analysed data using stakeholder and thematic analysis
techniques. In steering such a process, the theory of participation (Reed et al., 2018) was
followed throughout the investigation process. The theory choice was based on its ability to
explain what makes multi-stakeholders' involvement successful and why and the diversity
among different types of involvement. The theory of participation steered the study to come
across the kind of actors to sample, expected actors' role, and the factors that can affect actors'
role in the landscape restoration initiatives.
The investigation process resulted in various actors that took part in the landscape restoration
initiatives in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine years after 2010. Also, the study
showed the actors' role in landscape restoration initiatives. Actors' role was two-fold: (1) mode
of actor involvement, and (2) who leads actor involvement in the landscape restoration process.
However, a couple of influences underlay the role taken by various actors in the restoration
initiatives. Such influences were four-fold: (1) contextual setting constituted by the elements
such as existing participation culture, previous involvement's experience, and available
resources. For both 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019, each of the contextual setting elements
was applied to landscape restoration initiatives and had been evolving over the years especially
quite dramatic in the latter one due to countrywide formal landscape restoration putting ahead
semi-arid and dryland Districts including the Bugesera District. (2) process design that was
constituted by the systematic representation, transparency, and structured opportunities for
actor involvement. Between 1995 and 2009, actors were limitedly represented within the
restoration initiatives, and this representation then changed into the systematic one over the
years, especially between 2010 and 2019. In the years of 1995 to 2009, transparency had not
yet been applied in the restoration initiatives. It then became applicable in the years of 2010 to
2019 due to a formal landscape restoration commitment. Structured opportunities for actor
involvement were applied to the landscape restoration initiatives from 1995 to 2009 and 2010
to 2019, but widely in the latter years due to the formalised landscape restoration process. (3)
power dynamics that were composed of the conflicts and their ways of resolution. Conflicts
such as conflicts of interests and decision making-based conflicts are the only ones that
happened in the restoration initiatives, especially in 2010 to 2019. Dialogues and capacity
building, especially field demonstrations, were ways to cope with these conflicts. (4) the scale
of actor involvement constituted by the temporal and spatial scales of actor involvement was
widely applied for both the years of 1995 and 2009, and 2010 to 2019 except for the temporal
scale of actor involvement applied to the landscape restoration initiatives between 2010 and
2019. The non-applicability of actor involvement's temporal scale reflected the informal
landscape restoration 14 years before 2010 under which landscape restoration initiatives
operated. The applicability of actor involvement's spatial scale was based on the nationwide
ix

forest restoration-based policy reform events that started from 1976 up to 2010 when 'New
National Forestry Policy' was set up.
The study concluded that the Bugesera District's landscape restoration process has been
evolving from social perspectives over the years under various actors' role. This evolution is
related to the multi-level actors' involvement in the restoration process, resulting in the
reversing of access to food security and other landscape-based opportunities by smallholders.
Based on knowledge and experience acquired throughout this study, I would recommend the
researchers to investigate the role of multi-level actors in reversing degraded landscapes from
ecological perspectives to see if the social role has a real relationship with ecological one.
Moreover, the study recommends leading actors to further promote knowledge exchange by
incorporating grassroot level actors (i.e., farmers) in relevant international events (i.e.,
conferences, workshops, forums, and training).
The study also recommends that the government think of adding value for the fruits' production
that farmers do produce through the manipulation of agroforestry so they can benefit from the
landscape restoration initiatives. Lastly, the study recommends the government to establish the
irrigation facilities for farmers so they can cope with the droughts that mainly underlie the
failure of agroforestry in the Bugesera District.
Key words: Landscape reversing, stakeholders, involvement, agroforestry, Bugesera District.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Rwanda has been facing landscape degradation due to land use modifications which hampered
sustainable soil productivity and environmental protection. Consequently, this has led to food
insecurity and lack of access to other landscape's opportunities by smallholders (Clay and
Lewis, 1996). To cope with landscape degradation issues, manipulating agroforestry
techniques has been suggested to produce a large portion of long-term socio-ecological and
economic responses (Garrity et al., 2010; Ndayambaje and Mohren, 2011; Mbow et al., 2014).
Hence, the Rwandan government has started to focus on improving agroforestry for better
livelihoods of smallholders (Stainback et al., 2012).
Agroforestry is a multifunctional system that employs land through a combination of trees,
shrubs, and herb species with livestock or crops in the same landscape management unit (Jose,
2009). Jose (2009) further argues that agroforestry aims to suppress poverty and provide
adopters with various interests, such as ecosystem services and environmental opportunities.
As such, agroforestry has globally been a famous and common denominator for social,
ecological and economic benefits to smallholders (Sinclair, 1999). However, even though
agroforestry has been a worldwide practice, its necessity would be higher in one country than
in another based on each country's specificities regarding landscape degradation, which is
Rwanda's case as one of the semi-arid landscapes that have been facing the issue of
degradation. Such an issue makes Rwanda fit for agroforestry practice, as Clay and Lewis
(1996) argue. The fitness of Rwanda for agroforestry is three-fold: (1) forest landscape
restoration (IUCN, 2014), (2) agriculture landscape restoration (Verdone and Seidl, 2016), and
(3) Wetlands restoration (Veldman and Lankhorst, 2011) which would altogether reflect social,
ecological and economic benefits of agroforestry.
Within thirty Districts of Rwanda, where various landscape restoration actors have applied
agroforestry, semi-arid and lowland Districts have been less considered when reversing their
degraded landscapes (Mukuralinda et al., 2016) due to the misconceptions of land degradation
by some of these landscape restoration actors (Clay and Lewis, 1996). Clay and Lewis (1996)
further argue that these misconceptions correlate with the actors' feelings that soil erosion is
the only key driver to landscape degradation, which often occurs in highlands. Consequently,
this makes some of these actors allocate fewer efforts in reversing degraded landscapes in
lowlands' Districts.
Bugesera like other lowlands and semi-arid Districts such as Nyagatare, Gatsibo, Kirehe,
Rwamagana, and Kayonza are some of the 30 districts that recently got much attention from
multiple actors to reverse their degraded landscapes officially from 2010 onwards (Dave et al.,
2018). Involvement of multi-stakeholders was informally in place before 2010, and it was then
formally reframed and officialised by the Rwandan government in 2010 to effectively set up a
better implementation of the shared action plan to reverse degraded landscapes (Dave et al.,
2018). Moreover, Dave et al. (2018) argue that after reframing and officialising multistakeholder involvement, actors such as the government, farmers, universities, IPRCs
(Integrated Polytechnic Regional Center), and local and international NGOs started to join
ongoing participatory landscape restoration initiatives in the lowland Districts, including
Bugesera.
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1.2 Study purpose and problem statement
Multi-level actors' involvement in the restoration procedure is one of the landscape restoration
approach (Sayer et al., 2013). Moreover, it is argued that stakeholder participation is a way of
merging multi-stakeholder perspectives to deal with complicated, pending, and multi-level
environmental issues (Reed, 2008; Onkila, 2011; Sayer et al., 2013). These perspectives are
based on knowledge and values conducive to the right environmental management decisions
extended from local to global (Onkila, 2011). For instance, in the context of North Africa,
forest landscape restoration project was implemented through a "participatory framework" in
which actors such as researchers, local communities, local and international NGOs, and other
interested groups were involved throughout the restoration process (Derak et al., 2018).
Moreover, knowledge exchange between ecologists and citizens in a "participatory indicator
development" leads such actors to the increased acceptance of attained outcomes (Reed et al.,
2008).
In many ways of manipulating degraded landscape reversing techniques, Rwanda has been
using multi-stakeholders' involvement (i.e. Reed et al., 2008; Derak et al., 2018) in reversing
its degraded landscapes through the manipulation of agroforestry techniques (Dave et al.,
2018). Dave et al. (2018) argue that from 2010 ongoing, various landscape restoration actors
(government of Rwanda; NGOs; farmers; and other interested groups) formally started to take
part in the participatory landscape restoration process. This process has been taking place using
different ecological techniques, where agroforestry is upfront. Dave et al. (2018) only show
that 708,628 ha out of 2 million of the 2030 restoration target was restored until the year 2010,
but they should have also shown the restored hectares in the years following 2010.
Furthermore, Dave et al. (2018) point out a growing concern of the Rwandan government
calling for multi-level stakeholders to participate in manipulating agroforestry techniques to
reverse degraded landscapes. Moreover, a variety of actors stress a further need for multi-level
stakeholders' involvement in the Rwandan landscape restoration process (IUCN, 2014;
Mukuralinda et al., 2016; Chazdon and Guariguata, 2018b; Dave et al., 2018). Also,
Mukuralinda et al. (2016) argue that whenever multi-level stakeholders' engagement is not at
the core of the landscape restoration process, stakeholders' role remains unpredictable.
All these arguments emphasise the importance of multi-stakeholders' involvement in the
landscape restoration process and call them to participate in such a process, which indicates
that multi-level actors' involvement in the restoration journey has not yet reached its peak. This
infancy creates doubts regarding the outcomes from involving a variety of stakeholders in the
Rwandan landscape restoration process, including one of the Bugesera District.
However, there is a knowledge gap regarding the role of involving multi-stakeholders in the
landscape restoration process in the Bugesera District through manipulating agroforestry. In
filling this gap, the study aimed to understand the role of multi-stakeholder involvement in
manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District.

1.3 Study questions
In achieving its aim, the study set up the central research question: 'what is the role of multistakeholder engagement in manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the
Bugesera District?'. In answering this question better, the study divided it into three subquestions as follows:
Research sub-question 1: 'Who are the stakeholders involved in manipulating
agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District?'
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Research sub-question 2: 'What is the role of stakeholders involved in manipulating
agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District regarding the agency
and mode of actor involvement?'
Research sub-question 3: 'What factors influencing the role of actors involved in
manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District?

1.4 Thesis outline
This thesis is arranged in the following manner. Chapter 1 focuses on the study background,
study purpose and problem statement, study questions, and the outline.
Chapter 2 tackles the current outlook of the landscape restoration in Rwanda, constituted by
the respective sub-sections: a literature review on the current restoration; the theory of
participation; and conceptual framework. In the literature review, the study critically dives into
the landscape degradation in Rwanda; landscape restoration in Rwanda, including forest
landscape restoration, agricultural landscape restoration, and wetlands restoration. The review
also encompasses agroforestry in the Rwandan context and stakeholder engagement in the
Rwandan landscape restoration through the adoption of agroforestry. In the theory of
participation, the study shows the reasons underlying its choice and its applicability regarding
steering the investigation of stakeholders' participation within a participatory initiative.
Moreover, the theory of participation sub-section dives into how the theory of participation
was useful for this study throughout its whole explorative process. The study also comes up
with its conceptual framework developed from the theory of participation to answer its
questions.
Chapter 3 presents the whole study methodology. This chapter dives into the study character
in which the nature of the study is explained; data collection that is constituted by the study
area, participants and documents sampling as well as data gathering through interviews and
sampled documents; data analysis constituted by stakeholder analysis using power/interest grid
matrix, and thematic analysis through coding and theming process; ethical considerations; and
study limitations.
Chapter 4 presents the results. It identifies stakeholders who participated in the landscape
restoration initiatives within the Bugesera District fourteen years before and nine years after
2010. The identified stakeholders are mapped out using the power/interest grid matrices for
both ranges, which are then compared using these matrices to map out the evolution of
stakeholders' engagement in the restoration initiatives. Besides, this chapter discusses the role
of engaging multiple stakeholders in manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes
in the Bugesera District. This section dives into the mode of actor involvement and the agency.
Moreover, the chapter comes up with a section diving into the factors influencing the role of
actors that took part in the landscape restoration initiatives in the Bugesera District fourteen
years before and nine years after 2010. The section tackles the following subsections. First is a
contextual setting constituted by existing participation culture, previous involvement's
experience, and available resources. Second is the process design constituted by actor
representation, transparency, and structured opportunities for actor involvement. The third is
power dynamics which is constituted by conflicts and their ways of resolution. Fourth and last
is the scale of actor involvement constituted by temporal and spatial scales of actor
involvement.
Chapter 5 presents the discussions. The chapter constitution is six-fold: (1) failure of some
actor institutions to achieve their restoration targets, (2) role of government in the restoration
process, (3) inclusion of multi-sourced knowledge in the restoration process, (4) impact of
3

participatory culture on actor involvement in the landscape restoration process, (5) impact of
incentives on actor involvement in the landscape restoration process, and (6) relationship
between temporal and spatial scales of actor involvement, and landscape restoration funds.
Lastly, chapter 6 presents conclusions and recommendations. In this chapter, the study comes
up with the overall conclusion reflecting the study background and results. It lastly addresses
a couple of recommendations to the researchers, government, and other leading actors that have
been participating in the landscape restoration process in the Bugesera District.

2

Current situations of Rwandan landscape restoration

This section comes up with the literature review that is composed of the status of the Rwandan
landscape degradation, landscape restoration, agroforestry situations in Rwanda, and
stakeholder engagement in the Rwandan restoration process. It then comes up with the theory
of participation from which the conceptual study framework was developed. It lastly presents
the conceptual framework that was used to steer the whole explorative study process.

2.1 Review on the current Rwandan restoration
2.1.1 Landscape degradation in Rwanda
Landscape degradation relative to human population growth threatens food security, especially
in developing countries, including Rwanda (Kuria et al., 2019). Various factors underly the
Rwandan landscape degradation, particularly after the 1994 Genocide committed against Tutsi
reflecting the exponential human population growth. These factors include the search for
agricultural lands, energy, pastures, and settlement areas and wood products that jointly took
the Rwandan landscape to a dramatic degradation (Safari, 2010; Bizoza and Havugimana,
2013). Diving into each of these factors will map out the journey of the Rwandan landscape
degradation.
Searching for agricultural lands with exponential human population growth would be a big
challenge for the multi-level actors (i.e., citizens, policymakers, and implementers) to take care
of Rwanda's landscape. The Rwandan population has risen from 2.9 million in 1960 to 12
million in 2015, with population density increasing from 102 to 471 citizens per km2 in the
years of 1960 to 2015 (Rukundo et al., 2018). With a growth rate of 2.7, the population is
predicted to be 14 million by 2025 (UNEP, 2011; NISR, 2012a). Human population growth
exposes the Rwandan landscape to continuous pressures through agriculture that has a
tremendous role to the livelihoods of most Rwandan citizens as well as to the country's GDP
as it contributes 43.0% to the latter (UNEP, 2011; Diao et al., 2014). Also, there is wetlands
bottleneck that was principally linked to the enlargement of farmlands when land shortage
drove farmers to clear out wetlands for farming (Rukundo et al., 2018).
Energy is a vital need for Rwandan citizens, and the search for it would result in landscape
degradation through natural resources depletion. According to Nduwamungu (2011), the
energy consumption estimation showed that 4.1 million m3 was the total wood consumption
that encompasses fuelwood and charcoal-based consumption where the latter was equivalent
to 87% of such a total. The last notion would explicitly show that very soon, there can be an
unprecedented scarcity of forest resources if no other policy strategies are adopted (Safari,
2010).
Pastures had historically been a hope for a vast number of farmer communities in Rwanda
(Clay et al., 1998), which had been resulting in an exponential landscape degradation correlated
with the huge areas that were set aside for grazing, principally in the valleys and steep terrains
that were owned by farm families (Olson and Berry, 2003).
4

From the civil war around 1990 throughout the 1994 Genocide committed against Tutsi, many
hectares of forests were cut down by refugees to build the camps and accessing firewood, and
this was followed by the unprecedented demand of human settlements coupled with the vital
need for wood products which had been resulting in the Rwandan landscape into a dramatic
and exponential degradation (Kanyamibwa, 1998). One typical example of deforestation for
the search of human establishment space and wood products appeared in the Gishwati
rainforest in the north of the country, and wherein 1990, the total forest area counted 28000ha
while it only counted 2.5% of its total area in 2000 (Mukashema, 2007).
Depending upon the contextual setting, landscape degradation may associate the factors
mentioned above and some additional ones. The additional factors that may have been
underlying the Rwandan landscape degradation are three-fold: (1) landscape degradation
appears as the soil nutrients have been decreasing due to the ceaseless farming with few or
without fertiliser addition, and temporary or no fallow interval because of a narrower land size
(Byiringiro and Reardon, 1996; Drechsel et al., 2001), (2) when the fore-mentioned landscape
degradation factors are in the connection to climate change impacts, like lengthened droughts
and flash floods (Westoff, 2013), it is most likely for the soil erosion and landslides to happen
(Kuria et al., 2019), and (3) improper farming on steep terrains and wetlands have driven the
Rwandan landscape to a dramatic degradation (Bizoza and Havugimana, 2013; Nabahungu and
Visser, 2013).

2.1.2 Landscape restoration in Rwanda
According to Folke et al. (2010) and (Pretty, 1997), reversing the Rwandan landscape requires
a kind of security that is viewed in various angles such as "food productivity, food profitability
as well as the sustainable ecological resilience of the agroecosystems from which such a
resilience is produced". These angles should reflect forest landscape restoration (McLain et al.,
2018), agricultural landscape restoration (Kuria et al., 2019; Nzeyimana et al., 2020), and the
wetlands restoration (Nsengimana et al., 2017) which altogether constitute the landscape
restoration patterns in Rwanda.
The Rwandan landscape restoration journey is ongoing. Dave et al. (2018) seem to reflect this
journey by arguing that only 708,628 ha of 2 million of the 2030 restoration target was put
under reversing in 2010 while various actors felt that several hectares should have been restored
in the years following 2010. Then, the question would regard the number of hectares each
landscape type has within the total number of restored hectares. Here, Dave et al. (2018) made
forest landscape, agricultural landscapes, and wetlands inseparable (see the following section
for details about each of these landscape types), but necessarily is that each landscape type has
its specific contribution. For instance, according to Verdone and Seidl (2016) and Habiyambere
et al. (2009), agricultural landscape occupies 70% of the country's total area while timber and
fuelwood occupy 18% of it which mean that well-informed estimations can be made to figure
out what each landscape type has within 708, 628 hectares under restoration, and the remaining
task on 2 million hectares which constitute the total commitment of 2030. Also, there is an
increasing government's awareness to encourage various restoration actors to take part in
reversing degraded landscapes (Dave et al., 2018), which would moreover show that Rwandan
landscape restoration is still a journey that needs an enormous collaborative effort. As such, it
is felt that multi-stakeholder engagement in the Rwandan landscape restoration journey could
extraordinarily take place at large and spatial scales (IUCN, 2014; Mukuralinda et al., 2016;
Chazdon and Guariguata, 2018a; Dave et al., 2018). Moreover, landscape restoration progress
from ecological perspective has not yet been assessed to see the restoration impact on economic
and ecological benefits despite their significance in driving the makings of appropriate
decisions satisfying the needs of smallholder farmers who own a large portion of the country's
5

acreage (Clay et al., 1998; Jacobson and Petrie, 2009; Bidogeza et al., 2015). The last notion
would explicitly uncover that the Rwandan landscape restoration is an ongoing journey that
must take a while to reach its peak since no (enough) data that can help map out the landscape
restoration success (Verdone and Seidl, 2016; Dave et al., 2018).
However, the lack of real understanding of agroforestry, especially by smallholders, could have
been a key driver to a very slight movement by relevant actors towards getting over the
mountain's peak regarding landscape restoration. According to Verdone and Seidl (2016),
smallholder farmers adopt maise agriculture over agroforestry. The lack of agroforestry
adoption by farmers is reported to be under the lack of access to knowledge, incentives,
extension services, high-quality seedlings, market information about agroforestry-based
products, and value addition on agroforestry outcomes (Verdone and Seidl, 2016). Verdone
and Seidl (2016) further suggest that the non-adoption of agroforestry delays Rwandan
landscape restoration, and it is therefore very crucial to practice the following practices. First,
the government should upscale agroforestry technologies instead of practising it at small spatial
extents. Second, the government should make smallholders aware of agroforestry technologies
by raising nationwide awareness to improve smallholder understanding of agroforestry
technologies and their effectiveness. Here, it is recommended to develop didactic materials that
can steer the extension services and training delivery. Also, "farm radio" is suggested to
disseminate the information to a vast majority of smallholders, especially in Rwanda where an
individual extension has not been available.
When a nationwide extension approach does not work appropriately, on-ground
demonstrations to "lead farmers" would be worthwhile to disseminate knowledge to a vast
majority of farmers through back dissemination of acquired knowledge by trained "lead
farmers". Third and last, agroforestry could be subsidised through Vouchers to the tree nursery
producers so they can be able to meet the seedlings demand for smallholders, which will raise
the adoption of agroforestry by most farmers. Thus, the higher the number of agroforestry
adopters, the shorter could be the landscape restoration journey. As earlier mentioned,
landscape restoration in Rwanda including the one of the Bugesera District, is in the forest,
agricultural and wetlands restoration. These forms will separately be discussed below in a
respective manner.

2.1.2.1 Forest landscape restoration
Forest landscape restoration (FLR) is a prepared procedure that is mandatory to deal with
"deforested or degraded landscapes" (Stanturf et al., 2017). It aims to take the degraded
landscapes back to its original state to become functional and productive while they socially
and economically play a significant role in the dwellers' welfare (Sabogal et al., 2015). Multiactors' involvement including private farm owners in the restoration procedure through
"supporting community-managed forests or encouraging agroforestry systems, private
woodlots, improved fallows, and farmer-managed natural regeneration" is vitally important to
reach effective forest landscape restoration (IUCN, 2014). Such actors' wishes and dreams
should be given significant weights within the forest landscape restoration procedure often led
by the government or global donor institutions (i.e. U.S. Agency for International
Development) (McLain et al., 2018).
Forest landscape restoration procedure appropriately takes place when stakeholder
involvement is coupled with appropriate past and current forest landscapes policy that is also
a key to forecasting the various practices (i.e. agroforestry) to be in place and sustained to meet
social and environmental targets (McLain et al., 2018). Strong environmental governance style
reflecting appropriate land uses policy would trigger the achievement of social and
environmental targets. For example, Clay (2019) argues that environmental governance style
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has been a light to the management process of the Gishwati forest and is appreciated to bring
up sustainable responses to environmental issues. These issues are two-fold: (1) socioecological issues that emanate from adverse ecosystem impacts such as "forest degradation,
climate change and biodiversity loss" that newly appear at different levels, and (2) simultaneity
to seek for the rise of economic production. Good environmental governance style cares for
integrated landscape approaches that solve historical-based conservation and developmental
inequality matters, making the landscape governance dreams happen (Clay, 2019). Moreover,
environmental governance could not overlook transparency, community support, and
smallholder ownership authority crucial for participatory forest landscape restoration to reach
its peak regarding meeting social welfare and environmental targets (Stanturf et al., 2017).

2.1.2.2 Agricultural landscape restoration
In 2011, Rwanda committed to reverse 2 million hectares of degraded landscapes by 2030
(Dave et al., 2017; 2018). Hence, these hectares constitute a large proportion of the country's
growth that is seen in the angle of ensuring sustainable subsistence, poverty decline and
economic growth of Rwandan dwellers (IUCN, 2014). The majority (90%) of these dwellers
rely on sustenance agriculture that occupies 70 % of the Rwandan territory (Verdone and Seidl,
2016). Besides, timber and fuelwood occupy 16% of the country's area to provide Rwandan
dwellers with energy (Habiyambere et al., 2009). Thus, restoration of agricultural landscapes
in Rwanda would still struggle with its journey according to Verdone and Seidl (2016), and
Habiyambere et al. (2009) who argue that people still face high demand of agricultural, timber,
and fuelwood products.
Due to pressures to meet such demands, landscape degradation has been more likely to evolve,
calling for multi-level actors to take a joint action to cope with degraded landscapes (Dave et
al., 2017; 2018). Moreover, Verdone and Seidl (2016) argue that conservation of biological
diversity, escalation of forest cover, and decreasing soil erosion has been useful for improving
agricultural, timber and fuelwood productivity that would, in other words, be the appropriate
agricultural landscape restoration.
Here again, Verdone and Seidl (2016) underline multi-level actors' involvement in the
restoration of agricultural landscapes. In arguing, so they built upon the very recent engagement
of IUCN, former Rwandan Natural Resources Authority which lately became Rwanda Forestry
Authority (RFA), and World Resources Institute (WRI) in setting up an actor-centred
procedure of identifying "restoration" actions that are appropriate for the smallholders who are
vastly the owners of the acreage in Rwanda.
These stakeholders agreed upon two land- manipulation actions, such as "agroforestry and
improved woodlot management activities" that were given as recommendations aiming at
improving woodland and agricultural production (Verdone and Seidl, 2016).
Additionally, Verdone and Seidl (2016) argue for the awareness of the former Rwanda Natural
Resources Authority, RNRA (current RFA-Rwanda Forestry Authority) to encouraging
smallholders to adopt novel technologies (i.e. agroforestry) through the delivery of agricultural
extension and awareness services to smallholders. This awareness would reflect the ongoing
restoration journey aiming at reversing degraded Rwandan agricultural landscapes. There are
many cues (i.e. IUCN, 2014; Mukuralinda et al., 2016; Chazdon and Guariguata, 2018a; Dave
et al., 2018) showing that agricultural landscape restoration journey would not have reached its
peak.
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2.1.2.3 Wetlands restoration
In Rwanda, wetlands count 165, 000 hectares of the whole country's surface area (MINAGRI,
2009). Wetlands have been a hopeful and significant natural resource for local communities
through "fishing, hunting and cattle grazing" (Cambrezy, 1981). Wetlands were recently a
response to a large proportion of Rwandans through their exploitation to address the issues of
food insecurity and fodder scarcities in dry and arid seasons (Nabahungu and Visser, 2013).
Later, wetlands became owned by the government and were used in modern and intensive
agriculture (Ansoms et al., 2014). In some corners of the country, the government has put
wetlands in the private sector's hands under the "concession" to conserve them (Veldman and
Lankhorst, 2011). Besides, other wetlands were shared among farmer groups known as agricooperatives to grow cash crops, such as sugarcane and rice (MININFRA, 2007). A typical
example would be the Nyabarongo wetland, where the government shifted 3000ha out of
1000ha from its ownership to Madhivani group, which now possesses the management of
Kabuye sugar factory and associated sugarcane plantations in its charge (Ansoms, 2008).

2.1.3 Agroforestry in the Rwandan context
Agroforestry is a "collective name for land-use systems and technologies where woody
perennials (i.e., trees, shrubs, palms, and bamboos) are deliberately used on the same land
management unit as crops and animals, in some form of spatial arrangement or temporal
sequence" (Lundgren and Raintree, 1983). Even though agroforestry had limitedly been
defined as an association of woody perennials, and crops and animals, it was still viewed as
particularly useful for soil conservation through various mechanisms (i.e. Nutrient recycling
and erosion control) until the 1990s (König, 1992). Such a definition would explicitly sound
exclusive since it only considers soil conservation which is a part of environmental benefits.
These benefits should be twinned with other benefits such as social (i.e., cleaned air, recreation,
and fuelwood) and economic (i.e., income generation from timber and carbon market) ones.
Currently, agroforestry has been viewed as a generator of simultaneous answers such as social,
environmental, and economic ones to large temporal and spatial scale issues (Stainback et al.,
2012; Kiyani et al., 2017). The former and the latter views are different since the latter
incorporates social and economic benefits that can be reached at large spatial and temporal
scales, showing a certain evolution of agroforestry in Rwanda.
Agroforestry is a wide term that embeds various benefits to most of its adopters who can choose
to manipulate it to reach specific benefits. For instance, agroforestry is an "inclusion of trees
with food crops or pasture, offers great potential in Rwanda as a way to provide sustainable
income to farmers, sequester carbon, produce bioenergy, and enhance other environmental
services such as biodiversity, water quality enhancement, and soil fertility improvements"
(König, 1992; Roose and Ndayizigiye, 1997; Jose, 2009; Garrity et al., 2010). Even though
agroforestry has been viewed as useful for improving Rwandans' livelihoods, much effort is
still needed to make it fully successful in generating environmental, social, and economic
responses at a large spatial and temporal scales (Stainback et al., 2012; Kiyani et al., 2017).
This success is only achievable if concerned multi-level stakeholders (i.e. government, research
institutions, NGOs and smallholders) take part in the manipulation of agroforestry through (i.e.
supply of seedlings to smallholders, training to smallholders and their incorporation in the
decision-making process regarding agroforestry planning and implementation) (Stainback et
al., 2012).
If managed well, agroforestry can play a variety of roles. First, agroforestry can avert soil
erosion and recycling nutrients using its interactive components (ICRAF, 2010; Kiyani et al.,
2017). For instance, in the study conducted at the Rubona agricultural station in Rwanda, it
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was found that acidic and quite degraded soils can look back to their original states through
applying agroforestry when the leaves' biomass of Calliandra calothyrsus, Tithonia
diversifolia and Tephrosia vogelii and a very small dose of phosphorus is mixed which
increased the phosphorus intake that led to an increased maise production (Mukuralinda et al.,
2010). Second, agroforestry can cope with climate change impacts than how agriculture
without it does (Stainback et al., 2012). Moreover, agroforestry can help farmers achieve dualpurpose regarding diversification of agriculture and forest production in terms of goods and
the instant issues of climate variabilities that are predicted to emanate from climate change
(Stainback et al., 2012). Third, agroforestry has been responsive to agricultural productivity's
mediocrity in the wet and dry seasons by regulating soil's physical properties (i.e. soil porosity
and aeration) and plant trees functioning (Verchot et al., 2007). Fourth and last, agroforestry
has also been hoped for smallholders. It provides various alternatives to forest products (i.e.,
timber and firewood) leading to protected forests from dramatic deforestation and degradation
(Ndayambaje, 2005; Rutunga et al., 2007; Stainback et al., 2012).
However, despite the agroforestry opportunities mentioned above, there are many challenges
regarding the adoption of agroforestry. Stainback et al. (2012) argue that the extension services
and farmers' knowledge regarding agroforestry are still far-off, which is still a barrier for
agroforestry to benefit Rwandan smallholders.

2.1.4 Stakeholders’ engagement in the adoption of agroforestry in Rwanda
This review reflects stakeholder engagement to restore the degraded landscapes using
agroforestry or any other similar ecological technique. According to Stainback et al. (2012),
there is still infancy regarding the access of extension services and lack of agroforestry
knowledge by smallholders, which still hamper agroforestry's peak in Rwanda. This infancy
would, in other words, be viewed as the poor actors' involvement that shallowly involve
smallholders despite that they should be at the core of the participation (Stainback et al., 2012;
Kiyani et al., 2017) since they are both key beneficiaries and implementers of agroforestrybased initiatives. Agroforestry has been responsive to the issues of Rwandan landscape
degradation, socio-ecological, and economical success (Garrity et al., 2010; Ndayambaje and
Mohren, 2011; Mbow et al., 2014). Also, Stainback et al. (2012) argue that when who has a
lead of agroforestry adoption fails to deal with actors' coordination or participation properly,
such a failure results in poor actors' involvement in adopting agroforestry. Poor actors'
involvement becomes severe when it is coupled with low literacy, lack of access to credits
facilities, inputs, and occurrence of social and cultural complexities which altogether decelerate
the adoption of agroforestry by smallholders (Kiyani et al., 2017). Young generations of
farmers are more likely to adopt agroforestry technologies since their literacy rate is higher
than that of old generations (Kiyani et al., 2017). Moreover, Kiyani et al. (2017) argue that the
illiteracy rate is almost 40% of the farmers, which is a significant challenge for them to acquire
agroforestry knowledge and accept it as an important ecological technique to reverse degraded
landscapes. Also, there are other crucial challenges (i.e. lack of technical skills, lack of highquality tree seeds, lack of capital, lack of workforce, and inaccessibility to the seedlings market
for some actors) to the adoption of agroforestry by smallholders (Kiyani et al., 2017;
Buckingham et al., 2020b) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Challenges for Rwandan (smallholders) farmers to adopt agroforestry
Source: Kiyani et al. (2017).

These challenges highlight the poor actors' involvement in adopting agroforestry that would
emanate from inappropriate coordination or participation between multi-actors who could
manipulate agroforestry. Stainback et al. (2012) further stress poor actors' (smallholders)
involvement in the manipulation of agroforestry by still arguing the significance of capacity
building services to smallholders as well as the relevant and functional policy that can help
smallholders access agroforestry interests in the short run while waiting for its components
(i.e., fruits, fodder, nutrients recycling) to provide with them absolute interests. Therefore,
landscape restoration discussions would be important to come across sustainable answers to
these challenges. During these discussions, it is vitally important to reflect the social landscape
map to understand the governance style that is useful for reversing the landscape in question
(Buckingham et al., 2020a). Understanding such a style should dive into multi-stakeholders'
engagement topic that encompasses the elements such as institutional collaboration and
information exchange, which funds the restoration initiatives, and resources allocation (i.e.
seedlings, funds) (Buckingham et al., 2020a). Therefore, farmers should be provided with
training and information regarding agroforestry practices that allow them to exploit
agroforestry-related opportunities, such as seedlings' market, to generate realistic income
(Buckingham et al., 2020a).
During the process of providing farmers with knowledge, the government should take a lead
of such an event as well as still including them in the design and implementation of agroforestry
plan (Kiyani et al., 2017), which would reflect multiple governments commitments to reverse
degraded landscapes that have been a shared task all over the world (Dave et al., 2017; 2018).
The examples of landscape restoration processes are like forest and wetlands that are still going
on nationwide by manipulating ecological techniques (i.e., forestry and agroforestry). Some
relevant assistance and advocacy have been delivered and still need to be applied at large
temporal and spatial scales. For example, in the Gishwati forest, the restoration process should
involve multi-level actors especially in the decision-making process, most likely to create a
common ground for actors' distinct policy targets through harmonisation (van Oosten et al.,
2018). Another example is the Nyabarongo marshland in Kigali city. Various actors, such as
farmers were told to stop their farming activities in this marshland whose management was
later put in the hands of Madhivani group that was a private company (Nsengimana et al.,
2017). Therefore, Nsengimana et al. (2017) argue that communities should actively have been
involved in setting up a policy to legislate marshlands' utilisation and shift their ownership on
this marshland to Madhivani group as argued earlier. This notion reflects the one argued earlier,
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too, regarding smallholders' capacity building and involving them with other actors throughout
the restoration process. Nevertheless, some actors disagree with multi-actors' involvement as
they think that power inequalities between powerful and powerless actors would hamper such
an involvement (Clay, 2019).

2.2

Theory of Participation

In understanding the role of multi-stakeholder involvement in manipulating agroforestry to
reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District, the theory of participation was useful to
steer this process.
The theory choice was based on its ability to explain multi-stakeholder involvement, which is
the appropriate way to cope with landscape degradation that Rwanda has been facing as Clay
and Lewis (1996) stress it.
The theory of participation is built upon participation in the ordinary contexts as a journey that
involves the public, individual actors, groups of people and institutions (Reed et al., 2018).
Besides, Reed et al. (2018) argue that this journey has a purpose of deciding on matters that
may affect such actors through either a passive or an active manner. Also, Reed et al. (2018)
reflect the passive involvement of various actors in a participatory environmental management
action through a deliberative approach. Moreover, Reed et al. (2018) reflect the active
involvement of various actors in such activities through a participative approach in which colearning occurs. Such reflections might imply that actors' role within a given initiative is
determined by the type of participation adopted (Stringer et al., 2006). Actors' role is well
explorable if a sound theoretical framework like the one, Derak et al. (2018) practised in the
study regarding participatory ecological restoration in the north of Africa is adequately
employed
According to Reed et al. (2018), there can be influences on the actors' role, which often have
roots in power relations, where powerful actors influence powerless ones. These influences
eventually end up with the unexpected outcomes, and the consequences of such outcomes reach
that passively involved actors due to power inequalities (Reed et al., 2018).
Therefore, typifying actors' involvement must take place for Reed et al. (2018) to build a strong
foundation. This foundation allows an illustrator to explain the agency (who initiates/takes the
lead) and the mode of involvement. Explanations on agency and mode of actor involvement
are essential to understand how various actors get involved in a participatory environmental
management process and their role in such a process which eventually determines these actors'
outcomes.
According to Reed et al. (2018), actors' involvement may occur in the following ways. First,
actors' involvement may take place through either a "bottom-up approach", where the citizens
or any other interested group takes a lead of it with a narrower decision-making capability
(Fraser et al., 2006; Reed, 2008) or through a "top-down approach", where the lead is taken by
formal decision-makers who are powered to make decisions with limited incorporation of other
actors' views. Second, Reed et al. (2018) argue that engagement may be explained depending
upon various incentives and the intended participation outcomes. For instance, the incentives
may either be practical (i.e., implementable decisions) or prescriptive (i.e., participatory
decision-making by actors on matters that can affect them) (Reed, 2008). Moreover, incentives
may leverage the trust among actors involved in the decision-making journey (Rowe and
Frewer, 2004; 2005). Third and last, Rowe et al. (2004; 2005) argue that many modes of actor
involvement probably work and run across co-learning (information and knowledge exchange)
gradient. Such a gradient consists of delivering information through "one-way flow of
information and knowledge to the actors and receiving feedback from them (communication
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mode) (Rowe et al., 2004; 2005). Moreover, information delivery may extend from one-way
to two-way knowledge sharing and co-creation of long-term objectives and the expected
outcomes ("more deliberative and co-production modes") (Rowe et al., 2004; 2005).
The disintegration of actors' engagement modes was used as scientific lenses for Reed et al.
(2018) to typify actors' involvement in a participatory environmental management action to
understand actors' role in the environmental management process. Following are the types of
actors' involvement modes.
First, there is "top-down, one-way communication or consultation". Here, a socially created
authority is a sharp instrument for decision-makers to inform their clients and other actors about
their interests in a passive way. For instance, Samkin and Schneider (2010) argue the New
Zealand government's case regarding its passive authority, which includes various actors to
decide on conservation issues through a passive delivery of information. Also, Cormier et al.
(2004) point out how the companies mostly want to strengthen their social authority by sharing
very little information regarding environmental consequences based on their relations with
actors.
Second, there is a "top-down deliberation or co-production". Here, a better liaison among
ecological restoration actors in the United States is probably a useful reference to explain what
lengthens the agreement process regarding planning and implementing the intended
participatory ecological restoration actions (Leach et al., 2002). Moreover, Risvoll et al. (2014),
from the Norwegian context, argue another case regarding the conservation of national parks
where multi-level actors' representation in the participatory initiative was respected in the
decision-making process.
Third, there is "bottom-up one-way communication or consultation". Here, Ghai and Vivian
(2014) argue for activists' role in manipulating the online discussants' voice and influencing
bigger decision-makers to impact the decision-making process. For instance, the coalition of
people campaigning to create an impact on the national U.S. forest decision would not have
been made if the campaigns were not there (Bevington, 2012).
Fourth and the last, there is "bottom-up deliberation or co-production". Here, actors work
together to achieve collective action without necessarily calling researchers and institutions
that possess a formal power of decision-making. Austin (2004) and Ballard and Belsky (2010)
may better illustrate this type of participation. Another very typical example of this
participation is Derak et al. (2018). They argue for this case from the north African context in
which participatory framework was useful in the landscape restoration process. Furthermore,
Derak et al. (2018) show that multi-level stakeholders such as researchers, local communities,
NGOs, and other interested groups participated throughout the restoration process.
Reed et al. (2018) argue the types of actors' participation (Figure 2, left side). These types
include deliberation, consultation, communication, and co-production. This figure also shows
how actor participation may extend from simple communication to co-production. Moreover,
Reed et al. (2018) argue the critical factors to explain participatory environmental management
(Figure 2, right side). Following are these factors:
First, recognising the contextual elements (existing participation culture, previous
involvement's experience, and available resources) leads engaged actors to beneficial
outcomes. Second, systematic representation; transparency; and structured opportunities for
actor involvement are crucial elements of the process design that lead actors to the expected
outcomes. Controversially, the adoption of hierarchical; closed or limited ad-hoc
representation; leads actors to the unexpected outcomes. Third, the effective management of
power dynamics provides all participants with equal opportunities to contribute their
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knowledge. Such knowledge allows engaged actors to influence the made decisions, which
increases actors' chance to meet beneficial outcomes. Nevertheless, the lack of power dynamics
management deprives (some) participants the ability to contribute their knowledge and
influence the made decisions that eventually end with unexpected outcomes.
Moreover, when stakeholders' involvement takes place in proportion to time and space, it is
more likely for all involved actors to meet the expected outcomes and vice versa.

Figure 2. Theoretical framework built upon the theory of participation
Source: Reed et al. (2018)

The left part of Figure 1 shows the already described four types of participation. Its right part
shows the explanatory factors (context, design, power, and scalar fit) to the achievable outcome
depending upon participation type.

2.3 Conceptual framework
This section presents the conceptual study framework that was developed from the theory of
participation mentioned above. The study systematically investigated all the points mentioned
in the conceptual study framework (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. A developed conceptual framework based on the theory of participation

Following are the ways of using the theory of participation through the conceptual framework
mentioned above:
In answering the sub-research question 1, the theory of participation steered this study to
identify all stakeholders that took part in the restoration initiatives 14 years before and nine
years after 2010.
The theory of participation was previously and successfully applied to the restoration process
in different contexts. For example, Derak et al. (2018) proved the theory of participation
successful to study about reversed semi-arid forest landscapes in the north of Africa, where
multi-level stakeholders (i.e., researchers, local communities, policymakers, NGOs, and other
interested groups) took part a participatory environmental management action. Therefore, the
actors mentioned above were put on the provisional list updated through preliminary
documents review and existing professional networks since my study was of the same nature
as Derak et al. (2018). By referring to Bryson (2004), Chinyio and Akintoye (2008), and
Newcombe (2003), such actors were later identified using the stakeholder analysis matrices for
both the actors that took part in the restoration initiatives 14 years before and nine years after
2010. For both times, the power/interest gradients ranged from low to medium to a high level
of actors' power/influence relative to the level of interest they had in the restoration projects.
Power/interest grid matrices were used to map out the evolution of stakeholders' involvement
by comparing them (14 years before and nine years after 2010)(Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Evolution of stakeholders’ involvement (1995-2009 against 2010-2019).

The above comparison helped the study disentangle the actors that took the passive role from
the ones that took the active role in the restoration initiatives within the Bugesera District 14
years before and nine years after 2010 as it was expecting the actors' positions regarding their
power in the restoration initiatives to speak a lot themselves.
In answering the sub-question 2, I referred to the theory of participation (Reed et al., 2018) that
hugely emphasises the agency and mode of engagement as the key to multi-stakeholders'
involvement in a participatory environment management process. Here, the study explored the
agency (who initiates and takes the lead of actors' involvement). At this stage, the study
explored if relevant actors do follow "top-down deliberative manner" to make decisions.
Besides, the study explored if it is a group of committed decision-makers which decide on
behalf of all other stakeholders with limited incorporation of others' perspectives. Moreover,
the study explored the adopted mode(s) of actors' involvement in Bugesera's landscape
reversing process. These modes reflected the way of communicating information among actors,
that is either "one way or two-way communication". These modes are: "top-down, one-way
communication or consultation", "top-down deliberation or co-production", "bottom-up oneway communication or consultation", and "bottom-up deliberation or co-production" which
were all applied to my study.
In answering the sub-question 3, the study referred to Reed et al. (2018) to explore the
explanatory factors to the role taken by multi-level actors in the restoration initiatives.
Following were the procedures to explore these factors:
First, the study understood the contextual setting elements in which some landscape restoration
actors live and work. These elements were existing participation culture, previous
involvement's experience, and available resources. Here, my expectations were three-fold: (1)
some landscape restoration actors, for instance, smallholders and local government have been
developing participation culture within the landscape restoration initiatives in which they have
been getting much experience regarding participatory landscape restoration process, (2) some
other actors (i.e. NGOs, government, and universities) support the restoration process through
resources, like knowledge and seedlings sharing, and (3) seedlings are often supplied to
smallholders freely by the government in close partnership with NGOs that are mostly the
actors in the landscape restoration process. Moreover, the study stretched out its exploration
to resources that were expected to attract various actor groups to participate in the restoration
process and may influence actors' role in such a process. Therefore, it was of profound
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importance for this study to explore whether the actors took part in the restoration process from
their own will rooted in the existing participation culture, previous participatory experience or
whether available resources stimulated them.
Second, the study explored the elements of the process design. These elements were
representation, transparency, and structured opportunities for actor involvement. Here, the
study explored if the actors' involvement process respects a systematic representation of
stakeholder groups interested and involved in the restoration process. Furthermore, the study
explored if the involvement process allowed all involved actors to make transparent decisions
based on multi-sourced knowledge. Transparent decisions were expected to help engaged
actors achieve collective restoration of degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District at large
spatial and temporal scales. Moreover, structured opportunities for actor involvement were
expected to allow various actors to participate in the landscape restoration process. The
philosophy underlying the investigation of transparency was that stakeholders' appropriate
involvement eases a co-learning process through knowledge exchange, attitudinal shifts, and
consideration of each other's values among the involved stakeholders.
Third, the study explored how the design process takes care of the power dynamics
management to avoid conflicts among stakeholders that took part in the landscape reversing
process in the Bugesera District. Power dynamics management was expected to be leading to
the making of transparent decisions by stakeholders. Transparent decisions were, in turn,
expected to lead to a participatory landscape restoration in which actors can easily accept the
attained outcomes since they were transparently included in the decision-making process.
Moreover, the study explored how stakeholders manage power dynamics as I expected that
actors' involvement might fail or succeed, depending on power management style. Besides, the
study explored conflicts rise in the restoration initiatives, their causes, and the adopted
approaches to prevent them and solving them once they have happened. The exploration
process referred to Reed et al. (2018), who show that facilitation and mediation are useful
approaches to solve conflicts among stakeholders in a participatory environmental
management process.
Fourth and last, the study explored the level to which stakeholders took part in the landscape
restoration process in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine years after 2010.
Specifically, the study explored spatial and temporal scales of actors' involvement in the
restoration initiatives, especially for smallholders, crucial local actors. The study explored why
to underlay the temporal and spatial scales of actors' involvement in the restoration initiatives
(i.e., is it due to the actors who understand the importance of taking part in the restoration
process or any other reasons?).
All these factors mentioned above helped the study understand the factors influencing the
actors' role in the restoration initiatives in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine years
after 2010. The aggregation of the answers to all the study sub-questions eventually helped the
study understand the role of engaging multi-stakeholders in manipulating agroforestry to
reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine years after 2010.

3

Methodology

The methodology chapter is structured in the following manner. The study character discusses
the nature of the study; data collection that is composed by the study area, sampling and data
gathering for both documents and interviews will also be discussed; and data analysis
(stakeholder analysis and thematic analysis for sampled documents and qualitative semistructured interviews) will be discussed in detail. The below Figure 5 shows the methodological
design from which the methodological guidance was drawn.
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Given that PC is participation culture; PIE is the previous involvement's experience; AR is Available resources; R is representation; T is transparency; SOI is structured
opportunities for actor involvement; C means conflicts; R means resolution; S spatial; and T means temporal.

Figure 5. Methodological design

3.1 Study character
This study was an explorative study regarding the role of engaging multi-stakeholders in
manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District 14 years
before and nine years after 2010. The study followed the theory of participation that Reed et
al. (2018) developed. The theory of participation allowed the current study to conceptualise the
studied points. The exploration procedure started from exploring stakeholder groups that took
part in the landscape reversing process 14 years before and nine years after 2010 by
manipulating agroforestry techniques.
Investigating the role of multi-stakeholder engagement 14years years before 2010 was based
on the idea that before 1995, Rwanda still faced political issues and the Genocide consequences
that would not allow it, including the Bugesera District of the landscape restoration. Also,
during the 1994 Genocide committed against Tutsi and the civil war in 1997, the landscape
was degraded countrywide, especially the one of the Bugesera District that is part of the semiarid and dry landscapes more degraded than any other area. Such degradation was a potential
basis for this study to measure the actors' role in the restoration initiatives 14 years before 2010
in an informal manner and after 2010 in a formal way. The study also chose to investigate
actors' role for both ranges to measure the restoration progress made, which indicated the role
of various actors in the restoration process and the evolution of such actors in the restoration
process.
Moreover, the study explored the factors that influence stakeholders' role in reversing the
degraded landscape in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine years after 2010. These
factors were contextual setting, process design, power dynamics, and involvement scales. The
contextual setting was constituted by existing participation culture, previous involvement's
experience and available resources. Process design was constituted by representation,
transparency, and structured opportunities for actor involvement. Power dynamics was
composed of conflicts and their resolution. The scale of involvement was constituted by
temporal and spatial scales of actors' involvement.
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3.2 Data Collection
3.2.1 Study area
This study took place in the Bugesera District, which is in the Southeastern plains of Rwanda's
Eastern Province. It has 1333.9 km2 of the area of which 1337 ha is arable land. It is contiguous
with Burundi (Kirundo Province) in the South, Ngoma District in the East, and Kigali City and
Rwamagana Districts in the North (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Location of the Bugesera District on Rwanda administrative map
Source: Bugesera District (2013).

Bugesera District has 15 administrative sectors, 72 cells, and 579 villages. It also lies between
Nyabarongo and Akanyaru rivers which eventually intersect in the Southern edge to create the
Akagera River. It has sorts of aquatic ecosystems such as lakes, Rweru and Cyohoha. It also
has typical drylands biodiversity; predominantly dry savanna, but plant species of humid
ecological conditions also appear in this region. Bugesera's savanna had long benefitted
pastoralists, but the intactness of Bugesera's nature has dramatically been decreasing due to
increased agricultural activities correlated with human population growth (JICA, 2006).
Regarding topography, Bugesera District is classified among the low and drylands Districts of
Rwanda that possess many dry marshlands compared with other Districts. However, its small
portion is composed of a succession of undulating hills and mountains. Among these hills and
mountains, there are Mt. Shyara (1,772 m), Mt. Juru (1667m), Mt. Maranyundo (1,614m), and
Mt. Mwendo (1575m) (Bugesera District, n.d).
Regarding climate, Bugesera's rainfall is bimodal with long rains falling between February and
May, and short rains falling between September and December. The highest rainfall ever
recorded was 1300 mm in 1969, but the annual precipitation ranges between 700-900 mm. The
average atmospheric temperature usually varies between 21º C and 29º C. The Bugesera region
is dry from June to August. In general, the soils are mainly fertile but permeable and fragile
(JICA, 2006).
NISR (2012b) counted 363,339 people (177,404 women and 185,935men) in 581 villages, and
their mean annual growth rate was 3.1% with a density of 282 people per km2.
Agriculture is the backbone of Bugesera's economy where intercropping, crop rotation, and
soil and water conservation techniques are applied. Trees such as Grevillea and Cedrela grow
in association with crops like sorghum, maise, groundnuts, cassava, soybean, sweet potatoes,
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rice, and beans (JICA, 2006). Sometimes, Arabica coffee is the only significant cash crop
grown in the Bugesera District (JICA, 2006). Also, the combination of these tree species with
crops is achievable through its mobilisation by the cell offices as an approach to promote
agroforestry among farmers and sustain the environmental conservation and crop production
(JICA, 2006) (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Cropping and agroforestry patterns in the Bugesera District.
Source: JICA (2006).

Moreover, agroforestry and forestry have been upfront to conserve and reverse degraded
landscape in the Bugesera District where they have been expanded from Grevillea and Cedrela
to Senna spectabilis, Acacia polyacantha, and Eucalyptus sp (de Dieu Habiyaremye et al.,
2015). Domestic animals, including cattle and other small animals like goats and sheep,
supplement the Bugesera District's economy (JICA, 2006).

3.2.2 Sampling and data gathering
This research utilised both primary and secondary data, where the allocation of samples and
data gathering techniques were the same for all the study sub-questions. Primary data were
collected from qualitative semi-structured skype, WhatsApp, and zoom interviews.
Primary data collection was planned to be collected via the assistant who was supposed to reach
out to the participants and give them a telephone connected to WhatsApp/skype to interview
them through it. However, this option was deemed unsuccessful later according to the
coronavirus pandemic, which did not allow any physical contact to happen nationwide.
Alternatively, through the World Vision, I got the WhatsApp numbers of individual farmers
and farmer cooperatives to which I contacted them.
Secondary data were collected from fifteen documents: thirteen reports and two occasional
papers, which the study accessed publicly (google and google scholar). Report documents were
collected from the actor institutions' databases and websites, such as ICRAF-International
Center for Research in Agroforestry, IUCN-International Union for Conservation of Nature
WVI-World Vision that all took part in the landscape restoration initiatives in the Bugesera
District. Moreover, the study collected some of such documents from non-participant actor
institutions, such as FAO-Food Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, PROFORProgram on Forests, CIFOR-Center for International Forestry Research, and WRI-World
Resources Institute.
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3.2.2.1 Sampling
3.2.2.1.1 Participants sampling
The sampling process started with selecting the actor institutions that participated in this study
using the snowball technique. Snowball sampling technique consists of accessing the research
participants through the researcher's existing professional networks (King et al., 1998; Noy,
2008; Robinson, 2014; Boiral et al., 2020). Professional networks helped me reach out to
contact persons from various actor groups.
Here is my background to highlight the usefulness of professional networks. During my
undergraduate studies at the University of Rwanda, I got in touch with many student-colleagues
and professors from across study programmes taught at the University of Rwanda. After my
studies, I worked for organisations working on agroforestry. Working for these organisations
gave me access to various actors' networks through meetings, training, workshops, and other
events.
During the preparations of this study fieldwork, I contacted some of the colleagues (that I got
in touch during two events mentioned above) whose organisations took part in the landscape
restoration initiatives in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine years after 2010. To get
in touch with employing organisations, I passed on the organisations' websites and different
WhatsApp groups created during and after my undergraduate studies and previous jobs.
Based on Boiral et al. (2020), King et al. (1998), Noy (2008), and Robinson (2014), through
such networks, I searched contact persons from both past and incumbent organisations that
were thought to be participating in the restoration initiatives. Contact persons connected me to
new networks from which I knew new actor groups in such initiatives. I continued the same
process until no new name was still being mentioned. Besides, preliminary documents reading
was used to get a further acquaintance with provisional institutions connected to the restoration
initiatives implemented in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine years after 2010. The
preliminarily read documents were systematically searched from ICRAF and IUCN databases
by passing through Google search that took me to such institutions' websites. Then, I was
directed to the database hosting the documents. Also, Google Scholar was used to searching
for peer-reviewed reports and papers published by actor institutions.
The choice of the snowball sampling technique was based on the notion that I already knew
people who worked for the institutions that were being thought to be connected to the
restoration initiatives in the Bugesera District. Snowball method was worthy due to time
limitations plus the researcher's expertise about information exchange. Boiral et al. (2020),
King et al. (1998), Noy (2008), and Robinson (2014) reflect the choice of snowball sampling
method in which a researcher reaches new participants through existing professional networks.
Moreover, the snowball technique allowed the study to conduct preliminary documents review,
which was a triangulation manner that eventually resulted in the study validity and appropriate
use of time during this study (Yin, 1994). Thus, documents allowed the study to select a variety
of actor groups that participated in it.
Based on the contact persons' insights and preliminarily reviewed documents, I selected
eighteen actor groups/institutions that took part in the restoration initiatives 14 years before
and nine years after 2010 from different fields. These actors had a stake, such as partners,
beneficiaries, and implementers (Robson and Robson, 1996; Yuksel et al., 1999) of the
landscape restoration initiatives implemented in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine
years after 2010. Here, the study grouped selected actor groups into the following categories.
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First, is the government constituted by the central government (ministries and related bodies)
and the local government (District Agricultural and Natural Resources Management Unit and
sector agricultural authorities). Second, third, fourth, and fifth were the international NGOs,
international research institutions, regional NGOs, and local NGOs. Sixth and last was the
farmer communities (individual farmers and farmer cooperatives). The expected actor groups
were integrally the ones that participated in the interviewees (see Table 1).
3.2.2.1.2 Documents sampling
The study collected grey literature in the form of report documents from ICRAF, FAO,
PROFOR, CIFOR, WRI, and IUCN's online databases and websites using google and google
scholar relevant to the study (Monroe and Butler, 2016). Documents search through google and
google scholar took place as follows:
I first googled the website of the actor organisation that was expected to possess useful
documents. Having reached the document, I went through it to see the cited relevant literature
searched using google scholar. Among all collected documents except for two documents, such
as two peer-reviewed papers, the one that was occasional and the other one that was a working
paper, the rest of them were in the form of a guide, progress and evaluation reports. These
reports were written by the organisations, such as ICRAF, World vision, IUCN, and
government (ministries and bodies). Some of these organisations took part in the restoration
initiatives and my study.
Documents sampling was adopted from Monroe and Butler (2016) who did collect and analyse
various documents' insights into the relevant study. I combined documents collection with
semi-structured interviews to assure data validity through cross-checking the interview data
using collected documents and vice versa, which referred me back to Yin (1994).
Before the documents collection, I made a search schedule about the sampling time frame
(Stansfield et al., 2016). This task started from the twentieth June of 2020 and ended on
twentieth July of the same year. I combined document sampling with skype/WhatsApp/zoom
interviews in mornings while documents collection took place in the afternoons. Documents
sampling procedure continued with quick scan of the documents in question. I looked through
the documents' titles, authors, purposes, a year from which they were written/published, and
the executive summaries to ensure that they are relevant to the study (Godin et al., 2015).
Documents scan was later followed by preliminary documents review that worked in sampling
actor institutions. Such a review allowed the study to retrieve already and save relevant
documents for an extra review (Stansfield et al., 2016).
Upon collecting documents, some eligibility criteria were set up to select reviewed documents.
The purpose of these criteria was to select the documents that fitted well this study.
The criteria were as follows:
1. Selected documents should be written by an institution that has ever been an actor (i.e.,
government, international, local NGOs, University, or international, and local research
institutions) in the restoration project(s) implemented in Rwanda.
2. Selected documents should be written in 14 years before and nine years after 2010
3. Selected documents should be written in English/French. Here, I assumed that professional
institutions that produce accurate reports do report officially using such languages as the
only acceptable languages in Rwanda.
Afterwards, by referring to Mahood et al. (2014), I collected documents as follows:
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I explored the online databases of actor organisations, such as FAO, IUCN, and ICRAF to find
out grey literature in the form of a report, occasional and working papers, and peer-reviewed
report documents. Such databases tackled broad fields, such as forest landscape restoration,
climate change adaptation, privatisation of landscape restoration, and other fields connected to
landscape restoration.
Based on my best knowledge acquired from attending courses at University of Rwanda and
Wageningen University and Research, and preliminary review and the insights that I came
across during the interviews, I prepared the search words and phrases. The words and phrases
fitted four broad classes: stakeholder, involvement, landscape restoration, and agroforestry.
These words/phrases were united using the word 'AND' whenever I had seen that further search
is needed. Afterwards, such words/phrases were searched by typing in Google a phrased topic
created using these search words. Afterwards, Google immediately opened a couple of
documents for which I had to look into the titles and find out the one that meets the criteria
mentioned above. Above the title of the preferred document, there was a mention of the website
that took me to the database where the document was placed. Once the document is reached
out, I opened it and quickly looked into its executive summary, table of content,
recommendations, conclusions, and references. Afterwards, I downloaded and imported it into
the endnote folder called "Collected documents" only if it had met the criteria. Besides, I used
Google Scholar to search literature that I had found out from the selected reports. I performed
this search by entering the phrased search topic in Google Scholar. Again, I chose the literature
that best met the criteria mentioned above and then clicked in its title to get it in full. Once it is
opened, I read the abstract and conclusion to check its relevance with the study and downloaded
it using an endnote that took the document into one of its folders called "collected documents".
Documents retrieval continued until the study remained with 44 documents that were lastly
screened out into 13 report documents, two occasional and working papers. The total number
of collected documents was summed up to fifteen documents imported in the "collected
document" folder.

1.2.2.2 Data gathering
3.2.2.2.1 Data gathering through interviews.
Data collection took place from the Twenty-fifths of July 2020 up to fourteenth of August the
same year. It adopted remote approaches, such as semi-structured skype, zoom and WhatsApp
interviews where interviewees were contacted to contact persons who were already known
professionally, lived, and worked near the study area. The choice of remote approaches
depended upon the Covid-19 that caused me to pass on such contact persons.
The idea of conducting such remote interviews was borrowed from Holt (2010), Stephens
(2007), Midanik and Greenfield (2003), Sturges and Hanrahan (2004) who did compare the
data collected from face to face and telephone interviews and found no significant distinction
between them as well as Boiral et al. (2020) who did collect their data using skype and
telephone. Eight were conducted out of eighteen interviews via Skype video calls and one
interview via zoom while the rest were conducted via WhatsApp audio calls (Table 1).
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Table 1. List of actor groups participated in the interviews

No

Participant
(organization)

Participant category

Interview
approach

Date
of
interview

1

Kitabi College

Higher Learning Institution

Skype

25/06/2020

2

ARCOS

Regional NGO

Skype

28/06/2020

3

UR

Higher learning Institution

Skype

27/06/2020

4

World Vision

International NGO

Skype

07/07/2020

5

RECOR

Local NGO

Skype

07/07/2020

6

REDO

Local NGO

Skype

10/07/2020

7

ICRAF

International
Organization

Research Zoom

13/07/2020

8

IUCN

International
Organization

Research WhatsApp 13/07/2020

9

MINAGRI

Central government

WhatsApp 27/07/2020

10

MoE

Central government

Skype

28/07/2020

11

RFA

Central government

Skype

29/07/2020

12

KOPAKUMA
cooperative

Environmental cooperative

WhatsApp 04/08/2020

13

Individual farmer

Own farmer

WhatsApp 06/08/2020

14

Individual farmer

Own farmer

WhatsApp 07/08/2020

15

AGACIRO cooperative

Environmental Cooperative

WhatsApp 08/082020

16

Mareba
agronomist

sector Local government

WhatsApp 14/08/2020

17

Rweru sector agronomist Local government

WhatsApp 13/04/2020

18

Head of agriculture at the Local government
Bugesera District

WhatsApp 16/08/2020

The choice of interview approach depended upon the preferences of the participants. Each of
the fore-mentioned actor groups/institutions was represented by at least one interviewee who
was an employee within the represented institution. The selection of representative
interviewees followed the snowball sampling method (King et al., 1998; Noy, 2008; Robinson,
2014; Boiral et al., 2020). Here, I talked to the people that I already knew within sampled actor
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institutions and asked them to participate in interviews and tell me possible contact persons
from sampled fellow actor groups/institutions.
Afterwards, I contacted the given contact persons and asked them for the same help until I
remained with at least one representative for each of the sampled actor institutions.
Moreover, by referring to Boiral et al. (2020) and Yuksel et al. (1999), I sent out formal requests
(Appendix 2) to participants through the emails of the employing organisations to let the
participants know my request early. Besides, I sent out informal requests to the same
participants through WhatsApp whether some were not replying to the formal requests. Also,
the study had to reach out to individual farmers and farmer cooperatives through the field
assistant.
Farmer groups were being thought not to use the internet since they live in remote areas where
some cannot access the internet and electricity. Later, I found a list of individual farmers and
farmer cooperative engaged in the restoration initiatives (i.e. FLRILR-Forest Landscape
Restoration for Improved Livelihood in Rwanda) through a network with World Vision. This
list had farmers' telephone numbers which were, fortunately, the ones that were connected to
WhatsApp. Therefore, the study should not have to reach out to such farmer groups through
the field assistant.
In contacting the contact persons and sending out formal and informal requests to participants,
I used phone calls, private and organisational emails, and WhatsApp messages and calls. After
getting a go-ahead from the contact persons and actor institutions, I asked them about their
availability to schedule the interviews. Afterwards, the interviews started in compliance with
ethical considerations (See section 1.4). Before starting each interview, I first informed the
participants about myself and the nature and purpose of the study. Moreover, I kept asking
them to record the interviews if it is fine for them and reminding them that participation is
voluntary and no underlying consequences once someone may have decided not to participate
in or quit the interview. Moreover, none of the interviewees quitted and felt worried about
recording the interviews.
Throughout the whole interview, I followed the interview guide (Appendix 3; Appendix 4) to
avoid any deviation from the research purpose (Boiral et al., 2020). Besides, I reserved enough
time and was patient to allow the participants comfortably and carefully dive into their feelings,
thoughts, and hunches as each interview took 50 minutes roughly. Meanwhile, I often probed
to trigger the participants to give me a complete answer if the initial one was not enough. I
manually transcribed the interviews using a taken record to make soft interviews' transcript
used in data analysis (Yuksel et al., 1999). Translation and transcription of interviews aimed to
edit collected information for clarity lightly.
3.2.2.2.2 Data gathering through collected documents
Collected documents (Appendix 6) were read, and informative sections were highlighted. I
performed such activity in parallel with conducting interviews where the former occasionally
took place when the participants were still waiting to be available. Reading documents and
highlighting informative sections started on the twentieth June of 2020 and ended on the same
year.
Reading process started with a deep reading of documents' sections that I already went through
shallowly during the preliminary reading at the stages of sampling the documents and
forecasting the list of relevant actors that took part in restoration initiatives in the Bugesera
District 14 years before and nine years after 2010. The highlighted significant information was
commented on at this stage, and the given comments were indeed the codes. The impression
of doing document analysis was borrowed from Tessaro and Kepe (2014) who deeply analysed
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various documents to possess various actors' insights about "biodiversity land-use tensions on
South Africa's Wild Coast". The highlighting and commenting (coding) of significant
information was performed in a manner that allowed me to easily find out this information
during the collection of codes from the sole documents to the codes' document for thematic
analysis.

3.3

Data analysis

During the investigation of engaging multiple stakeholders in manipulating agroforestry to
reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District, various collected data were analysed. In
analysing both data from collected documents and interviews, I used stakeholder and thematic
analysis techniques. Both techniques worked for the analysis of the following study subquestions:
1. Who are the stakeholders involved in manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded
landscapes in the Bugesera District?
2. What is the role of involved stakeholders in manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded
landscapes in the Bugesera District regarding the agency and mode of actor involvement?
3. What factors influencing the role of involved stakeholders in manipulating agroforestry to
reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District?
The data analysis section dives into the systematic data analysis process to come across the
answer to each of the study sub-questions mentioned above, and the answers all together will
form the aggregated answer to the central question.

3.3.1 Stakeholder analysis
In answering the sub-research question 1, I performed stakeholder analysis to come across the
actors in the landscape restoration process in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine
years after 2010.
Stakeholder analysis started with creating power/interest grid matrices (Figure 9; Figure 10;
Figure 11) to classify actors' power/influence relative to the level of interests in the landscape
restoration projects in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine years after 2010.
Power/interest grid matrix is broadly applicable to social sciences where actors' power relative
to their interests within the project in question is mapped out (Newcombe, 2003; Bryson, 2004;
Chinyio and Akintoye, 2008). Power/interest grid matrix presented the level of interest on Xaxis and the power/influence on the Y-axis divided into low, and high categories for each of
these axes.
In creating my matrices, I inserted an intermediate category called 'medium' between low and
high layers based on some actor groups that fitted such a category according to interviewees'
insightful perspectives and reviewed documents. Power/interest grid matrices were created
manually using the Microsoft word. Following were the steps to create power/interest grid
matrices.
1. Open a Microsoft word's black page
2. Go to insert shape and find a kind of an arrow you prefer to use
3. Place the arrow vertically to form the Y-axis
4. Copy that arrow shape and paste it and place it horizontally to form the X-axis
5. Place the vertical and horizontal arrows perpendicular to each other
6. Divide the X and Y axes into low, medium, and high power/interest quadrants respectively
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7. In the northeast quadrant, place vertical and horizontal lines separating low, medium and
high power/interest quadrants for both X and Y axes.
8. Give A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and I names to the categories. The naming took place vertically
from right to left direction, irrespective of the power and level of interests since the name
purposed to ease categories' interpretation processes.
After creating power/interest grid matrices, I classified the actor groups in different categories.
For both actors that took part in the restoration initiatives 14 years before and nine years after
2010, I referred to the participants' perceptions and reviewed documents to categorise the actor
groups in various categories according to actors' power relative to the level of interest in the
restoration initiatives (Figure 8; Figure 9; Figure 10). Afterwards, I compared the
power/interest grid matrices of actors in the restoration initiatives 14 years before 2010 to one
of the actors in such initiatives nine years after 2010 (Figure 8; Figure 11).

Figure 8. Evolution of stakeholders’ engagement

The above figure shows how actor engagement evolved over the years (actor groups that
quitted and joined the restoration process) and developed their power relative to the level of
interest in the restoration initiatives).
The selection of stakeholder analysis technique was based on its appropriateness in
investigating the actors that quitted and joined the restoration initiatives, as well as how they
evolved over the years regarding the increase in power relative to the level of interest in the
restoration initiatives 14 years before and nine years after 2010. The choice of this method did
refer to Hermans and Thissen (2009) who argue that actor analysis is a very instrumental tool
to judge actors' perceptions on a given study topic about participatory action and Bryson
(2004), Chinyio and Akintoye (2008), and Newcombe (2003) who proved it successful through
their studies to which it was applied. Besides, the appropriateness of the stakeholder analysis
technique was justified by its flexibility that allowed me to preliminarily identify actor
groups/institutions that could be/took part in the restoration initiatives based on the available
documents. Moreover, apart from thematic analysis (see underneath section 1.3.2), stakeholder
analysis triangulated. It was used for preliminary actor identification which eventually resulted
in an increased validity and accurate findings by the study.
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3.3.2 Thematic analysis
In answering the sub-research question 2 and 3, I performed the thematic analysis for both
collected documents and interviews' transcript. The thematic analysis was six-fold: (1)
familiarisation with data, (2) generation of codes, (3) creation of themes, (4) review of
potential themes, (5) naming and defining themes, and (6) reporting. The impression to
conduct thematic analysis emanated from Braun and Clarke (2006), and Maguire and
Delahunt (2017), and Adu (2019) who argued for the use of thematic analysis through such
steps. Moreover, the study kept reflecting the following important terms.
The first is the "ontological" approach, that is the way the participants perceive the topic in
question based on their objective realities (Saldaña, 2013, p. 61; Adu, 2016). Therefore, I
reflected such a term since I wanted to hear from various restoration actors about their role
in the restoration initiatives perceived based on personal realities. Second is the
"epistemological" approach: the scenario or reasons underlying participants' realities can be
interpreted to come across such reasons (Saldaña, 2013, p. 61; Adu, 2016).
The second is the "interpretation-focused coding", that is how a researcher interprets (makes
sense of) the information that is being coded (Adu, 2019, Chapter 3 & 7) as the coded
documents were written regardless of the objective of any study that can refer to them. My
study must also reflect on this approach since it was supposed to know what hides beyond
participants' perceptions regarding the actors' role and its underlying factors.
The third is the "evaluation coding", which is the recommended coding approach, especially
for initial coding when the study looks through how various stakeholders perceive their
intervention within a particular project (Adu, 2017). Therefore, I had to reflect on such a
term since I wanted to investigate how various restoration actors feel regarding their
intervention within the landscape restoration initiatives. Fourth and last is the qualitative
data coding process using the Microsoft word (Adu, 2017). After understanding the above
terms, I continued with thematic analysis stages as follows:
1.

Familiarisation with data: This step focused on a thorough, more focused back reading
and inspecting the collected documents and interviews' transcript. Here, I read and
digested both reviewed documents and interviews' transcripts to get familiar with the
critical message underlying them. In getting familiar with collected documents, I built
upon the already made review by looking back into the highlighted critical messages
lying in the informative sections that I selected at the document review stage. In getting
familiar with interview data, I re-read the whole interview's transcript.

2.

Coding: I performed coding for both interviews' transcript and informative sections
selected from reviewed report documents based on their attributes to create the themes
relevant to the realities. I followed both ontological and epistemological coding
approaches based on the study sub-questions. The former was used for the study subquestion 1 and 2 to capture the participants' objective realities. The latter was used for
the study sub-question 3 to understand the phenomenon underlying such realities through
interpretation. The choice of such approaches referred to Saldaña (2013, p. 61) who
showed that explanatory research questions should follow either ontological technique
to understand the participants' realities or epistemological one to understand the scenario
underlying these realities. Besides, the coding process followed Adu (2019, Chap. 3 &
7) in the so-called "interpretation-focused coding strategy", that is how a researcher
made sense of the information was being coded. Afterwards, I started creating initial
codes by picking some keywords that were common in theoretical and conceptual
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framework up to the document from which I made the codes (Appendix 7) after that,
coding process continued with the following stages:
The first was creating anchor codes (Appendix 7) in the interviews' transcript and
collected documents. Anchor code is "the labels assigned to the research questions that
help organise codes that are assigned to the parts of the data under each research
question" (Adu, 2015). Throughout the whole interviews' transcript and reviewed
documents, I used three anchor codes. These codes included influencing factors, actor
role, and actor identification, which helped me arrange the initial codes based on study
sub-questions (Adu, 2017). The second was coding relevant statements (initial coding)
in the Microsoft word by creating comments and putting them under their respective
anchor codes (Appendix 7). Here, I adopted the "evaluation coding" method
recommended for initial coding when the study looks through how various stakeholders
perceive their intervention within a particular project (Adu, 2017) that best fit the type
of study sub-questions. Afterwards, the identification of significant information using
the Microsoft word took place as follows:
The initial codes worked more times throughout the whole collected documents and
interviews' transcript according to the commonalities among the critical messages that
were being coded. Here, I made sure that similar phrases (statements) in terms of the
critical message get the same codes throughout the whole documents and interviews'
transcript as the ones that were previously coded. Contrary to such, I created a new code
for the piece of text (phrase) coded, and the new code should be a word or a statement
mentioned in the conceptual framework.
3.

Reflection of initial coding: This step followed what Adu (2019, Chap. 7) calls
"analytical coding" which is the backcheck of the initial codes to ensure no jumped
informative piece of information. Therefore, the study reflected the whole coding
process and went back to check any jumped critical message. I reflected on initial coding
by checking back both reviewed documents and interviews' transcripts.

4.

Categorisation of codes: This step followed what Adu (2019, Chap. 8) calls "individualbased sorting strategy" to categorise created codes. I chose to follow the "individualbased sorting strategy" as I categorised all created codes independently. Categorisation
process took place as follows:
The first was to compile all created codes where the codes from both informative sections
of reviewed documents and interviews' transcript were brought together into the codes'
document. The second was the arrangement of the codes alphabetically under their
respective anchor codes. In doing so, I selected all the compiled codes, and then clicked
to the alphabetical icon to arrange them from A to Z. This arrangement allowed me to
get acquainted with the code's frequency throughout the whole coded documents and
interviews' transcript. The third was to group codes and tally frequency (consolidation
of similar codes). Similarly, repeated codes were merged into one code and write down
the repeated codes' names, followed by their frequency in parentheses (Appendix 8).
This frequency was informative to my data as it showed the significance of the common
messages. The fourth was to sort out the codes. Frequently appearing codes were
clustered into clusters depending on their frequencies. Clustering process was as follows:
At the first instance, the total number of uncategorised codes (statements) from both
interviews' transcription and reviewed documents was 530, which was equivalent to 19
pages (2769 words). At the second instance, codes were merged, and their number
became 85, that was equivalent to three pages (674 words). At the third instance which
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was the last, the codes were merged again and lasted with 45 codes equivalent to two
pages (314 words), and these codes (statements) were then formed into thirteen themes.
During clustering process, I kept track of three important elements, namely relationship
among the codes by checking if there are codes that may be incorporated in others;
repetition of the codes (where they are informative to the study regarding the similar
perceptions of the most participants); and the underlying concepts based on the
combination of codes. These concepts were checked out all over the data to determine
the underlying eventual abstract concepts that represented groups of codes (clusters).
The fifth and last was to label clusters, which resulted in thirteen themes defined using
a table summarising and evidencing the study results (Appendix 9). The presentation of
these themes using such a table was adopted from Saldaña (2013, p.254) who did use it
for a similar study. The theme number 13 called 'recommendations' was not part of the
themes that I manipulated to address the study questions. I reserved it for framing the
recommendations to the future researchers, and leading actors, such as the government,
international NGOs and research organisations.
5.

Review of the themes: I took this step to see the number of themes reflected critical
messages towards answering the research questions. In reviewing the themes, I made
sure that the themes' meanings reflect the data confirmed by the participants' evidence
and 12 themes that I manipulated to address the study questions. Lastly, I defined and
gave the names to the themes, and given names reflected reviewed documents and
interviewees' perspectives (Appendix 8).

6.

Reporting: Writing down the textual results where thirteen themes were reported on by
reflecting the reviewed documents and interviewees' perspectives to answer all substudy questions for which separate answers formed the overall answer to the central
study question.

3.4 Ethical considerations
The study was conducted in compliance with ethical considerations. Standard ethical elements
were followed throughout the study process to ensure that issues associated with the study, and
possible answers are predicted to cope with any accidental influence (Kakabadse et al., 2002).
Following were possible ethical elements the current study took care of:
The first was the informed consent applied to the study in the form of the formal request
(Appendix 2) sent out to the participants through employing institutions' emails. At the same
time, other participants were reached out through WhatsApp calls and messages to ask them to
participate in this study and inform them of nature and its consequences. The ideas of asking
for early consent from the intended participants was adopted from Murray (2011), Hammersley
and Atkinson (1995), and Beauchamp and Childress (2001). They stress the importance of
"consent" and "informed consent" before the study process where the positives and negatives
of the study are accurately communicated out. The answer to who the intended participants
may be 'Yes' or 'No'. In the formal request, I mentioned that participation is voluntary and no
underlying consequences once the participant may have decided to quit the interview. The
formal request letter was coupled with an introduction letter (Appendix 1) signed by the study
supervisor in the name of the department of environmental sciences of the Wageningen
University and Research. The request letter mentioned my assistant's willingness to comply
with ethical considerations such as confidentiality, autonomy, and anonymity. In this letter, the
study was expected to possess a data collection assistant who was supposed to be on the field
on my behalf since the country borders were banned due to the coronavirus pandemic. Later,
the assistantship option was cancelled as I managed to find out the WhatsApp contacts of the
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individual farmers and farmer cooperatives through a network with the World Vision.
Afterwards, most participants positively replied to my request before reaching the period of
interviews. Here, I expressed my request very well before the participants and waited for them
to confirm their participation.
The second was autonomy, where I respected all participants' rights when the interviews were
going on. For instance, some participants were called regarding their jobs' affairs, while others
sometimes cared for their children when they were crying. For all both cases, I waited for them
to have dealt with such emergencies. Fortunately, none of the participants quitted the interview
without ending it. The impression to value such emergencies throughout the whole interview
process came from Ciuk and Latusek (2018) since they reflect the recognition of interviewees'
rights, which is symbolic in respecting their autonomy.
The third was anonymity, where I did ask the participants if it does not matter to mention their
names in the study documents. Most respondents requested me to mention the employing
institution instead of mentioning their names in the study documents. As such, anonymity was
proved successful to protect the study participants from the consequences associated with
delivered information that can be caused by employing organisations or any individual who
may have a stake with the field in which the studied topic is rooted (Hutchfield and Coren,
2011; Surmiak, 2018). Therefore, the study respected the study participants' request,
anonymising all the participants throughout the study documents.
The fourth was no harm, where no harmful case (physical or moral) appeared throughout the
study. This result was due to the participants' respect and being patient before them throughout
the study. The researcher should be aware of any harm in the participant's face and other people
surrounding the study environment (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995).
The fifth was confidentiality which was only adopted to anonymise the study participants
(Hutchfield and Coren, 2011; Surmiak, 2018) but not regarding the information. Here, the
participants agreed to the agroforestry interview as the topic they master and unproblematic to
discuss under the employing organisations' names.
Sixth and last was the accuracy where the study performed each activity in compliance with
the academic methodologies (i.e. triangulation, referring to peer-reviewed literature), which
led to valid and accurate findings. "Accuracy" and "honesty" are the very important scientific
values in communicating out and asking for "informed consent" and "consent" from study
participants respectively (Cloke et al., 2000) as well as in reporting the whole study findings.

3.5 Limitations
During this study, the following difficulties were met:
First, there was occasionally poor internet connectivity on the participants' side when the
interviews were going on. The solution for this difficulty was to cut the call down and recall,
which led me to roughly spend 60 minutes over each interview instead of 45 minutes as it was
expected. Second, some participants did lately respond to the participation request due to their
schedules which were overloaded. This lateness caused the study to push forth the time for
interviews which eventually affected the study timeframe. Third, participants such as REMARwanda Environmental Management, RAB-Rwanda Agriculture Board, and BK-Bank of
Kigali did not respond to my request. This difficulty was solved by adopting the option of
reviewing documents which gave me useful information that would have been collected from
such actor groups. The fourth and last, there was a time limitation. Time limitation was based
on the vast task of reviewing documents and conducting interviews in hard conditions.
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These conditions were related to coronavirus pandemic, where most participants were often
unavailable due to poor internet connectivity as they were working from home. The solution
for this difficulty was to use the available amount of time appropriately and be flexible to
interview a participant anytime he/she becomes available. During this time, running sport was
a strategy to keep my body energetic enough to deal with document reviews and conduct
interviews simultaneously.

4

Results

Overall, according to the reviewed documents and the study participants, multi-stakeholders'
involvement played a quite significant role in reversing degraded landscapes in the Bugesera
District through a successful stakeholders' involvement strategy 14 years before and nine years
after 2010. Stakeholders' role was constituted by the agency/who has a lead of actors'
involvement and the mode of actors' involvement in the landscape restoration initiatives. Here,
the study followed an ontological process to uncover participants' objective realities regarding
the actors and their role in the landscape restoration initiatives.
In terms of the agency, restoration actors shared the lead of actors' involvement in the
restoration initiatives. These actors were respectively ranked as follows:
1.

Government

2.

International NGOs and research organisations

3.

Funders, farmers, and regional NGOs

In terms of actor engagement mode, such actors distinctly used various modes to involve other
actors relevant to the landscape restoration initiatives in the Bugesera District, especially 14
years before and nine years after 2010. The used modes of actor involvement include top-down
co-production, bottom-up co-production, top-down consultation, and bottom-up consultation.
However, various factors underlay the role taken by actors in the restoration initiatives. Here,
the study followed the epistemological process to come across such factors and how they
function to influence actors' role in the landscape restoration initiatives. These factors were the
following.
1.

Contextual setting tackles the existing participation culture, previous involvement's
experience, and available resources.

2.

Process design that tackles the systematic representation of restoration actors,
transparency, and structured opportunities for actor involvement

3.

Power dynamics that tackle the conflicts and their ways of resolutions.

4.

The scale of actor involvement that tackles the temporal and spatial scales of actor
engagement.

The coming sections systematically deepen the current study results.
4.1 Stakeholders that participated in the restoration initiatives
4.1.1 Stakeholders that participated between 1995 and 2009
The study found four categories of stakeholders in the restoration initiatives (Table 2).
Table 2 summarises all actor groups that took part in the landscape restoration initiatives in the
Bugesera District 14 years before 2010. These actor groups came from across fields
(agriculture, forestry, water and financial) that possessed various missions but have certain
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connections with the landscape restoration initiatives. Moreover, the same actor groups
contributed to the landscape restoration process through various restoration initiatives.
Table 2. Stakeholders that participated in the restoration initiatives between 1995 and 2009.

No

Stakeholder
acronyms

Stakeholder full name

Stakeholder category

1

ICRAF

International Centre
Agroforestry

2

LODA

Local Administrative Entities Development Central government
Agency

3

MINALOC

Ministry of Local Government

4

MINAGRI

Ministry of
Resources

5

MoE

Ministry of Environment

Central government

6

REMA

Rwanda Environmental Management

Central government

7

ADB

African Development Bank

Financial institution

8

RECOR

Rwanda
Environmental
Organization

Conservation Local NGO

9

RDF

Rwanda Green Foundation

Local NGO

for

Agriculture

Research

and

in International Research
organisation

Central government

Animal Central government

Also, 'HIMO-High Intensities of Workforce and 'PAREF-Rwanda Reforestation Support
Program' are the restoration initiatives in which the actor groups mentioned above took part
during the implementation process. Based on Nduwamungu (2011), various forest restoration
policy reform-based events occurred between 1975 and 2010 (Appendix 5). Such events
showed how the government's institutional reforms connected to the environmental sector were
taking place towards improving the restoration interventions, which would uncover the
government's role as the actor group ahead of these reforms. Moreover, distinctly local, and
international NGOs took an important role in the landscape restoration process, especially 14
years before 2010 (Nduwamungu, 2011).

4.1.1.1 Stakeholders’ map between 1995 and 2009
1.

The analysis of all stakeholders identified under the above section (4.1.1) showed four
categories of stakeholders whose power was relative to their interest level within the
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landscape restoration initiatives. Included within these categories are as follows (Figure
9):
2.

Category D of the highly powerful/influential and medium interested stakeholders
where ADB-African Development bank was the only one stakeholder that fitted it.

3.

Category E of the medium powerful/influential and interested stakeholders where the
government that is constituted by its ministries and bodies such as MINALOC-Ministry
of Local Government, LODA- Local Administrative Entities Development Agency,
MINAGRI-Ministry of Agriculture and Animal resources, REMA-Rwanda
Environmental Management Authority, and MoE-Ministry of Environment fell in it.
Also, ICRAF-International Center for Research in Agroforestry fitted this category too.

4.

Category C of the lowly powerful/influential and highly interested stakeholders where
individual farmers were the only found stakeholder that fitted it.

5.

Category F of the lowly powerful/influential and medium interested stakeholders
constituted by local NGOs such as RDF-Rwanda Green Foundation and RECORRwanda Environmental Conservation Organization.

For all the categories mentioned above, the level of power/influence reflected the passive and
active involvement. The last notion would make sense that the actor power/influence would be
proportional to the activeness and passiveness of such actors regarding the restoration tasks.
Nevertheless, the actor's level of power/influence determined the restoration effectiveness
through the restoration projects in question.
The restoration effectiveness would then reflect the incumbent contextual settings, which
should probably have been the case for this study.

Figure 9. Analytical power/interest grid matrix for restoration actors 14 years before 2010

4.1.2 Restoration stakeholders between 2010 and 2019
The study identified various actors in the landscape restoration initiatives nine years after 2010
(Table 3). Included in such categories are farmers; international research organisations;
international, regional and local NGOs; a government that was constituted by its ministries and
bodies that are, in turn, part of the central government and local government constituted by the
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District and sector agricultural units and offices; financial institutions; and public higher
learning institutions. These actor categories contributed to the landscape restoration through
various restoration initiatives implemented in different periods (Appendix 10).
Table 3. Stakeholders that participated in the restoration initiatives between 2010 and 2019.

No

Stakeholder
acronyms

Stakeholder full name

Stakeholder category

1

ICRAF

International Centre for Research in International Research
Agroforestry
organisation

2

IUCN

International Union for Conservation of International Research
Nature
organisation

3

RFA

Rwanda Forestry Authority

Central government

4

RAB

Rwanda Agriculture Board

Central government

5

MINAGRI

Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Central government
Resources,

6

MoE

Ministry of Environment

Central government

7

REMA

Rwanda Environmental Management

Central government

8

FONERWA

National Climate and Environment Fund

Central government

9

NP

National Police

Central government

10

BK

Bank of Kigali

Financial institution

11

UR

University of Rwanda

Public Higher Learning
Institution

12

(RP)KCCEM

Kitabi College of Conservation and Public Higher Learning
Environmental Management
Institution

13

JADF

Joint Action Development Forum

Local government
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No

Stakeholder
acronyms

Stakeholder full name

14

-

District
Agricultural
and
Resources Management Unit

Natural Local government

15

-

Sector Agriculture
Mareba)

(Rweru, Local government

16

-

Two farmers

17

KOPAKUMA Environmental cooperative

Cooperative

18

AGACIRO

Environmental club

Club

19

-

Environmental youth’s cooperative

Cooperative

20

WVI

World Vision

International NGO

21

ARCOS

Albertine Rift Conservation Society

Regional NGO

22

REDO

Rural Environment and Development Local NGO
Organization

23

RECOR

Rwanda Environmental
Organization

Stakeholder category

Offices

Individual farmers

Conservation Local NGO

4.1.2.1 Stakeholders’ map between 2010 and 2019
The analysis of all stakeholders identified under section 4.1.2 showed four categories of
powerful actors relative to the restoration initiatives' level of interest. Identified stakeholders
were respectively categorised as follows (Figure 10):
1.

The government especially the central government that is constituted by the ministries
and government bodies including RAB-Rwanda Agriculture Board, MoE-Ministry of
Environment, RFA-Rwanda Forestry Authority, REMA-Rwanda Environment
Management, MINAGRI-Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Resources, and
FONERWA- National Climate and Environment Fund fell into the category A of highly
powerful/influential and interested stakeholders.

2.

Sector authorities (sector agricultural offices), Bugesera District (District agricultural
and natural resources management unit), individual farmers, farmer cooperatives
(young and other categories of people working together through environmental
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Cooperatives), World Vision, ICRAF, and IUCN fell into the category B of medium
powerful/influential and highly interested stakeholders.
3.

JADF-Joint Action Development Forum, ARCOS-Albertine Rift Conservation Society,
UR-University of Rwanda, Kitabi college of conservation as the one of the IPRCsIntegrated Polytechnics Regional Centers, REDO-Rural Environment and
Development Organization, and RECOR-Rwanda Environmental Conservation
Organization fell into the category B of medium powerful/influential and interested
stakeholders.

4.

RNP-Rwanda National Police and BK-Bank of Kigali fell into the category I of lowly
powerful/influential and interested stakeholders.

Figure 10. Analytical power/interest grid matrix for actors 14 years before and nine years after 2010

4.1.2

Evolution of stakeholders’ engagement in the restoration initiatives
(1995-2009 versus 2010-2019)

The comparison between the power/interest grid matrix for actor groups that took part in
restoration initiatives between 1995 and 2009 to the one of those that took it between 2010 and
2019 showed a dramatic increase of the number of the actors who took part in the restoration
initiatives between 2010 and 2019 than the one of between1995 up to 2009. The actors' power
was also increased relative to the landscape restoration initiatives' level of interests (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Comparative power/interest grid matrix between actors 14 years before and nine years after 2010.

The MINALOC-Ministry of local government, LODA- Local Administrative Entities
Development Agency, ADB-African Development Bank, and RDF-Rwanda Green Foundation
did not reappear as stakeholders that were still engaged in the restoration process between 2010
and 2019. Contrary, from 2010 to 2019, new actors got engaged in landscape restoration
initiatives. Engaged actors included RAB-Rwanda Agriculture Board, RFA-Rwanda Forestry
Authority, FONERWA- National Climate and Environment Fund, and JADF-Joint Action
Development Forum that were part of the central government; ARCOS-Albertine Rift
Conservation Society that was part of regional NGOs; UR-University of Rwanda and IPRCIntegrated Polytechnics Regional Center of the Kitabi College of conservation that was part of
Public Higher Learning Institutions; and REDO-Rural Environment and Development
Organization that were part of the local NGOs; Bugesera District's Agricultural and Natural
Resources Management Unit and Sector agricultural offices that were part of the local
government; Youth's environmental cooperatives that were part of farmer groups; World
Vision that was part of the international NGOs; and IUCN which was part of the international
research organisations (Figure 11). For both new and ordinary stakeholders, the power was
increased relative to the actors' level of interest in the landscape restoration initiatives. Such an
increase (Figure 11) occurred as follows:
1.

Stakeholders in the category E of the medium powerful/influential and interested
moved from it to the category A of highly powerful/influential and interested
stakeholders from 2010 to 2019.

2.

Individual farmers in category C of the lowly powerful/influential and highly interested
moved from it to the category B of the medium powerful/influential and highly
interested stakeholders from 2010 to 2019.

3.

One stakeholder in the category F of the lowly powerful/influential moved from it to
the category E of the medium powerful/influential and interested stakeholders from
2010 to 2019.
Also, stakeholders' entrance in the restoration initiatives took place in various ways,
especially nine years after 2010. Stakeholders' entrance in the landscape restoration
initiatives was shown by comparing the number of new actors within each category of
power relative to the restoration initiatives' level of interest. Following were the respective
stakeholder' entrance categories, either newly or from another category (Figure 11).
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1.

Category B of medium powerful/influential and interested stakeholders was newly
entered by 8 actors between 2010 and 2019 from zero between 1995 and 2009. These
actors include Mareba, Rweru and Musenyi sectors, IUCN, Bugesera District,
individual farmers, youth's environmental cooperatives, farmer cooperatives, World
Vision, and ICRAF.

2.

Category A of the highly powerful/influential and highly interested stakeholders gained
six new entrants between 2010 and 2019 from zero between 1995 and 2009. The new
entrants include RAB, RFA, MOE, REMA, MINAGRI, and FONERWA.

3.

Category E of medium powerful/influential and interested stakeholders also gained six
new actors between 2010 and 2019, and between 1995 and 2009. The new actors were
JADF, UR, REDO, ARCOS, IPRC-Kitabi, and RECOR. Stakeholders that were part of
this category between 1995 and 2009 include MINALOC, LODA, ICRAF, MINAGRI,
REMA, and MoE. Except for the MINALOC and LODA that quitted the restoration
process, the rest of these old stakeholders moved to the categories A and E from 2010
to 2019.

4.

Category I of lowly powerful/influential and interested stakeholders gained two actors
between 2010 and 2019 from zero between 1995 and 2009. The new stakeholders
include RNP and BK.
1.

Role of stakeholders in the landscape restoration initiatives

This study assessed various stakeholders' role in the restoration initiatives 14 years before and
nine years after 2010. The assessment was based on conducted interviews and reviewed
documents that focused on the mode of actors' involvement and the agency (who led the actors'
involvement process and the restoration initiatives in question). Under the following sections,
namely mode of actor involvement and the agency, the study deepens the role actor
involvement in manipulating agroforestry to restore degraded landscapes in the Bugesera
District 14 years before and nine years after 2010. Throughout such sections, the study uses
the italicised quotes that were picked from the study participants' arguments and actor
institutions' documents to emphasise the role of various actors in the restoration initiatives.
4.2.1 Mode of actor involvement
4.2.1.1 Between 1995 and 2009
The study found that top-down coproduction was the top applied actor involvement mode. Its
applicability was associated with the active involvement of a variety of actors by leading actors.
Here, the study lenses helped it consider active involvement as an element embedded within
the top-down co-production. Therefore, inferring to the applicability of the 'top-down coproduction' was based on active involvement which could make sense since many participants
perceived it to be a way through which leading stakeholders approached grassroot level ones
to co-produce solutions to complex restoration matters. Besides, no document ever showed
how actors took part in the restoration initiatives 14 years before 2010.
The lack of information regarding actor involvement based on reviewed documents would be
connected with the informal landscape restoration process. According to the reviewed
documents, informal restoration would then uncover the infancy of the restoration process,
reflecting the inexistence of the mode of actors' engagement.

4.2.1.2 Between 2010 and 2019
Based on the reviewed documents and study participants, various modes of actors' involvement
were applied to different temporal and spatial scales in the restoration initiatives held in
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Bugesera District. The applied modes include 'top-down coproduction', 'top-down one-way
consultation', 'bottom-up co-production', and 'bottom-up consultation'. The application of such
modes was shown as follows:
1.

'Top-down co-production' was a prominent actor involvement mode all over the
Bugesera District. For instance, ARCOS's country program coordinator argued:
"ARCOS put in place an approach about working with the community in
building leadership and sustainable institutions, where we train
cooperatives and gather communities to form cooperatives by putting
leadership in place through the inclusion of men and women. The other
thing is about enhancing environmental resilience. All the activities
regarding landscape restoration, tree planting, biogas, and water
harvesting are being dealt with down there at the grassroot level through
knowledge exchange. As the one who managed that project at that time,
which ended in June 2018, but in this community-based approach, we used
the fund to invest in that communities' businesses. The communities are
right now making money and in turn, contribute to landscape restoration
activities".

Besides, some other study participants including IUCN, ICRAF, World vision, MoE, UR,
individual farmer and the secretary of environmental care as well as some other reviewed
documents like WVI (2019) all seem to share the same viewpoint as ARCOS regarding the
vast applicability of the top-down co-production approach. Moreover, the study participants
and reviewed documents showed that multi-level stakeholders took part in the landscape
restoration initiatives from upper to a grassroot level where farmer communities were upfront.
2.

Top-down one – way consultation was the second mode of actor involvement to
involve various actors in the restoration initiatives. Here, passive involvement as forementioned, the study understood and classified it as an element that could lie under the
'top-down, one-way consultation. Such a classification could reflect the perceptions
that the leading stakeholders communicate to the grassroot level stakeholders who have
already participated in the restoration initiatives' decision-making process. For
instance, an individual farmer who was also a secretary at 'KOPAKUMA' cooperative
argued:
"Mainly, we wait for what comes from above, we only sign the performance
agreement, and we do not say any influential word. We wait for what these
actors say and then implement them, however. Most of the time we exceed
the performance agreed upon in the performance contract (for instance
sometimes, we find that our farmers need orange tree seedlings even
though we do not have them in the agreement, we have to meet the needs of
our farmers)."

As such, WVI (2019) argues:
"Integration of diverse tree species on farmlands is low, and it is important
to work on local knowledge and build the capacity".
The last two viewpoints would uncover the engagement of grassroot level stakeholders in the
restoration initiatives so that leading actors communicated out the already made decisions to
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the stakeholders instead of merging various actors' perspectives during the making of the
restoration decisions.
3.

Bottom-up co-production was the third mode of actor involvement. Here, the study
analysis touched bases upon the actors' perspectives that leading actor organisations
gave further value to the restoration action plans proposed by grassroot level
stakeholders. For example, the Head of Agricultural and Natural Resources
Management Unit of the Bugesera District argued:
"We just use a bottom-up approach where farmers are at the core of the
decision-making process."

4.

Bottom-up consultation was the last mode of actor involvement. The study analysis
based on the study participants' perspectives that grassroot level actors sent their
restoration initiatives-related proposals to higher-level (leading) actors to be funded
and implemented without any other change. For example, the president of the
cooperative 'KOPAKUMA' mentioned:
"Here, regardless of our interests, we must strive for the interests of the
farmers we represent as a cooperative. The decisions we make are based
on the farmers' wishes then would report to the World Vision, ICRAF, and
RAB that farmers want us to produce for them, for instance, the seedlings.
Therefore, they must follow the wishes of the farmers we represent. As
president of the cooperative, I hand in the farmers' wishes those big actors
that I have mentioned."

4.2.2 Agency

4.2.2.1 Between 1995 and 2009
Based on the reviewed documents and study participants, the government had a prominent
leadership on actor involvement in the landscape restoration initiatives 14 years before 2010.
For instance, the forest economist of the MoE-Ministry of Environment argued:
"We had critical experience regarding restoration since 1995 when people
moved from Bugesera to other places due to droughts. That is when the
government started putting much more effort by planting trees,
rehabilitating state forests and introducing and scaling up agroforestry
with different practices such as agricultural ones. We financed different
restoration initiatives for restorations. From 1995, Rwanda's government
prioritised Bugesera, not only Bugesera but also the whole eastern
province."

4.2.2.2 Between 2010 and 2019
Based on reviewed documents and interviewed participants, actor groups such as government,
international research organisations (i.e. ICRAF and IUCN), international NGOs (i.e. World
Vision), funders, farmers as well as regional NGOs (i.e. ARCOS) shared the lead of actor
involvement in the restoration initiatives. Following are the respective detailed classifications
of such groups in sharing the landscape restoration process's lead.
1. The government possessed the prominent leadership on stakeholder involvement in the
landscape restoration initiatives. For example, the Head of District's Agricultural and
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Natural Resources Management unit and a member of JADF-Joint Action Development
Forum argued:
"When these stakeholders come to us and show us that they have a project,
they have to hear from us regarding where the gaps are and where we want
the effort to be allocated, but we also try to look at their objectives, but they
have to conform with our performance contract as well."
Such a perspective agrees with the ones of other stakeholders like MoE-Ministry of
Environment and Dave et al. (2018) that all reflected the government as having the
dominant lead of actor involvement in the restoration initiatives implemented in Bugesera
District nine years after 2010.
2. Reputed international research organisations (i.e. ICRAF and IUCN) took the second
position. Moreover, reputed international NGOs (i.e. World vision) took the third, which
was the last one regarding who has a lead of actor involvement in the restoration initiatives.
For instance, ICRAF's representative in Rwanda argued:
"It depends on actors, if it is the extension type, there is training in the
classroom then you finish it by practical, then you go to the field. When it is
a local or high authority, we sensitise them. If it is farmers, they learn by
observation, learning by doing and observing. If you want to train them
how to do the nurseries, you take them to the field and show them how to
do that. They can also visit other farmers through trips and learn from
them. There is also academic training, where MSC and PhD students
publish their works, in terms of technical publication, we do have a
scientific community where you go and publish and share your findings".
Even though the above ICRAF's representative quote seemed to show that non-government
organisations possessed complete leadership on actor engagement in the restoration initiatives,
they vastly lie underneath the central government's leadership framework. For instance, the
MoE-Ministry of Environment again said:
"Necessarily is that for any initiative to take place, it should first consult
the ministry of the environment as we are in charge of overseeing anything
regarding the environment."
Such a viewpoint would be the same as both in Dave et al. (2018) and other government
institutions under the same central government basket-like RFA-Rwanda Forestry Authority.
Besides, Local NGOs were tied with the leadership of local government where they should set
up their implementation plan in compliance with the District's performance contract. The last
notion should probably reflect the fore-mentioned quotes from the Head of District's
Agricultural and Natural Resources Management Unit and a member of JADF-Joint Action
Development Forum in an explicit manner. All these quotes mentioned under this section bring
the study back to the dominance of government's leadership on the actor involvement process
over any other stakeholders, including the international NGOs and research institutions that
had some lead.
3. Funders, farmers (individual and cooperatives), and regional NGOs such as ARCOS were
the last to lead actor engagement in the restoration initiatives within Bugesera District nine
years after 2010.
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4.3 Factors influencing stakeholders’ role in the landscape restoration
initiatives.
Multi-level restoration actors played a significant role in manipulating agroforestry to reverse
degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine years after 2010. Actors'
role was in terms of the actors' involvement mode and who led the actors' involvement in the
restoration initiatives. Various modes of actors' involvement were applied to involve various
actors in the restoration initiatives for such ranges. The applied modes include top-down coproduction, top-down, one-way consultation, bottom-up co-production, and bottom-up
consultation.
Moreover, the lead of actors' involvement in the restoration initiatives was respectively shared
by other restoration actors, such as government, international NGOs (i.e., World Vision),
research organisations (i.e., ICRAF), and Funders, farmers including individual and farmer
cooperatives, and regional NGOs (i.e., ARCOS).
However, in the restoration initiatives within the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine
years after 2010, the significance of multi-level actors' role was determined by a variety of
influencing factors (Reed et al., 2018):
1.

Contextual setting that is constituted by three elements, namely the existing
participation culture, previous involvement's experience, and available resources

2.

Process design that is constituted by three elements, namely the systematic actor
representation, transparency, and structured opportunities for actor involvement

3.

Power dynamics that is constituted by conflicts and their ways of resolutions

4.

The scale of actor involvement is constituted by the temporal and spatial scales of
actor involvement.

4.3.1 Contextual setting
This section dives into the influences of the local contexts on the role taken by multi-level
actors during the manipulation of agroforestry to restore degraded landscapes in the Bugesera
District in the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019. Moreover, this section discusses these
influences by separately diving into three major elements: the existing participation culture,
previous involvement's experience, and available resources.

4.3.1.1 Existing participation culture
4.3.1.1.1 Between 1995 and 2009
Based on the reviewed documents, participation culture had been a driver to local communities'
involvement in the restoration initiatives. Such a result was based on Nduwamungu (2011) who
argues for the forest restoration-based reform events that sequentially took place nationwide
by planting trees through community work which was pervasive countrywide. These events
started in 1976 and reached its peak in 2010 when a 'New National Forestry Policy' was set up
(Appendix 5). Moreover, agroforestry and forestry tree species were voluntarily planted
through community work under the farmer community's effort and the government's
intervention. In exemplifying this case, I quote the Executive Director of REDO-Rural
Environment and Development Organization who shared his viewpoint with the Professor of
Forestry, School of Biodiversity of Rwanda's UR-University, Head of forestry department of
the RFA-Rwanda Forestry Authority), and many other study participants. His argument was:
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"The government of Rwanda together with the communities were aware of
the climate change that was happening, and they developed a culture of
community work where they get together to plant trees and do other
landscape restoration activities".
4.3.1.1.2 Between 2010 and 2019
According to the reviewed documents and study participants, participation culture became
quite evolved nine years after 2010. Various events (i.e. community work and conservation
activities under the environmental clubs) took place with an increased level of actors'
understanding. During these events, more local communities acted voluntarily between 2010
and 2019 than between 1995 and 2009 (Nduwamungu, 2011). For example, the farmer who
was also a secretary of the environmental club called 'KOPAKUMA' in Mareba sector argued:
"As our cooperative started like a club dealing with environmental
management in very low ability because it was sowing few seedlings."
The study found other efforts like the government's commitment of 2010 about reversing two
million hectares by 2030 all over the country, including the Bugesera District. This
commitment could show the development of actor participation culture regarding the landscape
restoration in the Bugesera District, especially nine years after 2010. After this commitment,
the restoration action plan was formalised, allowing for an already routinely practised
restoration actions to evolve. For instance, monthly nationwide community work known as
"Umuganda" was made law and incorporated into the National policies where any noncompliant individual can be fined. As such, various informal groups volunteering for smallscale environmental conservation, e.g. environmental clubs, were further encouraged through
involving them in the restoration initiatives by emerging actor institutions.
Moreover, such groups shifted from being informal clubs to formal cooperatives that can take
a formal restoration action at a greater scale compared to when they were still at the informal
clubs level. Thus, it would make sense to mention that 2010 commitment by the government
to restore degraded landscapes triggered the evolution of the existing participation culture,
which eventually left the landscape restoration process with a formal structure. A very typical
example would be Kinuthia et al. (2015) who agree with the Professor of Forestry, School of
Biodiversity of the UR -the University of Rwanda said:
"Despite adverse effects of drought on trees' performance, farmers are still
willing to continue with the practices".
Even though there were climate challenges, farmers were still committed to reverse degraded
landscapes, showing the evolution of participation culture in the restoration process in the
Bugesera District.
4.3.1.2 Previous involvement’s experience
4.3.1.2.1 Between 1995 and 2009
Based on the reviewed documents and study participants, multi-level actors had been learning
from various events. The lessons learnt and experiences acquired from these events had been a
key for the same and new actors to engage in the new restoration initiatives. For example, Clear
Horizon (2016) argues:
"In the 1970s significant efforts were taken to reverse the historical loss
and degradation of forests in Rwanda. Authorities launched the
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"Umuganda" community forestry program in 1975. Along with the
introduction of National Arbor Day in 1976 (held on the last Saturday in
October or November), these interventions mobilised local communities in
intensive replanting efforts. As a result, planted forest areas increased from
25,500 hectares in 1975 to 247,500 hectares in 1989 (FAO 2002, 83)."
Even though Clear Horizon (2016) comes up with an example which was applicable before
1995, they exemplify well the previous actor engagement experience as it would make sense
that the far you go downwards in years the lower could be the involvement's experience since
the restoration initiatives might either have been fewer or have not been in place. Moreover,
Nduwamungu (2011) would support Clear Horizon (2016) by showing various forest
restoration-based reform events between 1976 and 2010. These events were updated as years
had been coming.
Both Clear Horizon (2016) and Nduwamungu (2011) could show that actor involvement's
experience was acquired even before the restoration commitment becomes reframed and
official, including between 1995 and 2009. Besides, multi-level actors' involvement had been
taking place due to the experience acquired from previous initiatives to which they contributed.
For instance, a farmer who was also a member of the youth's environmental cooperative in
Rweru sector argued:
"During HIMO time, people used to join HIMO, and people did not yet
know the role of trees, which made some of them uproot them. However, as
they had been participating in these landscape restoration initiatives using
to plant trees, they had been getting used to knowing the role of trees even
on the border of the marshland."
4.3.1.2.2 Between 2010 and 2019
According to the study participants, the study showed an increase in the actor's engagement
willingness due to the experience acquired from restoration initiatives to which they
contributed. For example, the Rweru sector agricultural office said:
"Regarding the experience, everything starts from the seen impact that
motivates farmers and new ones to get involved in the following initiatives.
Depending on what they have been going through in some restoration
initiatives, the outcome from agroforestry initiatives they early involved in
attracting them to get further involved. Through mobilisation, almost every
farmer has understood the role of having trees on his/her farm, therefore
regarding the participatory agroforestry tree planting is loved by farmers".
Rweru sector agriculture office's viewpoint seems to agree with the ones of many other
participants and reviewed documents like Chazdon and Guariguata (2018b) that argue:
"In the Rwandan example, the costliest transition is from traditional
agriculture to agroforestry, followed by the planting of protective forests."
Such a quote would uncover how restoration actors experienced a challenging pathway with
previous restoration initiatives which later became walkable under actors' effort after the
government had formally committed to restoring degraded landscapes, including one of the
Bugesera District. Here, a shift from one restoration initiative to another would develop a new
collaboration strategy emanated from sequentially acquired participation experience. This
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strategy must have allowed various stakeholders to further participate in landscape restoration
through various restoration initiatives.
4.3.1.3 Available resource
4.3.1.3.1 Between 1995 and 2009
Based on reviewed documents and study participants, the study found various resources that
caused multi-level actors to participate in the Bugesera District's restoration initiatives. The
found resources were in two classes, such as seedlings and other resources. Such resources
were the same as those found nine years after 2010 (see the underneath sub-section). Moreover,
very few study participants mentioned seedlings and other resources to influence actors to take
part in the landscape restoration projects in 14 years before 2010.
4.3.1.3.2 Between 2010 and 2019
Based on the reviewed documents and study participants, seedlings appeared to be at the top
of the resources that caused multi-level stakeholders (i.e. individual farmers, farmer
cooperatives, and National Seed Center) to participate in the restoration initiatives within the
Bugesera District. For instance, Rweru sector agricultural office argued:
"At the level of farmers, they do not target funds, but at the level of these
NGOs they write down a proposal for these agroforestry related projects
funds then send the money which is useful in producing seedlings for
farmers who benefit from agroforestry tree species through getting fodder,
firewood, fuelwood, and nutrient recycling."
Rweru sector agriculture office shared this view with ICRAF (2012), WVI (2019) and many
other study participants such as Agri-cooperative called "KOPAKUMA", Mareba Sector
Agriculture Office, Bugesera District's Agricultural and Natural Resources Management Unit,
Head of forestry department of the RFA (Rwanda Forestry Authority), ICRAF's representative,
and the World Vision's project manager. Moreover, this study found other encouraging
resources. Following are other resources and associated details:
1. Transfer of technological/practical knowledge like "riparian forest buffers, windbreaks,
forest farming, and silvopasture" ones by international NGOs (i.e. World Vision) and
research organisations like ICRAF. With technological/practical knowledge, farmers
expect the increased crop and trees productivity from agroforestry.
2. People did participate in the restoration initiatives to get food. Such food was accessed
directly through project leaders and casual works that paid farmers some little amount of
money. These initiatives included 'HIMO-High Intensities for Workforce' and 'PAFORRwanda Forest Management Support Project', and ADB-African Development Bank
funded the latter project, which ended in 2009. The management of the fund for this project
was under the government through its environment ministry.
3. Financial resources like government funds to the local NGOs and various other funds from
international NGOs working in the fellow domains. For instance, the current regreening
Africa funded by the European Union and being implemented in Rwanda, especially in the
Bugesera District through a sub-project called 'LRILR-Forest Landscape Restoration for
Improved Livelihood in Rwanda'. Such a sub-project is being implemented in eight sectors
of the Bugesera District under the World Vision's management framework. The resources
mentioned above attracted local NGOs and entrepreneurs to get involved in the restoration
initiatives.
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4. Materials such as bicycles were given to the lead famers by projects(s)' leading actors such
as ICRAF to motivate them to take a further part in the landscape restoration initiatives.
The lead farmers then assisted the leading actor groups to disseminate
technological/practical knowledge regarding agroforestry among most farmers where
delivered bicycles were used to displace the lead farmers.
5. Markets for production of agroforestry tree seedlings were delivered to some individual
farmers and farmer cooperatives by leading actors such as World Vision in the 'FLRILRForest Landscape Restoration for Improved Livelihood in Rwanda' project. Through
getting seedling markets, individual farmers and farmer cooperatives made a certain
amount of money to improve their living conditions. Thus, access to the seedling market
would be regarded as an encouraging resource since it had been stimulating many actors to
participate in landscape restoration initiatives.
6. Knowledge exchange between farmers was also an important resource that was regarded
as an important stimulant for farmer communities to participate in the restoration initiatives.
The main reason was that when farmers meet to exchange knowledge in participatory
restoration action especially through the community work, they get an occasion to discuss
other topics that may be relevant/irrelevant to the topic in question.
7. Unexpectedly, ecosystem services like climate regulations (i.e. regulation of temperatures
and rainfall, soil nutrients recycling, and increased biodiversity) by agroforestry trees
species underlay the actors' engagement within the restoration initiatives in the Bugesera
District.
8. Lime was delivered to farmers to amend degraded private landscapes. This lime should
have probably attracted more farmers to participate in the restoration initiatives in the
Bugesera District nine years after 2010. Moreover, such a lime could have made its supplier
(government) more engaged in the restoration initiatives.
The very illustrative example would be the ICRAF's representative who argued that:
"Working with farmers and dealing with their engagement is very
important, when you want to motivate them, there are many ways to do it to
scaling up agroforestry through giving them seedlings freely, and then you
introduce your technology, giving them bicycles, training them in order to
scale up the technologies."
The above representative's argument seems to harmonise with other stakeholders like the
Executive Director of REDO-Rural Environment and Development Organization, Land
Conservation Office of the MINAGRI-Ministry of agriculture, forest economist of the MoEMinistry of Environment, and ICRAF (2012).

4.3.1.4 Summary of contextual setting
Contextual settings influenced the role taken by multi-level actors in manipulating agroforestry
to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine years after
2010. The influences of contextual settings on actors' roles took place through its three major
elements: the existing participation culture, previous involvement's experience, and available
resources.
Regarding the participation culture, there was the existence of the participation culture 14 years
before 2010. The application of this culture took place through community work under the
local communities' voluntary effort (farmers) led by the government.
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From 2010 onwards, the government's commitment to the restoration resulted in the expansion
of the landscape restoration through the formalisation of community work and its incorporation
in the National Policies. The formalisation of community work should probably uncover the
dramatic evolution of the participation culture nine years after 2010.
Regarding previous involvement's experience, it triggered multi-level actors' engagement in
the landscape restoration initiatives 14 years before and nine years after 2010. However, the
difference between the extent to which the involvement's experience applied to the restoration
initiatives 14 years before and nine years after 2010. From 1995 to 2009, the involvement's
experience was still lower due to the informal landscape restoration. In the years of 2010 to
2019, the involvement's experience became evolved due to the rise of various restoration
initiatives related to the government's reframed landscape restoration process. The experience
acquired from sequential restoration initiatives allowed various actors to develop a new
collaborative strategy that allowed actors to achieve their role realistically.
Regarding the available resources, the availability of seedlings and other resources (i.e. food,
technological knowledge, financial, and so on) triggered multi-level actors to participate in the
restoration initiatives in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine years after 2010.
However, the extent to which such resources were applied was different between them as
beneficiaries showed access to fewer resources in 14 years before 2010 than in nine years after
2010.

1.3.2 Process design
This section dives into the influences of the process design on the role taken by multi-level
actors during in manipulating agroforestry to restore degraded landscapes in the Bugesera
District in 14 years before and nine years after 2010. Moreover, the section discusses such
influences by separately diving into major elements of the process design, such as systematic
representation, transparency, and structured actor involvement opportunities.

4.3.2.1 Systematic representation
4.3.2.1.1 Between 1995 and 2009
Based on Nduwamungu (2011), systematic representation of actors in the restoration initiatives
was not yet in place in the years of 1995 to 2009 except for the sequential forest restorationbased reform events that took place from 1976 up to 2010 when a 'New National Forestry
Policy' was set up (Appendix 5).
On the list of these events, the only mentioned restoration initiatives implemented in the
Bugesera District were 'PAFOR-Rwanda Forest Management Support' and 'HIMO-High
Intensities of Workforce' government and farmer communities were the only represented
actors. This kind of representation would not be called systematic since formal restoration
structure was not yet in place to be followed during the participation of various actors in the
restoration initiatives at a District level except for the centralised government's responsibilities
regarding the restoration through its ministry of environment.
For instance, the forest economist of the MoE-Ministry of Environment argued:
"We had critical experience regarding restoration since 1995 when people
moved from Bugesera to other places due to the droughts. That is when the
government started putting much more effort by planting trees,
rehabilitating state forests and introducing and scaling up agroforestry
with different practices such as agricultural ones".
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The last quote would explicitly state the government's uniqueness and local (farmer)
communities within the landscape restoration initiatives by planting trees to rehabilitate
degraded landscapes. Moreover, another single viewpoint seems to be enriched as incorporated
NGOs even though it failed to specify them. For example, the Head of the Agricultural and
Natural Resources Management Unit of the Bugesera District did argue:
"These projects were implemented as programmes through some
institutions like REMA (Rwanda Environmental Management Authority) in
close collaboration with NGOs."
Such a viewpoint would reflect the government too since REMA is a government body under
the control of the central government. Besides, it incorporates NGOs even though it fails to
specify them.
4.3.2.1.2 Between 2010 and 2019
Based on the study participants, multi-level stakeholders were systematically represented
within the restoration initiatives implemented in the Bugesera District between 2010 and 2019
(Table 4).
Table 4. Stakeholders that were represented in the restoration initiatives between 2010 and 2019.

No

Stakeholder
acronyms

Stakeholder full name

Stakeholder category

1

ICRAF

International Centre for Research in International Research
Agroforestry
organisation

2

IUCN

International Union for Conservation of International Research
Nature
organisation

3

RFA

Rwanda Forestry Authority

Central government

4

RAB

Rwanda Agriculture Board

Central government

5

MINAGRI

Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Central government
Resources,

6

MoE

Ministry of Environment

Central government

7

REMA

Rwanda Environmental Management

Central government

8

FONERWA

National Climate and Environment Fund

Central government

9

UR

University of Rwanda

Public Higher Learning
Institution
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No

Stakeholder
acronyms

Stakeholder full name

10

(RP)KCCEM

Kitabi College of Conservation and Public Higher Learning
Environmental Management
Institution

11

JADF

Joint Action Development Forum

12

-

District
Agricultural
and
Resources Management Unit

Natural Local government

13

-

Sector Agriculture
Mareba)

(Rweru, Local government

14

-

Two farmers

15

KOPAKUMA Environmental cooperative

Cooperative

16

AGACIRO

Environmental club

Club

17

-

Environmental youth’s cooperative

Cooperative

18

WVI

World Vision

International NGO

19

ARCOS

Albertine Rift Conservation Society

Regional NGO

20

REDO

Rural Environment and Development Local NGO
Organization

21

RECOR

Rwanda Environmental
Organization

Stakeholder category

Offices

Local government

Individual farmers

Conservation Local NGO

Here were two important notes:
1.

The RNP-Rwanda National Police was neither reflected by any reviewed document nor
any study participant to be represented in the restoration initiatives except for Dave et
al. (2017) that reflect this actor's commitment to reverse 22,000 hectares by 2025.

2.

The private sector, especially financial institutions, were not represented in the
restoration initiatives except for BK-Bank of Kigali which was only reflected by Dave
et al. (2017) regarding its commitment to reverse 100 hectares by 2020.
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In exemplifying the whole of the systematic actor representation in the restoration initiatives
nine years after 2010, Dave et al. (2018) argue as follows:
"This has been achieved through smallholder farmers' work, along with
grassroots organisations, government agencies and NGOs. This brings
Rwanda to 35% of its goal. Restoration of land in Rwanda has involved a
range of different activities, but the majority has been through agroforestry
initiatives".
Dave et al. (2018) have illustrated how the categories of stakeholders mentioned above were
systematically represented in the restoration initiatives nine years after 2010, except for the
private sector. The study did not find any information about its representation in the restoration
initiatives. Moreover, systematic actor representation in the restoration initiatives between
2010 and 2019 was similarly perceived by many actors, which was also reflected by Dave et
al. (2018). For example, the Executive Director of REDO-Rural Environment and
Development Organization argued as follows:
"In Rwanda, we have what we call PPPs (Public-Private Partnerships)
within which private sector, civil society, and the government agencies
meet and harmonise their effort to achieve participatory initiatives like
these regarding reversing degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District."
Here, it is vital to reflect on two important notions. The one could be the adoption of
hierarchical, closed/limited or ad-hoc representation. The other one could be the process design
that allowed multi-level actors to realistically meet predicted landscape restoration outcomes
in the Bugesera District through various restoration initiatives.
Regarding the former, actor representation in the restoration initiatives in the Bugesera District
could reflect the adopted approach(es) when representing the actor groups relevant to proposed
restoration initiatives. Here, the approach(es) could be hierarchical, closed/limited/ad-hoc
representation.
In terms of actor representation 14 years before 2010, closed/limited representation would be
the applied approach to this study since many actor groups were relevant to landscape
restoration that were unrecognised by the government as a leading actor. Even though the
farmer communities took part in the restoration initiatives, it does not guarantee this study to
infer other representation approaches than the closed/limited one as all farmer communities
would not be represented in the restoration initiatives connecting the informal restoration
structure. Also, representing restoration actors using a closed/limited representation approach
would have been a challenge for actor representation in the restoration initiatives, especially in
the 14 years before 2010, to the landscape restoration initiatives.
In terms of actor representation between nine years after 2010, none of the hierarchical,
closed/limited ad-hoc representation approaches was applied. Inferring to non-applicability of
any of such approaches would be related to the reframing and officialisation of the
government's landscape restoration commitment in 2010. The officialisation and reframing of
restoration commitment allowed the government and other relevant actors to transition from
closed/limited representation approach to a systematic one based on a predetermined structure.
Eventually, systematic representation led to an increased number of actors involving the
restoration initiatives through a well-established and active actor involvement mode by leading
actors (i.e. government, ICRAF, IUCN, and farmers).
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Regarding the latter, the process design tackled closed/limited or ad-hoc representation
approaches that were applied in 14 years before 2010 and the systematic representation that
was applied to the restoration process nine years after 2010.
Afterwards, the integrated idea would be the process design that had evolved through the years,
which then inflamed a shift from the old and quite less productive actor representation (limited)
approach to a systematic one. The systematic approach made various actors engaged in the
restoration projects in the Bugesera District between 2010 and 2019. These actors were the
ones who worked together to meet the expected restoration outcomes in this District
realistically.

4.3.2.2Transparency
4.3.2.2.1 Between 1995 and 2009
Based on the study participants and reviewed documents, the study did not find the information
to evidence the existence or lack of transparency among the restoration actors through
restoration initiatives. The lack of such information would be related to the informal restoration
14 years before 2010. Dave et al. (2018) and IUCN (2014) seem to reflect the informal
restoration by arguing for the reframed and formal restoration commitment that was made by
the government in 2010 to 2011 which would, in other words, show that landscape restoration
was informal before 2010. Moreover, there would be no transparency in the restoration
initiatives since there was no followable restoration structure for farmer communities and
government, reflecting informal landscape restoration in Rwanda before 2010, including one
of the Bugesera District 14 years before 2010.
4.3.2.2.2 Between 2010 and 2019
According to the reviewed documents and study participants, transparency was key for multilevel actors to participate in the restoration initiatives implemented in the Bugesera District
nine years after 2010. The applicability of transparency was interpreted based on the
transparent decision-making process. Moreover, the inclusion of various actors (i.e. male and
female farmers) in the decision-making process and having positive feelings on the made
decisions, such as adequate decisions, timely and clear information sharing, active
involvement, and clear advice was additionally perceived as the important points. The study
critically understood such feelings as follows:
1.

It could make much more sense that the adequate decisions were related to the inclusion
of various actors, especially farmers in the restoration initiatives where the made
decisions were most likely implementable. Such an inclusion would have led actors to
contribute to transparent decisions based on multi-sourced knowledge, which was
finally felt as transparency.

2.

Timely and clear information sharing were important reasons for involved actors to
mention transparency within the restoration initiatives. Here, reflected information was
to communicate relevant actors about the next restoration step from leading to grassroot
level actors. Besides, it was impressive that this information was communicated out on
time.

3.

Leading actors allow for all involved actors to have an influential say within the
decision-making process, which makes them announce the existence of transparency.

4.

Clear advice from actors that are responsible for specific tasks (i.e. knowledge transfer
and extension) make involved actors feel at home and contribute to the decision-making
process. This contribution eventually causes them to say "what we did" instead of "what
they did" which was interpreted as transparency.
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These feelings were linked to the inclusive decision-making process that was seen to carry the
baton to transparency within the restoration initiatives. For example, the representative of
ICRAF in Rwanda argued for transparency as follows:
"Yeah, I think the Rwandan decision-makers are doing a great job where
they say that we must achieve the target regarding the forest landscape
restoration. For instance, by looking at the Bonn Challenge target, there is
also other relevance like 'Twigire muhinzi' which is also helpful for
degraded landscapes restoration. So, they achieved a lot in terms of forest
restoration through dialogues putting different decision-makers and
implementers together (NGOs, both local and international as well as
farmers) to make good decisions".
The above ICRAF's representative would reflect the landscape restoration by reversing forest
landscapes where dialogues were regarded as common grounds for transparent decisions. This
quote could show that all these stakeholders, especially farmers, are being active in the forest
landscape restoration dialogues, resulting from adequate decisions. Adequate decisions were
mentioned earlier to make involved stakeholders perceive the existence of transparency in the
restoration initiatives. Besides, FAO (2018) seemed to support this ICRAF's representative
quote by reflecting gender equality in restoration initiatives. Gender equality could reflect the
informed decision-making based on multi-sourced knowledge that gives a seat for various
actors in the dialogues, which could uncover the transparency in the restoration initiatives for
which the adequate decisions are made. The position of FAO (2018) about this point was as
follows:
"About 186 000 green jobs were created between 2014 and 2017, with
women participating in more than 60 per cent of these jobs."
This quote could be understood in a more specific sense than vastly engaging actors in
participatory restoration action. Here, women's involvement in the restoration projects by
giving them access to such jobs would allow them to contribute to the decision-making process
under the job titles they possess in these projects. Therefore, women's access to jobs as one of
the important groups of people would eventually lead all involved actors to make adequate
restoration decisions. In turn, these decisions could be regarded as an indicator of transparency
in the restoration initiatives reported to occur from leading to the grassroot level actors where
some actors (i.e. Farmers) contributed to the restoration projects through farming activities.
4. 3.2.3 Structured opportunities for actor involvement
4.3.2.3.1 Between 1995 and 2009
Based on the study participants, it was unfortunate that none of them made the study get
acquainted with any kind of structured opportunities that were in place to help multi-level
actors get involved in restoration initiatives.
According to Nduwamungu (2011), the study found a list of events (Appendix 5) that had been
taking place nationwide from 1976 up to 2010 when a 'New National Forestry Policy' was set
up. The whole of these events was about the forest restoration-based policy reforms. These
reforms aimed to seek policy development to create new opportunities and expand the existing
ones to help multi-level stakeholders get engaged in the restoration initiatives within the
Bugesera District.
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4.3.2.3.2 Between 2010 and 2019
Based on the study participants and reviewed documents, various structured opportunities
allowed various actors to get involved in the restoration initiatives. These opportunities were
as follows:
1.

Agricultural information was perceived as an opportunities through which farmers
knew about the ongoing as well as the intended agriculture-related opportunities from
lead farmers and agricultural extensionists.

2.

Communication channels such as regreening free-mobilised application, which is used
for information exchange; websites; mails; extension services; telephone calls; CSTFCross-Sectoral Taskforce; workshops; and JADF-Joint Action Development Program.

3.

Incumbent restoration initiatives where some actors were triggered restoration jobs.

4.

Guiding documents as tools for restoration. These documents helped leading actors
learn how to involve various actors in the restoration initiatives.

5.

ROAM-Restoration Opportunities Assessment Methodology. ROAM is a tool
developed by IUCN-International Union for Conservation of Nature in collaboration
with WRI-World Resources Institute that was at the core of the knowledge coproduction and its transfer to the rest of the multi-level actors that were taking part in
the restoration initiatives. The purpose of ROAM was to guide the restoration process
through knowledge co-production and exchange, reflecting multi-level actors'
involvement as one of the landscape restoration principles. Therefore, the study
considered ROAM as an important structured opportunity for actor engagement in the
restoration initiatives since it brings multi-level actors' involvement at the top of its
agenda.

6.

Favorable environment such as energy infrastructure was an important opportunity for
restoration actors, especially farmers, to irrigate tree seedlings and crops, which raised
their appetite to take part in the restoration initiatives.

7.

Jobs During the restoration initiatives, actors such as farmers are often given jobs by
the individual farmer or cooperative farmers in their tree nurseries. These jobs regard
tree sowing and the performance of silvicultural treatments such as weeding and
thinning. These jobs help farmers make money that is useful to feed their families,
raising their appetite to take part in the restoration initiatives.

8.

Researchers' recommendations. Some studies had been conducted nationwide to
Districtwide to find ways of coping with landscape degradation all over the country,
especially in the Bugesera District as one of the semi-arid and dry lowlands Districts.
These studies commonly reflected a participatory restoration approach to be the
appropriate way to reverse degraded landscapes by involving relevant multi-level
actors. These reflections made leading actors (government, international NGOs and
research organisations, and farmers) aware of involving more than all the categories
from which they are affiliated.

9.

Restoration policies were regularly updated to comply with the global landscape
restoration agenda, reflecting the multi-level actors' involvement in the restoration
process too as one of the restoration principles. Therefore, it was of much sense for this
study to inference policy as a structured opportunity for actor involvement based on its
effectiveness regarding the involvement of various actors in the restoration initiatives.
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Both study participants and reviewed documents extremely reflected all these opportunities.
Multi-level actors who already took part in the restoration initiatives could underlie these
opportunities generated in various moments at a wide spatial and temporal scales Districtwide.
For example, the Executive Director of RECOR-Rwanda Environmental Conservation
Organization argued for structured opportunities for actor involvement argued:
"Through workshops and whatever we participate in landscape restoration
through sharing knowledge to those who do not know the environment
management. Moreover, every land here in Rwanda is registered, that is
another input".
The viewpoint of IUCN's senior programme officer would further complement the above
RECOR's quote as follows:
"Through our projects, we have done the Restoration Opportunity
Assessment in Bugesera, Forest cover, and FLR Technical packages."
Both viewpoints are extremely like the ones of the most reviewed documents. For example,
Chazdon and Guariguata (2018b) argue about the structured opportunities for actor
involvement by focusing on the preliminary investigation of the restoration's success outlook
as an instrument to make FLR-Forest Landscape Restoration strategies successful nationwide,
including the Bugesera District. Moreover, it is shaded under ROAM-Restoration
Opportunities Assessment Methodologies that were useful nationally and sub-nationally to
steer multi-level actors during their involvement procedure and predict the nature of their life
throughout the whole involvement procedure. The argument of Chazdon and Guariguata
(2018b) was as follows:
"We also address the need for additional tools and analytic approaches.
Examples of reviewed tools include Restoration Diagnostic, a tool for
developing national or regional strategies for successful FLR, based on the
status of success factors important to motivate, enable and implement
restoration interventions; and Restoration Opportunities Assessment
Methodology (ROAM), which guides national or sub-national stakeholder
groups through a process to become engaged in stock-taking, mapping,
analysis of costs and benefits of restoration activities, and assessment of
financing and investment options."

4.3.2.4 Summary of process design
Process design influenced the role of multi-level actors within the restoration initiatives in the
Bugesera District. The process design influences on actors' role took place through its three
elements, namely the systematic representation, transparency, and structured opportunities for
actor involvement.
Regarding systematic representation, for both the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019, the
study found that various actors took part in the restoration initiatives to reverse degraded
landscapes in the Bugesera District. Between 1995 and 2009, limited actor representation had
been a challenge for various actors to engage in restoration initiatives. Some farmer
communities were the only actors that were represented in the restoration initiatives. Between
2010 and 2019, the study showed that various stakeholders were systematically represented in
the restoration process through various restoration initiatives. The systematic representation
was related to the reframed landscape restoration that was headed by the government in 2010.
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Reframed landscape restoration followed a formal structure predetermining all the phases to
pass through, leading the restoration actors to move from the limited actor representation
approach to a systematic one.
Regarding structured opportunities, for the years 1995 to 2009, the study did not find
transparency information. The lack of information would reflect the implicit landscape
restoration before 2010, as Dave et al. (2018) and IUCN (2014) argue. In the years 2010 to
2019, transparency was applied to the landscape restoration journey. Transparency was based
on a transparent decision-making process in which multi-level actors took part. Besides, the
application of gender equity and having positive feelings (i.e. adequate decisions, timely and
clear information exchange, and so on) on the made decisions were perceived as a critical factor
regarding transparent landscape restoration process.
Regarding the structured opportunities for actor involvement, for the years of 1995 to 2009,
the study did not get acquainted with any structured opportunities for actor involvement
according to its participants. With this one-sided evidence, it would be understood that
structured opportunities for actor involvement were quite fewer in the years 1995 to 2009.
Based on reviewed documents, forest restoration-based policy reform events took place to
create and expand the existing opportunities to help multi-level stakeholders participate in the
restoration initiatives within the Bugesera District. In 2010 to 2019, various structured
opportunities allowed multi-level actors to take part in the landscape restoration through
various restoration initiatives. These opportunities were the agricultural information,
communication channels, incumbent restoration initiatives, guiding documents as a tool for
restoration, ROAM-Restoration Opportunities Assessment Methodology, enabling
environment, jobs, and recommendations from various researchers.

4.3.3 Power dynamics
This section dives into the influences of the power dynamics on the role taken by multi-level
actors in manipulating agroforestry to restore degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District in
the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019. Moreover, this section discusses these influences
by diving into the occurred conflicts and their ways of resolutions.

4.3.3.1 Conflicts and their ways of resolutions
4.3.3.1.1 Between 1995 and 2009
The study did not find any conflicts between actors that took part in the restoration initiatives
between 1995 and 2009 within the Bugesera District. The lack of information about conflicts
should probably reflect Dave et al. (2018) and IUCN (2014) that argue for the government's
formal landscape restoration commitment in 2010, which could otherwise mean informal
restoration commitment before 2010.
4.3.3.1.2 Between 2010 and 2019
Based on reviewed documents and study participants, the study found two varieties of conflicts
in the restoration initiatives in the Bugesera District, namely the decision-making based
conflicts and conflicts of interests. The study looked through these conflicts separately to
clearly understand their sources and actors perceptions on them.
Some reviewed documents and study participants reflected decision-making based conflicts.
The main reflection point was that some farmers had not yet understood why they must plant
agroforestry tree species on their lands. Here, the reason underlying this resistance was that
farmers thought that agroforestry trees could outcompete the associated crops, reducing their
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crop production. A very typical example of such conflicts was the farmer and president of an
environmental cooperative called 'KOPAKUMA' who argued:
"Yes, there is sometimes this kind of conflicts where farmers may
sometimes resist to plant these agroforestry tree species."
The above farmer's quote reflects the already reported finding regarding the farmers' decisions
of not planting agroforestry tree species. These decisions were often made with the lack of
knowledge on agroforestry which sometimes created certain confrontations between them and
leading actors. Besides, conflicts of interests were vastly reflected by reviewed documents and
study participants. The study understood and categorised these conflicts as follows:
1.

Some individual farmers/farmer cooperatives were given markets for agroforestry
seedlings production. Upon payment, leading actors (World Vision and government)
that offered the market sometimes exceeded the agreed time for payment which raised
conflicts of interests between these two actor groups even though they showed such a
delay not to occur for a long time. These conflicts would reflect the notion that
restoration actors needed to get their capital back with a certain interest allowing them
to meet the seedlings' demand for the years to come and continue improving their socioeconomic status as usual. The consequences of such a delay would be the failure to
meet seedlings' demand for the next rounds and the occurrence of the socio-economic
shocks on these actors.

2.

Various actors (i.e. academicians) attended distinct events such as training, field visits
and workshops. During these events, the invested time was supposed to be compensated
through paying them out the so-called 'mission fees.' The payment process took longer
where some actors were paid out late compared with their fellow actors. This process
raised conflicts of interest in the financial form between leading actors and the attendees
of such events. As consequences, these conflicts would demotivate restoration actors
who take part in the restoration initiatives.

3.

The seedlings market offer obliges the kind of agroforestry tree species needed.
Sometimes, there is a lower survival rate of sown seeds and low-quality seedlings for
some species depending on the level of technical knowledge invested in caring for such
species in the tree nursery. Lower survival rate ends up with a low number of seedlings
ready for planting. During planting, some farmers may not get the kinds of species they
want, which would have been the Bugesera District case. This case should probably be
regarded as conflicts of interests emanated from the lack of farmers' appropriate
technical knowledge to care for tree nursery to meet the seedlings' demand. Therefore,
on the one side, farmers had to complain about the failure of seedlings' demand, which
pushed them to shift from the first to the second or third priority regarding the seedlings
of interest. On the other side, leading actors had to complain about such a failure too.
This failure could end up with conflicts of interests between both sides, which can occur
inside each side when relevant actors fail to take a step further towards solving the
initial conflicts.

For instance, an individual farmer and a member of an environmental cooperative called
"AGACIRO" from Rweru sector argued:
"There are sometimes conflicts of interests, where for instance, some
farmers often want fruit tree seedlings such as mango, papaya and orange
instead of other agroforestry tree seedlings and if he/she reaches us when
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seedlings are ended, that raises conflicts of interests where the farmer may
tell him/her that we are refusing to give him/her these seedlings."
The above farmer's quote would uncover that the failure to meet seedlings' demand led to the
supply of unwanted agroforestry tree seedlings. The supply of unwanted seedlings should
probably raise the attitudes/conflicts of interests since farmers' interests emanated from wanted
tree seedlings are not secured. As such, lower seedling price compared to the normal seedling's
market price was a source of interest conflicts. Moreover, not all villages were supposed to
receive seedlings which restricted some farmers (individuals and cooperatives) complained
cessing the market for seedlings production. Restrictions to market access should probably
have raised conflicts of interests as other seedlings' producers would stay questioning the
procedure for seedlings market delivery. For example, WVI (2019) argues:
"It was reported that cooperatives are paid to produce seedlings at less
than the market value, and not all cooperatives are situated in target
villages."
However, the study found that conflicts of interests are resolvable if concerned actors adopt
the dialogues to discuss the topic in question. Moreover, gender equity and inclusion of young
people in dialogues and field demonstrations, have been instrumental in dealing with decision
making-based conflicts like farmers' resistance to the adoption of agroforestry. The lead
farmers also take charge of the facilitation of dialogues and field demonstrations as they have
sorts of qualifications (i.e., confidence and skills about the topic in question, and mobilisation
ability), which made them fit the facilitation of dialogues and field demonstrations among the
farmer communities. For example, WVI (2019) argues:
"Discussions around lead farmer selection by each village highlighted that
candidates must be confident and have the skill and mobilisation capacity
and that both a man and woman were nominated for each village when
questioned on gender. It was also prioritised to have lead farmers who are
permanent residents in the village and own land for establishing
demonstration plots."
Additionally, based on the above findings of conflicts, conflicts of interests occurred in various
forms than decision making-based conflicts. This finding would be related to the fragility that
may lie in participatory restoration management. This fragility requires some effort to improve
the distribution of the available opportunities among the involved restoration actors. Based on
the reviewed documents and study participants, the study showed that both conflicts of interests
and decision-making based conflicts are resolvable through dialogues. In the dialogues, multilevel actors bring faced collaboration issues and collaboratively make them answerable in a
sustainable way. The agricultural extensionists facilitate and mediate the actors' viewpoints
during the dialogues. For instance, the same farmer who was also a member of an
environmental cooperative called 'AGACIRO' said:
"We do make dialogues monthly, where we discuss all these issues. These
dialogues are in the hands of agriculture mobiliser-volunteers who must
inform the local leaders before conducting this dialogue. This volunteer is
under the World Vision to which he/she must report."
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4.3.3.2 Summary of power dynamics
Power dynamics influenced the role taken by multi-level actors in manipulating agroforestry
to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District in the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010
to 2019 through various restoration initiatives. More specifically, the lack and delay of
understanding some actors' needs by fellow actors/powerful actors/leading actors should
probably have raised two kinds of conflicts, namely the decision-making based conflicts and
conflicts of interests. Nevertheless, later, actors managed to resolve these conflicts.
Regarding the conflicts in the landscape restoration process in the Bugesera District in the years
of 1995 to 2009, the study lacked the information regarding such conflicts. The lack of
information would reflect the informal landscape restoration before 2010, including 1995 to
2009. In the years of 2010 to 2019, conflicts such as decision-making based conflicts (i.e. a
delay of payment for seedling producers and compensation regarding field visits and training
for some attendees, and restricted access to seedlings production markets by some actors)
occurred in the restoration process in the Bugesera District. Besides, conflicts of interests (i.e.
resistance to the adoption of agroforestry by farmers) occurred among the actors in the
landscape restoration through various restoration initiatives. However, dialogues, gender
equality within dialogues, and field demonstrations headed by the agricultural extensionists
and lead farmers were solutions to such conflicts.

4.3.4 Scale of actor involvement
This section dives into the influences of the actor involvement scale on the role taken by multilevel actors in manipulating agroforestry to restore degraded landscapes in the Bugesera
District in the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019. Moreover, this section discusses these
influences by separately diving into two categories of involvement scales: the temporal and
spatial scales of actor involvement.

4.3.4.1 Temporal scale of actor involvement
4.3.4.1.1 Between 1995 and 2009
According to the study participants and reviewed documents, neither a reviewed document nor
a study participant reflected actor involvement's temporal scale. This result would be related to
informal landscape restoration before 2010, as in Dave et al. (2018) and IUCN (2014). Here, it
could make sense that informal restoration had no followable structure regarding the actor
involvement, which would complicate the study to come across the timescale to which
stakeholders participated in the landscape restoration initiatives.
4.3.4.1.2 Between 2010 and 2019
Based on reviewed documents and study participants, various restoration stakeholders (Table
3) managed to participate in the restoration initiatives until the end of the agreed length of
commitment except for one farmer. This farmer shifted from the Mareba sector where he
participated in the landscape restoration through 'FLRILR-Forest Landscape Restoration for
Improved Livelihoods in Rwanda' to another sector in which he did not reappear in the
restoration initiatives. Besides, stakeholders that were primary beneficiaries (i.e. individual
farmers and farmer cooperatives) managed to continuously take part in the restoration
initiatives, even beyond restoration projects' timeframe, showing restoration sustainability.
Therefore, it was enough for this study to infer the applicability of the actor involvement in the
restoration initiatives at a wide temporal scale. For instance, REDO-Rural Environment and
Development Organization mentioned:
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"The participative approach is useful, and the community does not quit the
initiatives without finishing them, but for some projects, we distribute the
tasks where some actors have to deal, for instance, with mobilisation and
capacity building, and when these tasks are ended, they have to stop, but
we make sure that what we build in a project continues to take care of the
restored landscape, even after the project has been ended."
This quote is similar to the ones of some of the participants (i.e. University of Rwanda) and the
reviewed documents like IUCN (2019), which argues as follows:
"No quitting actors, except when money is ended and because money is
there from the Bonn challenge as well as FONERWA there is much money,
how can you quit when there are money/incentives".
The continuity of money flow could be relative to the maximum time involved stakeholders
spend over manipulating these resources to maximise the restoration success. Also, there were
other styles of the temporal scale of actor involvement such as small and medium temporal
scales of actor involvement which were all dependent upon the designs of the restoration
initiatives. Some actors had to play their roles within these initiatives and quit the restoration
process before fellow actors once they are done with their specific roles. The length of
commitment depended upon the actor role's nature where some actors stayed in the restoration
initiatives longer than the others. For example, a lecturer of the forest management resources
at the Kitabi College of conservation argued:
"It depends on the project design. You know the project is being done in
various phases, where they say this actor will do this and this will do this."
The availability of funds was commonly reflected by various study participants as the key
determinant for how long actors participated in the restoration projects. For example, the forest
economist of the MoE-Ministry of Environment did mention:
"This depends on the source of the fund/the envelope you have as well as
the intervention area. Again, through this sort of natural resource thematic
working group, various stakeholders get together and see where the
interventions are needed, dependent on the available amount of money.
This helps as well in avoiding the overlaps regarding these interventions.
You must segregate the intervention based on the activities and money."
As such, Clear Horizon (2016) argues:
"Since the ROAM assessment release, there has been progressing on
securing and mobilising funds for FLR both nationally and regionally.
Mobilising funds will be critical to ensure that the Rwanda ROAM
assessment Episode Study – Final v.2.3 Clear Horizon Consulting 13
ambitious target of 2 million hectares are met. The BMU funded project
noted above is explicitly considering options for sustainably financing FLR
in the Eastern Province with the intention to upscale nationally and
regionally."
The last quote would show the necessity for funds that allow for the engagement of various
restoration actors within the restoration initiatives, and its availability determines the spatial
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extent to which these actors take part in such initiatives. This extent can be stretched out from
smaller to larger time scale depending upon the availability of funds.
4.3.4.2 Spatial scale of actor involvement
4.3.4.2.1 Between 1995 and 2009
Based on reviewed documents and the study participants, only Nduwamungu (2011) in his
working paper called 'Forest Plantations and Woodlots in Rwanda' reflected the spatial scale
of actor involvement through mentioning forest restoration-based policy reform events. These
events took place nationwide in 1976 to 2010 when the 'New National Forestry Policy' was set
up. Among these events, some of them regarded the launch of the restoration initiatives
designed to take place Districtwide, including the Bugesera District. For example, 'Rwanda
Forest Management Support (PAFOR)' which ended in 2009.
4.3.4.2.2 Between 2010 and 2019
Based on the reviewed documents and study participants, the study showed that the spatial
scale of actor involvement seems to have reached its maximum point since the actors were
engaged at the Bugesera District's whole scale. A quite illustrative example was a farmer who
was also a secretary at 'KOPAKUMA' cooperative. This farmer argued as follows:
"Generally, all Districts in which World Vision intervenes, they come to
find fruit tree seedlings here. Agriculture Mobilier-volunteer has 40
farmers that are in his/her charge. You see that in the whole sector, there
are 18 agriculture mobiliser-volunteers".
The nature of the above farmer's quote seems to cover the whole extent of the Bugesera District
regarding actor engagement in the restoration process. Such coverage is related to the sector he
belongs to was fully engaged, which should probably be the same case for the rest of the
sectors. As such, a farmer who was also a secretary at the environmental cooperative called
'KOPAKUMA' said:
"We are one cooperative in the whole cell which causes me to say that we
are maximally involved in terms of the spatial scale because we are the
ones who supply seedlings throughout the whole cell which gives us huge
opportunities to help us get involved in that landscape restoration
initiatives more deeply."
It makes much more sense to mention that one cooperative in the whole cell would show a vast
actor engagement scale since many other actors were allocated in other cells of the Bugesera
District in such a manner. This statement would then show that involved actors collaborated at
a wide scale of the Bugesera District. Here, it could be understood that since one cooperative
manages to fulfil the seedlings' demand at the whole extent of the cell in which it is allocated,
this fulfilment could bring up high optimism that fellow actors would be working as such since
all involved actors act underneath the same management framework.
Moreover, the wide-scale actor involvement would be related to the fund's management style
adopted by the government. Here, the government centralised the funds where their allocation
reflects the country priorities in terms of restoration. Centralisation of funds would have
supported the expansion of spatial scale to which actors get engaged since the Eastern province,
especially the Bugesera, was among the country priorities regarding the landscape restoration.
For example, Dave et al. (2017) argue:
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"By centralising funding for the environment and climate-change
initiatives, the government can ensure that they are consistent with national
priorities and targets".
In contrast, based on other critical perspectives from some of the reviewed documents and
study participants, the spatial scale of actor involvement rarely took place at a middle/small
scale. Such kinds of spatial scales depended upon the designs of the restoration initiatives too.
For example, the same lecturer at the Kitabi College of conservation once again argued that:
"It also depends on the design of the project because if the actors are told
to participate at the full spatial extent, they do that, and when they are
given limits, they participate inside those limits."
Also, the availability of funds was a common concern by various study participants which was
then a basis for the study analysis to infer that funds drove the choice of the kind of spatial
engagement scale to which restoration actors got engaged with the restoration initiatives in the
Bugesera District. For instance, the same forest economist's quote was again a typical
exemplary notion as follows:
"This depends on the source of the fund/the envelope you have as well as
the intervention area. Again, through this sort of natural resource thematic
working group, various stakeholders get together and see where the
interventions are needed, dependent on the available amount of money.
This helps as well in avoiding the overlaps regarding these interventions.
You must segregate the intervention based on the activities and money."
As such, Clear Horizon (2016) did argue as follows:
"Since the ROAM assessment release, there has been progressing on
securing and mobilising funds for FLR both nationally and regionally.
Mobilising funds will be critical to ensure that the Rwanda ROAM
assessment Episode Study – Final v.2.3 Clear Horizon Consulting 13
ambitious target of 2 million hectares are met. The BMU funded project
noted above is explicitly considering options for sustainably financing FLR
in the Eastern Province with the intention to upscale nationally and
regionally."
This quote would show the necessity for funds that allow various restoration actors'
engagement within the restoration initiatives. The availability of funds determines the spatial
scale to which actors engaged with the restoration initiatives. Such a scale can be expanded
from cell to sector to the District scales where actors can still take part in the restoration process
even beyond the restoration initiative(s) in question depending upon the availability of funds.

4.3.4.3 Summary of scale of actor involvement
The scale of actor involvement influenced actors’ role in manipulating agroforestry to reverse
degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District in the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019
except for the timescale between 1995 and 2009 for which the study lacked relevant
information. The study also showed that the restoration outcomes depended on the temporal
and spatial extents to which relevant restoration actors engaged with the restoration initiatives.
However, the temporal and spatial scales of actor involvement depended upon the restoration
initiatives' designs and availability of funds.
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Regarding the temporal scale of actor involvement from 1995 to 2009, the study did not find
any information. These results would be related to the informal landscape restoration in the
years of 1995 to 2009. In the years of 2010 to 2019, all engaged actors took part in the
restoration initiatives until the end of an agreed length of commitment, which made the study
infer actors' involvement in the restoration initiatives at a wide temporal scale. Moreover, the
temporal scale of actor involvement depended upon the designs of the restoration projects and
the availability of funds.
Regarding the spatial scale of actor involvement in the years of 1995 to 2009, the study showed
the actor involvement took place Districtwide, which was, in other words, interpreted as a wide
scale of involvement.
However, these results were one-sided since no found information based on the study
participants.
In the years of 2010 to 2019, various restoration actors took part in the restoration initiatives at
a wide scale, leading all involved actors to the realistic landscape restoration outcomes in terms
of the mode of actor participation and its leadership management. However, the spatial extent
of actor engagement depended upon the restoration projects' designs and availability of
restoration funds.

Discussions

5

This chapter reflects on the current study results in a summative manner. It also critically
reflects the applicability of the theory of participation in and the methodological application
for it to come across its results. Moreover, it broadly discusses the critical points that are at the
core of the landscape restoration process in a broader context by reflecting fellow evidence as
well as contrasting ones to recognise what has been driving the success or failure of multi-level
actors' role in manipulating ecological techniques (i.e., agroforestry) to reverse degraded
landscapes across the globe. Lastly, the chapter continues with the broader conclusive notions
reflecting the previous and current study's evidence.

5.1

Summary of results

The current results embed the answer to the study central question "what is the role of involving
multi-level stakeholders in manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the
Bugesera District?".
To better come across the overall answer to such a question, the study answered the following
sub-questions, respectively.
Research sub-question 1: 'Who are the stakeholders involved in manipulating
agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District?'.
Research sub-question 2: 'What is the role of stakeholders engaged in manipulating
agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District regarding the agency
and mode of actor involvement?'.
Research sub-question 3: 'What factors influencing actors' role engaged in manipulating
agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District?
Regarding the sub-question 1, multi-level actors took part in the restoration initiatives in the
Bugesera District in both 14 years before and nine years after 2010. In the latter, many more
actors took part in the restoration process than in the former.
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Regarding the sub-question 2, these actors played a vital role in reversing degraded landscapes
through manipulating agroforestry techniques. The played role was two-fold: (1) mode of
actors' involvement in the restoration initiatives, and (2) agency (lead of actor involvement in
the restoration initiatives). In the former, the top-down co-production was the vastly applied
mode. Top-down, one-way consultation, bottom-up co-production, and bottom-consultation
shared the least proportion of the applicability.
In the latter, the government hold the vast proportion of the lead than the international NGOs
(i.e., World Vision), research organisations (i.e., ICRAF and IUCN); funders and farmer
communities (i.e., individual and farmer cooperatives); and Regional NGOs (i.e., ARCOS) that
respectively shared the rest of the smaller proportion of the lead. However, the taken role faced
various influences as mentioned in the below answer to the sub-question 3.
Regarding the sub-question 3, there were four main influencing factors. The first factor is the
contextual setting composed of the elements such as the existing participation culture, previous
involvement's experience, and available resources. Actor participation culture had been
evolving over the years and varied depending upon the context. The evolution of the
participation culture ended up with many engaged actors between 2010 and 2019. Participation
culture allowed multi-level actors to participate in the restoration process despite the amount
of interest generated from the restoration initiatives.
Moreover, previous involvement's experience allowed multi-level actors to participate in the
restoration process, which depended upon experience acquired from previous restoration
initiatives. Besides, available resources (i.e., seedlings and market to produce agroforestry tree
seedlings) triggered multi-level actors to participate in the restoration process, both from 1995
to 2009 and 2010 and 2019.
The second factor is the design composed of the systematic representation, transparency, and
structured opportunities for actor involvement. In 1995 to 2009, actors were limitedly
represented within the restoration initiatives as farmers and the government were the only
actors that took part in such initiatives.
In the years of 2010 to 2019, various actor groups (i.e., Central, and local government,
international NGOs and research organisations, regional and local NGOs, higher learning
institutions, and farmer communities) were systematically represented in the restoration
initiatives. Moreover, systematic representation continuously allowed various actors to take
part in the restoration initiatives. In 1995 to 2009, transparency was not applied to the
restoration initiatives in the Bugesera District. Such a non-applicability was due to the
inexistence of a followable restoration structure that can forecast transparency among actors in
the restoration process. In the years of 2010 to 2019, transparency was extremely applied to
the restoration initiatives, and it was associated with the existence of followable restoration
structure. Such a structure triggered an increased actor involvement associated with the
adequate decision-making, distribution of useful information and appropriate advisory support
to the rest of actors. Structured opportunities for actor involvement triggered a variety of actors
to take part in the landscape restoration initiatives. In 1995 to 2009, structured opportunities
were quite fewer as there was only one opportunity regarding forest restoration-based policy
reform events aimed to create new opportunities and expand the existing ones to attract various
actors to take part in the restoration initiatives.
In the years of 2010 to 2019, structured opportunities (i.e., availability of agricultural
information, communication channels, incumbent restoration initiatives, and guiding
documents as tools for restoration) dramatically increased, which triggered various actors to
take part in the restoration initiatives.
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The third factor is power dynamics that was composed of the conflicts and the approaches to
solve them. Conflicts among restoration actors were of distinct natures and happened at
different levels within the restoration initiatives in the Bugesera District, only in the years of
2010 to 2019. The lack of conflicts between 1995 to 2009 reflected the informal landscape
restoration where the number of engaged actors was quite low. The occurred conflicts were in
the form of decision-making-based conflicts and conflicts of interests. However, these conflicts
were found to be resolved through dialogues and field demonstrations.
The last factor is the scale of actor engagement composed of the temporal and spatial scales of
involvement. Regarding the temporal scale from 1995 to 2009, the study did not find any
information about it. These results would be associated with the informal restoration before
2010 that had no followable restoration structure allowing it to forecast actors' length of
commitment to the restoration initiatives. In the years of 2010 to 2019, multi-level actors
managed to participate in the restoration initiatives from the start of the projects until the end
of them. Some of them continued to play a role even after at the end of the project timeframe.
Moreover, the restoration initiatives' designs and availability of funds underlay the timescale
at which restoration actors took part in the restoration initiatives.
In terms of the spatial scale of actor engagement in the years of 1995 to 2009, the study showed
that forest restoration-based policy reform events launched some restoration initiatives
implemented countrywide, including the Bugesera District where the government and famers
communities took part. In 2010 to 2019, multi-level actors took part in the restoration initiatives
at a wide scale of the Bugesera Districts as the restoration actors were across its sectors. Based
on some other critical reviewed documents and study participants, some actors took part in the
restoration initiatives to smaller spatial scales. Moreover, the designs of the restoration
initiatives and availability of funds determined the spatial extent to which various actors took
part in the restoration initiatives.

5.2

Reflection on the theory of participation

The results summarised above did not come across randomly. Therefore, it is of great
importance to reflect the role of Reed et al. (2018) regarding the 'theory of participation' which
steered the whole explorative process of the current study until it reached such results. Overall,
Reed et al. (2018) vitally steered the current study process as follows:
First, during the identification of actors that took part in the restoration initiatives, Reed et al.
(2018) could not steer this step alone as they only mentioned potential actors vaguely. Thus, it
would have been helpful if Reed et al. (2018) had specified the actor groups for which the
theory of participation was recommended to guide during the investigation of actors' role in
participatory environmental management action. Fortunately, studies (i.e., Derak et al., 2018)
that were earlier steered by the theory of participation helped me think of the actors who
participated in the current study as Derak et al. (2018) specified groups to investigate regarding
participatory restoration action.
Second, during understanding the role of multi-level actors in manipulating agroforestry to
reverse degraded landscapes regarding the mode of actor involvement and agency (who has a
lead of actor involvement), Reed et al. (2018) was vitally helpful as they steered this study by
coming up with possible modes of actor involvement and who can take the lead of such
involvement. Moreover, Reed et al. (2018) came up with the exemplary cases regarding where
various actors took part in participatory action through some of the modes of involvement they
had argued. Also, Reed et al. (2018) informed me that no good or bad involvement mode as
the choice of it depends upon the kind of outcome actors want to achieve and the context in
which they want to apply it. As such, Reed et al. (2018) came up with the exemplary cases
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regarding whether different modes of actor involvement failed to help actors meet the expected
outcomes depending upon the unrecognition of the contexts to which such modes were applied.
The mentioned exemplary cases include Coglianese (1996), Cooke and Kothari (2001), Gerrits
and Edelenbos (2004), Lane and Corbett (2005), Scott (2011), and Staddon et al. (2015).
Also, the statement "actors' involvement" may take place through either "bottom-up approach",
where the citizens or any other interested group takes a lead of it with a narrower decisionmaking capability (Fraser et al., 2006; Reed, 2008) or through a "top-down approach", where
the lead is taken by formal decision-makers who are powered to make decisions with limited
incorporation of other actors' views. Also, as Reed et al. (2018) stated as in the last statement,
leading actors (i.e., government, international NGOs and research organisations) or grassroot
level stakeholders (i.e., farmer groups) might lead actor involvement process through a topdown or bottom-up approach. Therefore, Reed et al. (2018) played a vital guidance role,
especially regarding the actor involvement mode and agency.
Third and last, during the investigation of the factors influencing the role of multi-level actors
in manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District, Reed et
al. (2018) informed me plausible factors (i.e., contextual settings, process design, power
dynamics, and scale of actor involvement) that can affect actors' role during participatory
environmental action. However, upon investigating the influences of such factors on actors'
role, I felt that Reed et al. (2018) could have exemplified these factors' applicability regarding
'participatory environmental or social outcomes' as they did on actors' mode of involvement
and agency.

5.3

Discussions in details

The landscape restoration process has been progressing all over the world under the
unprecedented actors' effort. Landscape restoration projects have been in place for decades, but
the outcome had been irrelative to the invested effort, especially before 2010 (Dave et al.,
2018). In that era, restoration effort was in an isolated form as country-level actors were
constrainedly working towards meeting country-specific restoration objectives (Cossalter and
Pye-Smith, 2003). Around the late 1990s, some international actors started to reflect on and
problematise the incumbent restoration effort, which provoked its discussions at different
levels worldwide (Laestadius et al., 2015). Landscape restoration discussions continued until
the Bonn challenge in the year 2011 which multiple governments and international-level actors
(i.e., humanitarian, and non-humanitarian organisations, and research and knowledge
institutes) received with both hands to raise global restoration awareness towards getting out
the long-lasting informal restoration process (Laestadius et al., 2015; Dave et al., 2018).
Landscape restoration awareness brought multi-level actors such as the ones at the central and
grassroot levels, in the restoration process all around the world (Van Oosten et al., 2014; Dave
et al., 2018).
According to Dave et al. (2018), governments were at the core of the restoration process,
including Rwanda's Government, where the current study was conducted. In Rwanda,
landscape restoration has been three-fold: (1) forest landscape restoration (Pretty, 1997; Folke
et al., 2010), agricultural landscape restoration (Kuria et al., 2019; Nzeyimana et al., 2020),
and wetlands restoration (Nsengimana et al., 2017) which altogether constitute the landscape
restoration patterns in Rwanda that could reflect social, ecological, and economic benefits
connected to the restoration process. According to the current study, landscape restoration
process in the Bugesera District has not yet fully reached its peak. However, multi-level actors'
involvement in manipulating agroforestry has played a vital role in reversing degraded
landscapes in such a District. Actors' role has been played in two-fold: (1) the government took
the vast proportion regarding having the lead of actor involvement within the restoration
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initiatives, and (2) top-down co-production was the vastly applied mode of actor involvement
in the landscape restoration initiatives. Also, actors' role has been facing multiple influences,
including the contextual settings, process design, power dynamics, and the scale of actor
engagement.
The current thesis seeks to map out the role of involving multi-level actors in the manipulating
agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District. The study purpose was
to contribute to the knowledge production by understanding actors' role in manipulating
agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District from 1995 to 2009 and
2010 to 2019. It moreover drew its guidance from Reed et al. (2018) in the 'theory of
participation', most importantly and the literature review about the current Rwandan landscape
restoration outlook to answer the central research question: 'What is the role of involving multilevel stakeholders in manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera
District?'. To better come across the overall answer to such a question, the study divided it into
three sub-questions as follows:
Research sub-question 1: 'Who are the stakeholders involved in manipulating
agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District?'.
Research sub-question 2: 'What is the role of stakeholders engaged in manipulating
agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District regarding the agency
and mode of actor involvement?'.
Research sub-question 3: 'What factors influencing actors' role engaged in manipulating
agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District?
In answering these sub-questions, qualitative research techniques were employed in both data
collection and analysis where 18 actor groups were represented in interviews, while 15
documents were reviewed. These techniques were effective as they led the study to valid
results. Moreover, I felt that the validity of this study results was associated with combining
these techniques. Therefore, valid results could allow the current study to be contributing to
the knowledge production from both academic and societal perspectives. The former regards
actors' role from social perspectives, allowing future research to investigate actors' role from
ecological perspectives. The latter regards improving the landscape restoration process is twofold: (1) further and appropriate actors' involvement within the restoration initiatives, and (2)
making agroforestry beneficial to the restoration actors throughout the restoration process.
Such an improvement would speed up the achievement of the restoration targets through
manipulating agroforestry techniques.
However, the current study needs to discuss the critical points from the results summarised
above, that are broadly at the core of the landscape restoration process worldwide. Discussing
these points would help me map out the scenario underlying actors' involvement in the
landscape restoration process through manipulating ecological techniques (i.e., agroforestry).
Following are the general points that will respectively be discussed: (1) failure of some actor
institutions to achieve their restoration tasks, (2) inclusion of multi-sourced knowledge during
the restoration process, (3) role of government in the restoration process, (4) impact of acquired
participation experience on actor involvement in the restoration process, and (5) impact of
incentives on actor involvement in the restoration process, and (6) relationship between
temporal and spatial scales of actor involvement, and funds in the restoration process.

5.3.1 Failure for some actor institutions to achieve their restoration targets
Multi-level actors would globally have been taking a vital role in the landscape restoration
process. This role may have been expanding according to the number of hectares put under
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restoration by various actors. Global restoration target was about 150 million hectares in 2020
and 350 million hectares in 2030, where 47 actors had committed to reverse 160 out of 350
million hectares (Mansourian, 2005; Stanturf et al., 2014; Verdone and Seidl, 2017; Dave et
al., 2018; Brancalion et al., 2019). According to Dave et al. (2018), landscape restoration was
still informal before the Bonn challenge, which then called for various states in collaboration
with multi-level actors to formally set up the following restoration targets.
First, in December 2016, Brazil pledged to restore 12 million hectares by 2030. Second, in
2012, El Salvador committed to reverse one million hectares by 2030. Third, in 2013, Mexico
pledged to reverse 8.5 million hectares by 2020. Fourth, in 2011, the U.S. committed to
restoring 15 million hectares by 2020. Fifth and last, many African countries committed to
reverse degraded landscapes, including Rwanda committed to restoring two million hectares
by 2020. Some of these actors may fail to restore their restoration target under various reasons.
For instance, in Rwanda where the current study was conducted, some actors such as National
Police and Bank of Kigali failed to achieve their restoration targets except for signing the
commitment to restore 22,000 hectares by 2025 and 100 hectares by 2020, respectively (Dave
et al., 2018).
Another example is the landscape restoration outcome in disproportion with the landscape
restoration investment in the Southeast Asia, which calls for "community involvement, aligned
with values and concerns" and other approaches in the restoration process using agroforestry
(van Noordwijk et al., 2020). The reasons underlying actors' failure to achieve their restoration
targets may be specifically viewed in 'socio-economic, cultural, institutional' (Carpini et al.,
2004; Reed et al., 2018), and political contexts. Here, the context would drive irrelevant actors
(i.e., whose domains of activities do not reflect landscape restoration anymore) to participate
in the landscape restoration process according to the country-specific socio-economic, cultural,
and institutional conditions. The national development plan would underly the participation of
irrelevant actors in the restoration process to coproduce homegrown solutions to the complex
landscape degradation-based matters that are often faced at the country level. Co-production
of homegrown solutions regarding landscape restoration through manipulating agroforestry
would reflect actors' participation in the restoration initiatives in question according to the
context-specific values, needs, and issues (van Noordwijk et al., 2020), and locally plausible
resources and appropriate policies (Garrity, 2012, p. 32; Adelle et al., 2018). By reflecting the
last statement, Reed et al. (2018) argue that the notion 'irrelevant actors' could be less
applicable in many contextual settings since there might be many drivers to the failure of some
actors to accomplish the restoration targets connecting these settings. Moreover, there would
be another position where an agreed-upon applies the notion 'irrelevant actors' depending upon
the specific contexts under which homegrown solutions are needed for vital and quick smallscale intervention. Here, vital, and quick interventions still reflect van Noordwijk et al. (2020),
Adelle et al. (2018), and Garrity (2012, p. 32), and Reed et al. (2018) as contexts are key
determinants of the restoration success and the kinds of actors to involve in specific ecological
contexts even whether these actors may be relevant or not depending upon the urgency of
homegrown solutions.
However, contrasting perspectives would be inescapable where some viewers can affiliate
some actors' restoration failure to the leading actors by coming up with complaints that careful
actors' identification and analysis should have been conducted to avoid engaging irrelevant
actors with restoration process as previous researchers pointed out (Grimble et al., 1995; Reed,
2008). They suggested carrying out stakeholders' analysis to tackle all issues related to actors'
fitness in participatory environmental initiative before allowing them to participate. Therefore,
leading actors could have analysed possible stakeholders to come across the relevant or
irrelevant actors before engaging them in the restoration process, allowing engaged
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stakeholders to achieve the expected landscape restoration outcomes. Here nonetheless would
neglect the engagement of relevant actors. However, I would still trust Reed et al. (2018) who
suggest the contextual setting as the key determinant to achieving any participatory
environmental management action. Moreover, I also still consider van Noordwijk et al. (2020),
Adelle et al. (2018), and Garrity (2012, p. 32) since they stress the importance of agroforestrybased homegrown and long-lasting socio-ecological and economic solutions to the degraded
landscapes, which should reflect the contextual setting.
Additionally, the landscape restoration process is still ongoing all over the world plus the fact
that there is yet no investigation which has ever shown the disaggregated number of hectares
each actor has restored (Dave et al., 2018; Brancalion et al., 2019; IUCN, n.d). The last notion
could allow me to avoid saying that some actors have completely failed to achieve their
restoration targets since no study has ever been conducted to show actor-specific restoration
outcomes plus the fact that there is still a long time to enter the year 2030 for which most of
the restoration targets are set.

5.3.2 Inclusion of multi-sourced knowledge in the landscape restoration
process
Through the Bonn challenge, global landscape restoration has advanced due to the renewal of
long-lasting restoration structure applied to the restoration process before 2010 (Mansourian,
2005; Stanturf et al., 2014; Dave et al., 2017). During the renewal of the restoration process,
multi-level actors headed by the governments formally committed to taking part in the
landscape restoration process (Dave et al., 2017; Brancalion et al., 2019). Actors' involvement
in the restoration process has been allowing leading actors to integrate multi-sourced
knowledge, and co-learning to co-produce solutions to long-lasting landscape degradation
issues (Fazey et al., 2013; Jalonen et al., 2018; Laursen et al., 2018; Velázquez-Rosas et al.,
2018) which would have been responsive to the landscape degradation issues worldwide.
Therefore, I could infer narrower applicability of knowledge exchange and co-learning since
formal landscape restoration structure, which was the key determinant to actor plurality in the
landscape restoration process, were not in place. The lack of actors' plurality in the landscape
restoration process would imply the lack of actors' diversity, which could underline the
unavailability of knowledge exchange and co-learning process, ending with a ceaseless
landscape degradation. By coming back to Fazey et al. (2013), Jalonen et al. (2018), Laursen
et al. (2018), and Velázquez-Rosas et al. (2018), it is vital to reflect on some of the ways of
integrating multi-sourced knowledge and co-learning that can lead to successful landscape
restoration.
The democratic approach works better to cope with environmental issues by showing the
abilities to decrease conflicts, raising confidence, and easing co-learning process between
environmental actors, who are very likely to take part to accomplish environmental project
targets as well as implement the restoration decisions sustainably (Beierle, 2002; Reed, 2008;
De Vente et al., 2016; Swart et al., 2018). The democratic approach might be replicable to the
global landscape restoration process. Even though such an approach is responsive to integrating
multi-sourced knowledge and ease of the co-learning process, it would not always guarantee
the achievement of expected restoration outcomes. Reed et al. (2018) and Swart et al. (2018)
support the last statement by arguing that contextual settings should be upfront to accomplish
participatory environmental management initiatives. To discuss further the importance of
including multi-sourced knowledge in the landscape restoration process, I would come up with
some examples. This study would be a good example as it comes across the inclusion of multilevel actors' knowledge through the top-down down co-production approach where leading
actors (i.e., government, and international NGOs and research organisations) joined grassroot
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level actors to co-produce landscape restoration solutions. Also, previous studies (Leach et al.,
2002; Risvoll et al., 2014; Sterling et al., 2017) showed that the inclusion of actors' knowledge,
experience, and values based on local culture is key to a successful collaborative and
cooperative ecosystem management decision-making procedure. As such, in Papua New
Guinea and Indonesia, the inclusion of classical knowledge was potential to biodiversity
conservation (Ruiz-Mallén and Corbera, 2013; Jupiter et al., 2014) which would be part of the
application of the democratic path to the inclusion of multi-sourced knowledge in participatory
environmental actions, including the landscape restoration.

5.3.3 Role of government in the restoration process
From 2010 onwards, various governments have been formally leading the landscape restoration
process where 160 and 350 hectares were set as the 2020 and 2030's global restoration targets
through the Bonn challenge (Mansourian, 2005; Dave et al., 2017; Stanturf et al., 2017). The
set targets were as follows: first, in December 2016, Brazil committed to reverse 12 million
hectares by 2030. Second, in 2012, El Salvador committed to reverse one million hectares by
2030. Third, in 2013, Mexico committed to reverse 8.5 million hectares by 2020. Fourth, in
2011, the U.S. committed to reverse 15 million hectares by 2020. Fifth and last, many African
countries committed to reverse degraded landscapes, including Rwanda, which pledged to
restore two million hectares by 2020.
The above summary shows the governments' role in landscape restoration initiatives worldwide
before and after the Bonn challenge. However, informal landscape restoration before 2010 had
no predetermined structure that can allow the restoration process to be responsive to the
degraded landscapes (Stanturf et al., 2014; Verdone and Seidl, 2017; Dave et al., 2018;
Brancalion et al., 2019). Therefore, the lack of such a structure would not mean the complete
absence of the restoration progress as the government (central and local governments) might
lead few restoration initiatives that were in place and involve some actors. For example, this
study found that Rwanda's Government had a prominent lead in the landscape restoration
process in the Bugesera district 14 years before and nine years after 2010 involving multi-level
actors. This lead would be related to the notion that it was still early for any other actors than
the government to possess such a lead since the country had very recently left the 1994
Genocide committed against Tutsi. This example could reflect the governments' commitments
to the restoration argued earlier since they connect a broader field of environmental
management reflecting Reed et al. (2018) and Swart et al. (2018) who suggest the contextual
setting as a determinant to predicted participatory environmental management outcomes.
Moreover, building local and foreign networks could allow funds from abroad funders and
allocate them within local communities (actors) based on priorities which would be impossible
for non-state actors. Therefore, it would be obvious for Rwanda's government to qualify the
lead of actor involvement based on its fore-mentioned qualifications over the ones of any other
actor group in that time. Government's qualifications would also reflect its self-determination
towards rebuilding the nation, including degraded landscapes in that time. Sterling et al. (2017)
in "assessing the evidence for stakeholder engagement in biodiversity conservation" found that
"autonomous governance, rights, power, control, and decision-making by stakeholders
appeared to support positive outcomes". The last notion could reflect the role of many
governments before 2010, including the Rwandan one between 1995 and 2009 in reversing
degraded landscapes. Sterling et al. (2017) would agree with Nduwamungu (2011) that shows
a couple of forest restoration-based policy reform events under the leadership of an autonomous
government that had been shifting restoration responsibilities from one of its institutions to
another.
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In contrast, in Papua New Guinea, it was found that local communities were self-structured to
form strong leadership over an ecotourism initiative through a "top-down approach" (Sakata
and Prideaux, 2013). This controversy makes sense since the contextual framework in which
the restoration projects are implemented drive the choice of actors' mode of participation,
which show that none of the engagement modes is better than the other (Reed et al., 2018;
Swart et al., 2018).
After the Bonn Challenge (2010 onwards), many governments pledged to reverse degraded
landscapes all over as argued earlier. As I already discussed, some of them committed
governments include Brazil, Mexico, El Salvador, the U.S., and African countries, including
Rwanda. Here, to dive better into governments' leadership on the global landscape restoration
process, I will use examples from across the world to discuss the agency (who has a lead of the
actor involvement in the landscape restoration process) especially before and after the Bonn
Challenge. The current study fits the explanatory position to the globally taken landscape
restoration lead since the host government was committed to achieving the global restoration
target through the Bonn Challenge. It showed the government a prominent leadership on actors'
involvement in the landscape restoration initiatives in the Bugesera District before and after
2010. These results would be related to the reframed and formal restoration structure, which
was committed to by various governments, including Rwandan one that then welcomed many
other actors to join the landscape restoration process. Here, there would be a hypothesis about
the rise of the level of government trust in the face of local communities and other actors (i.e.,
Universities, funders, private sector, local and international research organisations, and NGOs)
which dramatically increased and sustained the government's ability to hold still the lead of
actor involvement in the landscape restoration. Effective utilisation of funds (i.e., their
allocation within the restoration projects according to the country priorities and available
projects' monitoring and evaluation scheme) and networks (local, regional, and international)
development than it was before 2010 would be the major drivers to an increased level of local
communities' trust to the government. Therefore, it is of great importance to discuss further
both local and international networks.
Local networks connected to the unprecedented effective communication and careful
understanding of each other's viewpoint among actors regarding the landscape restoration
could be the final product from local communities' trust to the government. Previous literature
including Mbaiwa and Stronza (2011) and Young et al. (2013) would better exemplify the
importance of effective communication and inclusion of other actors' ideas in decision-making
which would, in turn, move up transparency and make involved actors feel at home since they
believe in proper actor engagement leadership (Haubold, 2012). Besides, Sterling et al. (2017)
seem to support such a trust's move by coming up with government's self-determination, power,
freedom, and control over various disturbances to defend actors' good relationship with it and
their interests in the restoration initiatives. Such a defence would be related to timely informing
other actors regarding the ambiguities, co-learning, co-ownership of responsibilities, and
transparent decisions on data sources (Hurlbert and Gupta, 2015).
On international networks, the government is still the most powerful of all actors since it has
all national-level funding dealings in its hands through negotiations with funders, their
approval, and the legislation of the allocations of all nationally available funds to the country's
priorities. According to Buckingham et al. (2020a), the government's power would help it
trigger the institutional collaboration and information exchange and the restoration initiatives'
funders. For instance, through the Bonn challenge, many governments have been connecting
multi-level actors from various countries to each other and between themselves to share the
ongoing restoration, knowledge, and experience from different contexts (Young, 1982;
Visseren-Hamakers et al., 2011; Pistorius and Freiberg, 2014; Dave et al., 2018; Brancalion et
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al., 2019). The last notion is in a good position to answer any relevant question that can be
raised, for instance, the one about why not actors (i.e., international NGOs) other than the
governments can possess the prominent leadership on actor involvement in the restoration
process. Similarly, as I have repeatedly been reflecting on its vital role in the restoration
process, Buckingham et al. (2020a) argue on the government role regarding landscape
governance that allows multi-level actors to participate in such a process. Government
leadership on landscape governance triggered institutional collaboration (donor,
communication, and resource management institutions) which resulted in a variety of
restoration actors that form strong networks. Afterwards, the rest of actors built upon such
networks to participate in the restoration process, which resulted in looking back to its original
state in the restoration process. Actors may include international NGOs and research
organisations that are also among the networked actors through the government's networking
assignment. Therefore, once the government has started to achieve its prominent international
networking role and leave the rest of it to other actors, it would be much easier to view the
actor involvement process unproblematic since it manages to respond to the actors'
expectations. Brooks et al. (2013) would reflect the last notion by arguing that "a well-designed
engagement strategy can overcome unfavourable features of the local and national sociopolitical and economic contexts." The actor engagement process might still succeed even under
the contexts argued above when the government has committed to take such a lead.
However, the current study findings were not as unique as they resemble some of the previous
studies. For example, Sterling et al. (2017) found that "autonomous governance, rights, power,
control, and decision-making by stakeholders appeared to support positive outcomes" which
become useful when they are under the committed agency, that is the government based on the
fore-mentioned exponential trust. Contrary, in Papua New Guinea, it was found that the local
community was self-structured to form strong leadership over an ecotourism initiative through
"top-down approach" (Sakata and Prideaux, 2013). The last statement might reflect Reed et al.
(2018) and Swart et al. (2018). They argue the contextual framework as a determinant to the
agency in participatory environmental management activities that would have pushed Sakata
and Prideaux (2013) to find controversial results.

5.3.4 Impact of acquired participation experience on actor involvement in
the restoration process
Through the Bon challenge and other global landscape restoration events, such as Aichi "Target
11 of the Convention on Biological Diversity", landscape restoration was put upfront through
various states' pledges to the landscape restoration all over the world from 2010 onwards
(Mansourian, 2005; Stanturf et al., 2014; Verdone and Seidl, 2017; Dave et al., 2018;
Brancalion et al., 2019). Such commitments would have inflamed multi-level actors'
involvement in the landscape restoration process all over the world. Among these actors, there
could be governmental, non-governmental (local and international) and overseas humanitarian
actor organisations whose long-term purposes and strategic plans fit the SDGs (as cited in
Mansourian, 2018).
After 2010, the landscape restoration process became formalised and institutionalised by many
governments. Some actors were already involved in the restoration process before the year
2010 through various landscape restoration initiatives. These initiatives include Forest
Landscape Restoration (Laestadius et al., 2015) and forest restoration-based policy reform
events (Nduwamungu, 2011) which would have left existing actors with some involvement's
experience. Besides, UN-based restoration conventions were established and agreed upon by
many governments all over the world.
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According to Saint-Laurent (2005), these conventions were three-fold: (1) CBD-Conventions
on Biological Diversity agreed upon in Rio de Janeiro, 5 June 1992), (2) UNCCD-United
Nations Convention to Combat Desertification agreed upon in Paris, 17 June 1994, and (3)
UNFCCC-United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change agreed upon in New
York, 9 May 1992. Through these conventions, various actors (government, international
NGOs, and research organisations) had been informally taking part in the landscape restoration
process worldwide (Saint-Laurent, 2005). Moreover, Saint-Laurent (2005) shows workshops,
forums, and conferences to be the informal initiatives taking place to raise the landscape
restoration awareness all over the world. These initiatives handed in the restoration actors a
sort of participation experience regarding the landscape restoration process, and it would have
been evolving over the years. For instance, Laestadius et al. (2015) confirmed this evolution in
three-fold: (1) conceptualisation of forest landscape restoration from the late 1990s, (2)
establishment of 'Global Partnership on Forest Landscape Restoration' in 2003 where forest
landscape restoration concept was changed into 'Landscape Restoration' one which is a broader
one and inclusive, and (3) introduction of the Bonn challenge around 2011 whose discussions
ended up with formalisation of the landscape restoration process. Therefore, it is important to
build upon Laestadius et al. (2015) to put further emphasis on the transition from forest
landscape restoration into landscape restoration as it might have triggered the expansion of the
frames in which a variety of actors take part in the landscape restoration process which ended
up with more experienced restoration actors. Here, the idea would be that the landscape
restoration allowed forest landscapes and agricultural landscapes and wetlands restoration in
which relevant actors to learn from formal restoration participation over the years. Suppose I
zoom the landscape restoration experience in a specific geographical location. In that case, I
could argue that the current study exemplifies the acquisition of the landscape restoration
experience through informal landscape restoration initiatives that had been taking place before
2010, which would reflect the conventions argued earlier as well as (Laestadius et al., 2015).
Coming back to Laestadius et al. (2015), Bonn challenge triggered the development of informal
restoration experience acquired from the implementation of the landscape restoration
conventions argued earlier. As argued under the role of government section, Bonn challenge
ended up with formal landscape restoration framework under which a variety of restoration
initiatives were implemented through the participation of multi-level actors that had previously
applied the acquired restoration experience, and this experience might have allowed existing
actors and new ones to take part in the emerging restoration projects.
Moreover, other landscape restoration-related events, such as "Aichi Target 11 of the
Convention on Biological Diversity" (Laffoley et al., 2017), had been adding space for formal
landscape restoration process where such an experience has been applied. Through both 'Bonn
challenge' and 'Aichi Target 11 of the Convention on Biological Diversity', it could make much
more sense that the landscape restoration experience had and has been evolving over the years
which is most likely to lead to a successful global restoration process if no negative changes
happen.
Again, the current study would closely exemplify the evolution of the global landscape
restoration process over the years through continuous acquisition and evolving actors'
experience regarding participation in the landscape restoration projects.
The acquired participation experience would have made existing actors awake regarding
adopting a new collaborative strategy (Chazdon and Guariguata, 2018a). This strategy would
have then worked for new actors who could eventually leave the restoration initiatives with
many relevant actors. Also, Ballard and Belsky (2010) showed an increased actors'
involvement desire due to their previous involvement's experience acquired from the same
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project when its earlier stages such as design, data gathering, and analysis were being carried
out.

5.3.5 Impact of incentives on actor involvement in the restoration process
Again, through the Bonn challenge and other global restoration events, such as "Aichi Target
11 of the Convention on Biological Diversity", various efforts have been put together by multilevel actors to reverse degraded landscapes almost in all corners of the world, particularly in a
formal way from 2010 onwards (Stanturf et al., 2014; Dave et al., 2017; Laffoley et al., 2017;
Verdone and Seidl, 2017; Brancalion et al., 2019). During the landscape restoration process,
various encouraging resources have been availed by various actors (i.e., donors, funders, and
leading actors) that have landscape restoration lead in their hands (Cernea, 1992). Moreover,
there would be a common feeling that programming the availability of such resources goes
hands in hands with achieving SDGs (Mansourian, 2018) since its agenda is globally regarded
as the role model for multi-level actors to achieve multiple objectives simultaneously.
The need for encouraging resources would depend upon the contexts. Here, there would include
seedlings and money, technologies, various materials, agricultural inputs (i.e., lime), markets,
ecosystems services, and many other resources (Nduwamungu, 2011; WVI, 2019). Here, my
discussion will focus on seedlings as a powerful incentive for multi-level actors to participate
in the restoration initiatives. Dave et al. (2018), Stanturf et al. (2014), Brancalion et al. (2019),
and Verdone and Seidl (2017), the accessibility and supply of seeds and seedlings by
restoration actors before 2010 were globally limited since the formal global landscape
restoration was not yet in place. The association of limited access to and the supply of the
seedlings with informal landscape restoration could be based on the notion that informal
restoration had no followable structure forecasting the stimulation of actor participation and
collaboration between them towards achieving the landscape restoration targets.
Therefore, it is vital to zoom the seedling resources in the specific contexts to make clear their
role in encouraging various actors to take part in the restoration process that has been going on
all over the world. The current study would be the top exemplary case. It showed that seedlings
were at the top of the encouraging resources and had been availed by leading actors to attract
multi-level actors to get involved in the landscape restoration initiatives in the Bugesera District
in the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019. Among the attracted actors, there were
individual farmers, farmer cooperatives, and the National Seed Center.
Unsurprisingly, one can seek to understand why seedlings are at the top of other incentives.
The appropriate answer could be that many actors were from the farmer groups and some from
the National Seed Center that sees seedlings as a potential incentive in the restoration
initiatives.
On the one hand, farmers (individual and cooperatives) need to improve their cultural and
socio-economic statuses through agroforestry tree species and other related opportunities. On
the other hand, the National Seed Center needs to wisely fulfil its responsibilities and achieve
its restoration target by timely serving high-quality agroforestry tree seeds to farmers.
Therefore, seedlings should be at the core of the encouraging incentives, especially those from
such categories to participate in the landscape restoration initiatives. The last notion would
reflect Hobbs (2012) and Greiner (2016) who argue the necessity for identifying various actors'
motivations to take part in the landscape restoration initiatives. As such, straightforward
payments, market patterns, payment for environmental services and labour cost for planting
trees on privately owned lands can be the structured incentives for various actors
(Nduwamungu, 2011; Sterling et al., 2017).
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Nevertheless, my study results agree with Nduwamungu (2011) who argues that free seedlings
supply in the "annual tree planting week and initial woodlot establishment support" was
forecasted by the National Forestry Policy and viewed as the useful incentive for the Rwandan
landscape restoration process before the year 2010. As such, in different countries (i.e., Ghana
and Rwanda), "high-quality seedlings" could be availed for "national planting programmes,
communities and farmers" to help them take a vital role in the landscape restoration process
(IUCN, 2014). Also, information exchange and other incentives such as materials are key to
engage a variety of actors within the restoration process (Buckingham et al., 2020b). All the
examples mentioned above reflect the absolute popularity of a wide range of resources
including seedlings as important raw materials for the landscape restoration process to reach
its target through attracting multi-level actors to contribute to this process.
It is also important to reflect some ideas regarding the non-applicability of the seedlings as
motivations for various actors to take part in the landscape restoration initiatives to maintain
the consistency with the exponential increase of actor participation in the restoration process.
Therefore, it would be vital to know that the surrounding environment (i.e., socio-economic,
and political conditions) can demotivate actors to participate in the landscape restoration even
though incentives may be available.
The last notion helps me alleviate the uncertainties regarding where one can overestimate the
role of seedlings in stimulating various actors to participate in the restoration initiatives
regardless of the host environment. For example, social and economic aspects may be the main
incentives or demotivation for some actors to participate in the restoration process (Elliott and
Sumba, 2011; Gonzalez and Jentoft, 2011; Mbaiwa and Stronza, 2011).

5.3.6 Relationship between temporal and spatial scales of actor
involvement, and funds in the restoration process
Through various global landscape restoration events, including the Bonn challenge and "Aichi
Target 11 of the Convention on Biological Diversity", various governments committed to
reverse 350 million hectares by 2030 as the global restoration target where each government
was supposed to take part (Mansourian, 2005; Stanturf et al., 2014; Suding et al., 2015; Dave
et al., 2018). In setting these commitments, overseas research organisations and NGOs, private
companies, and grassroot levels organisations such as local NGOs and farmer communities,
research and knowledge institutions took part in this process to harmonise restoration
objectives with the sustainable development goals (Dave et al., 2018; Mansourian, 2018). The
achievement of global landscape restoration objectives connecting SDGs would require the
unprecedented wide temporal and spatial scales of engagement for multi-level actors to
participate in the landscape restoration process. According to Reed et al. (2018), for actors to
merge their expertise, feelings, knowledge, and aspirations towards meaningful changes to the
current landscape restoration structure could take a while, which needs wide temporal and
spatial scales to which actors can participate in the restoration process.
The timescale to which various actors take part in the landscape restoration initiatives depends
on the restoration initiatives' designs in question (Luyet, 2005; Mostert, 2003; Reed, 2008).
Based on the last statement, I would argue that some actors may longer take part in the
restoration initiatives than the others depending upon the nature of the tasks they possess in the
initiative in question. Here, it would be important to reflect the distribution of the tasks. The
restoration tasks' distribution would be based on the enabling environment (i.e., stakeholders'
interest, expertise, the field of activities, and relevant experience) (Daniels et al., 1996; Luyet
et al., 2012). Therefore, it would be most likely for actors tasked with specific tasks to achieve
them since they work from the appropriate environment. For example, I could be proud of
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saying the wide temporal scale of actor involvement since my study found that all involved
actors managed to continue their participation even beyond the project timeframe except for
one actor who quitted the restoration project called 'FLRILR-Forest Landscape Restoration for
Improved Livelihood in Rwanda' under the reasons irrelevant to the technical problems. The
wide temporal scale of engagement reflects Dave et al. (2018), Mansourian (2005), Stanturf et
al. (2014), Suding et al. (2015), and IUCN (2014). They argue for the global landscape
restoration commitments by multiple governments from 2010 onwards through the Bonn
Challenge. Other examples include Reed et al. (2018) that argue that the predicted
environmental payoff's achievement depends on the timescale at which various stakeholders
take part in a participatory environmental action.
Spatial scales at which various actors take part in the restoration projects depend upon the
restoration project's design in question (Luyet, 2005; Mostert, 2003; Reed, 2008). Based on the
last notion, I would argue that some actors may take part in the restoration projects to a larger
extent than others, reflecting the kind of the tasks they have in such projects. The enabling
environment that I have argued earlier on the spatial scale could underly the distribution of the
restoration assignment. Therefore, multi-level actors' participation at wide spatial scales is most
likely to lead to the expected restoration outcomes. Here, I would exemplify the wide spatial
scale of actor participation using the current study that zooms the spatial scale in a narrower
space.
The current study showed that multi-level actors took part in the landscape restoration
initiatives over the Bugesera District's wide scale in the years of 2010 to 2019. These results
reflect that Bugesera District was among the prioritised semi-arid and lowlands' Districts in
which countrywide restoration initiatives put much emphasis. Also, the wide spatial scale of
involvement could reflect the formal landscape restoration commitments that took place from
2010 onwards through various global landscape restoration events like Bonn challenge, which
then allowed multi-level actors to take part in the restoration process over a wide spatial scale
of the landscapes in question and achieve expected restoration outcomes (Mansourian, 2005;
Stanturf et al., 2014; Suding et al., 2015; Dave et al., 2018). Expected restoration outcomes
reflect Reed et al. (2018) who argue for the likelihood of achieving participatory environmental
action due to the actor involvement at large temporal and spatial scales. Previous studies find
similar results as follows: first, Flynn (2000) showed that environmental issues are very well
answerable by adopting various efforts at larger scales than at smaller ones. Second, the smaller
spatial scales provide some environmental actors with very little chance to allocate a variety of
resources (i.e., staff, time, and money) to contribute to environmental conservation than do the
larger spatial scales (Newig et al., 2016). Lastly, at greater scales of governance, participants
are most likely to professionally achieve their competitiveness targets (Rockloff and Moore,
2006). All these studies commonly suggest large spatial scales as an effective determinant of
expected environmental outcomes by restoration actors, which aligns with the perceptions of
farmers and local NGOs in this study. By reflecting on these arguments on the temporal and
spatial scales of actors' involvement, I would argue that the longer the time and space, the better
could be the landscape restoration payoffs and vice versa.
However, taking part in the landscape restoration initiatives at large temporal and spatial scales
and reaching expected restoration outcomes could inevitably reflect funds' availability.
According to Liagre (2015), the global community has committed to ending the landscape
degradation by 2030, which is the target number 15.3 of the SDGs. Moreover, 150 and 350
million hectares were respectively made the achievable restoration target by 2020 and 2030
through the "Framework of the Bonn Challenge and New York Declaration on Forests" (Liagre
et al., 2015). However, the restoration initiatives' implementation to reverse these hectares of
land would require a huge amount of money. According to Liagre et al. (2015), forest landscape
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restoration demand 36 to 49 billion USD per year, which is little compared to the climate
budget equivalent to 350 to 640 billion USD per year. Moreover, Liagre et al. (2015) argue that
the source of the landscape restoration funds is eight-fold: (1) governments, (2) climate finance
operators (e.g.," Green Climate Fund and the Adaptation Fund"), (4) NGOs (international,
national, and local), (5) private companies, (6) private equity, (7) traditional and institutional
investors, and (8) citizens – 'individuals and communities'. The last notion shows that issue of
restoration funds is global, calling for multi-level funders and donors to merge their monetary
abilities to pay the landscape restoration bill.
In exemplifying the issue of funds, the current study would be a good fit. It came across the
necessity for funds as the backbone for the landscape restoration procedure in the Bugesera
District in the years of 2010 to 2019. Very similar to what I broadly argued earlier, the choice
of the temporal and spatial scales at which actors participated in the landscape restoration
initiatives would be proportional to the availability of funds. This proportionality raises two
concerns. The first one would be that such a proportionality can be problematic when setting
up the temporal and spatial extents of participation is not built upon the technical factors such
as the level of landscape degradation, knowledge, experience, and actor interests within the
restoration project(s). Here, the temporal and spatial extents of actor engagement would extend
from small to wide scales relative to the available funds. The second one would be that such a
proportionality can work once the restoration actors have agreed upon allocating funds
according to the required restoration effort, actor knowledge, experience, and interests on the
intended restoration initiatives.
Previous studies including Ekpe et al. (2014) and Anyango-Van Zwieten et al. (2015) showed
similar findings that the allocation of funds in the inappropriate time and their unsustainability
could be problematic regarding the achievement of any environmental management-based
project that involves relevant actors.

6 Conclusions and recommendations
6.1

Conclusions

Multi-level actors have played a vital role in reversing degraded landscapes all over the world,
including Rwanda, especially the Bugesera District where the current study was conducted.
The current study aimed to fill the knowledge gap regarding multi-level actors' involvement in
reversing degraded landscapes in the Bugesera District 14 years before and nine years after
2010 through manipulating agroforestry techniques.
The study achieved this aim through the explorative process which followed Reed et al. (2018)
guidance with the 'theory of participation' until the findings.
The study found that various actors played a vital role in manipulating agroforestry to reverse
degraded landscapes in such a district through various restoration projects implemented in 1995
to 2009, and 2010 to 2019, where the government came at the top of other actors. This role had
been evolving over the years under a couple of influencing factors such as contextual settings,
process design, power dynamics, and scale of involvement, that had positively been influencing
it. Therefore, multi-level actors' role has been vital to reverse sustainable soil productivity and
environmental protection that were hampered through the landscape degradation according to
Clay and Lewis (1996) which could again trigger food security and access to landscape
opportunities by smallholders. This role was partial according to Dave et al. (2018) that argue
for the restoration targets rather than the achievement as well as the perceptions of the actors
that took part in the restoration journey. Moreover, the actors' role was achieved from social
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perspectives through multi-level actors' successful involvement that took a big part in
manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes.
However, it is still unclear whether socially perceived actors' roles have been played from
ecological perspectives, which still need to be investigated. Afterwards, actors' role from both
social and ecological perspectives could be compared to see if there is the realistic relationship
between them which will justify socially perceived actors' role and map out further the
landscape restoration progress (see the underneath recommendation section for the details).

6.2

Recommendations

Based on this study's produced knowledge and experience, I would mention the following two
recommendations.

6.2.1 For future research
Future research could investigate the role of involving multi-level actors in manipulating
agroforestry techniques from ecological perspectives as part of monitoring since the landscape
restoration is still going on. Moreover, an eventual socio-ecological investigation could be
conducted after the restoration initiatives' timeframe to see if the agreed restoration targets were
covered from both social and ecological perspectives. The idea hidden beyond recommending
ecological studies is that it is yet unknown whether socially perceived actors' role reflects the
ecological one, which is measurable by investigating the physical characteristic of the
landscapes in question.

6.2.2 For improvement of the restoration process
Knowledge exchange among restoration actors especially grassroot level ones (i.e., local
NGOs, farmer groups and cooperatives) from various countries, could help these actor groups
share landscape restoration knowledge and experience (environmental care cooperative).
Knowledge and experience (i.e., on agroforestry) exchange among these actors can improve
the restoration journey towards achieving the set landscape restoration targets since the
landscape restoration is a globally heating initiative. Therefore, leading actors could consider
such an exchange to make sure that grassroot level actor groups are systematically represented
within relevant national and international events. Knowledge exchange (i.e., on agroforestry)
could be combined with availing didactic materials useful for agricultural extensionists and
lead farmers during the dissemination of knowledge to the rest of the farmers. Also, "farmradio", can be of additional means to disseminate (agroforestry) information to most farmers
while individual extension has not yet been available.
Moreover, leading actors could subsidise agroforestry (i.e., agroforestry tree seedlings) and
equally avail its related opportunities to all farmers (i.e., the market for agroforestry seedlings).
Also, my recommendation still goes to the leading actors and the government too, that the
irrigation facilities are the vitally needed infrastructures that can allow farmers to have water
in the proximity to the nursery and farms to water tree seedlings in the dry and semi-arid
landscapes, especially in the Bugesera District (KOPAKUMA cooperative).
Lastly, based on some actor groups (i.e., individual farmers), the number of fruit tree species
needs to be increased as these groups showed its insufficiency. Other actor groups (i.e., Agaciro
cooperative and individual farmers) showed that they planted many fruit tree species at greater
extents. These trees have been producing fruits production that would need value addition.
Therefore, I would recommend the government and private sector count the number of
available fruit trees and think of the possibilities for adding value to such a production (if it is
realistic) to help farmers benefit from the landscape restoration process.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Introduction letter of the researcher to the respondents

1

Appendix 2. Researcher's request to the participants to take part in the study
To: The intended participant
Re: Request for participation in the study, the role of engaging stakeholders in manipulating
agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in Rwanda, with a specific focus on the Bugesera
District
Dear Sir/Madam,
My name is VEDASTE NIYONSABA, a Master student at Wageningen university and
Research (WUR) located in the Netherlands, in the programme of Forest and Nature
conservation with specialization Management. This is to request you to take part in my
research aiming at understanding the “role of multi-actors’ involvement in the process of
reversing degraded landscapes in the Bugesera district through the manipulation of agroforestry
techniques”.
In such research, the contribution that want you to give regards your attendance to a skype or
WhatsApp interview or any other way that is easy for you to talk to me. The interview will take
place on the [date], where I will be asking you few questions that will take 45-60 min. During
this interview, you will be interviewed about your experiences regarding landscape restoration
in the Bugesera district on behalf of the restoration initiatives/project in which you are
representing your organization. The interviews will take place in the place you prefer (i.e. in
room) and will be on phone record.
The mention of your names and identity will not be done if you think it is problematic for you.
Also, the record of your interview will be immediately deleted after transcribing it and the
transcripts will be kept confidential in a safe place locked by a code. I will be the only one
person who will be allowed to access the interview that took place between us.
Also, it is voluntary for you to participate in this research and whenever you may wish to quit
the research, it is allowed for you and no accompanying consequences. If anyone who is not
me calls you asking about the research, know that it is not me because I am individually
conducting this research for the academic purpose. If it will be necessary to get assistance from
any other person who can talk to you on my behalf, I will let you know whom that person will
be.
The findings from this research will be reported in detailed readable report which will be made
accessible in the Library of the WUR. No anyway your name or any of your identity will be
mentioned in this report. If you wish to have a copy of the findings from this research or any
other concern during the course of the study or after it , you may reach me on +649678179 or
niyonsabavedaste75@gmail.com/vedaste.niyonsaba@wur.nl
Thank you in advance for your awareness to participate in this research
Kind regards
Vedaste Niyonsaba.
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Appendix 3. Interview guide for non-farmer actor groups
Q1. Could you tell me about yourself?
Q2. What is your previous experience/view regarding the landscape restoration in Bugesera
District (in the years of 1995 to 2009)?
Q3. When did your organization start participating in the Bugesera District’s landscape
restoration initiative(s)/project(s)?
Q4. How did your organization get in the landscape restoration initiative(s)/project(s) between
2010 and 2019 or the current one(s)?
Q5. What is your organization’s current experience/view in the Bugesera District’s landscape
restoration initiative(s)/project(s)?
Q6. How does your organization feel about its participation in the restoration of Bugesera
District’s landscape through the current restoration initiative/project for both the years of 1995
to 2009 and 2010 to 2019?
Q7. How does your organization view the decisions that are made regarding the landscape
restoration initiative(s)/project(s) in which you took between 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019?
Q8. How did your organization contribute to the decision-making process regarding the
landscape restoration project(s) in the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019?
Q9. Could you compare for me your experience regarding the landscape restoration in the years
of 1995 to 2009 with the one of the years of 2010 to 2019?
Q10. How did your organization share the landscape restoration initiative(s)/project(s)
information with fellow actor institutions in the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019?
Q11. What kind of conflicts that have ever happened during in the participatory
initiative(s)/project(s) your organization is part of in the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to
2019?
Q12. How did you address these conflicts once they have happened?
Q13. What were the eligibility criteria for your organization to take part in the landscape
restoration initiatives project(s)especially in the years of 2010mto 2019?
Q14. How did your organization view actors’ engagement (including itself) scale in terms of
the time in both the years of 1995 to 2010?
Q15. How did your organization view the actors’ engagement (including itself) scale in terms
of space in the both the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019?
Q16. What is your future regarding participation in the Bugesera District’s landscape
restoration initiative(s)/project(s)?
Q17. How many landscape restoration initiatives in which you/your organization took part of
the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019?
Q18. Could you tell me about these initiatives/projects?
Q19. Who are the leading actors for these initiatives/projects?
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Appendix 4. Interview guide for farmer groups
1. Could you tell me about yourself?
2. Could you share with me your experience regarding the participation culture, involvement
experience and the encouraging resources for you to take part in the restoration initiative(s)
between 1995 and 2009?
3. How did you/your cooperative get into the landscape restoration initiatives that had been
taking place in the Bugesera District between 1995 and 2010?
4. When did you/your cooperative start to contribute to the landscape restoration initiatives
that had been taking place in the Bugesera District between 1995 and 2010?
5. Could you share with me your experience regarding the participation culture, involvement
experience and the resources that attracted you to take part in the landscape restoration
initiatives between 2010 and 2019?
6. How did you/your cooperative feel regarding the restoration initiatives you have been part
of between 2010 and 2019?
7. How did you/your cooperative view the decisions that were made about the landscape
restoration initiatives in which you took part of in the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to
2019?
8. How did you/your cooperative contribute to the decision-making regarding the landscape
restoration initiatives in which you took part in the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019?
9. Could you briefly compare for me your experience regarding the landscape restoration
initiatives in the years of 1995 to 2010 against the years of 2010 to 2019 in terms of actor
participation culture, actor involvement experience as well as the available resources?
10. How did you/your cooperative exchange the information with other stakeholders that took
part in the restoration initiatives you have been part of in the Bugesera District in the years
of 1995 to 2009?
11. What kind of conflicts that have ever happened between you actors that have been taking
part in the landscape restoration initiatives in the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019?
12. How do you address these conflicts once they have happened?
13. What are the eligibility criteria for you/your cooperative to take part in the landscape
restoration initiatives you have been part of in the Bugesera District from 2010-2019?
14. How did you/your cooperative view the actor involvement in terms of the temporal scale
of actor involvement in the landscape restoration initiatives for both the years of 1995 to
2009 and 2010 to 2019?
15. How did you/your cooperative view the actor involvement in terms of the spatial scale in
the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019?
16. What is your own/cooperative’s plan regarding the contribution to the landscape restoration
initiatives?
17. Tell me about the landscape restoration initiatives in which you/your cooperative took part
in the years of 1995 to 2009 and 2010 to 2019?
18. Could you please mention two of these projects at least?
4

19. Who has a lead of these initiatives you have mentioned?
Appendix 5. Forest landscape restoration events from 1976 up to 2010.
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Appendix 6. Reviewed documents.
No Document title

Author

1

Docume
nt type
‘A guide to the Restoration Opportunities Report
Assessment Methodology (ROAM)’

IUCN
WRI

‘Rwandan Forest Landscape Restoration
Opportunity Assessment: Tracing the
Influence’
‘Rwanda’s Green Well: Opportunities to
engage private sector investors in
Rwanda’s forest landscape restoration’
‘Forest & Landscape Investment Forum:
Unleashing business opportunities for
sustainable landscapes’
‘Nature & Fauna, Volume 32, issue 1:
Creating Forest Landscape Movement in
Africa: A call to Heal Planet Earth’
‘Concept Note: Transforming Eastern
Province of Rwanda’s capacity to adapt to
climate change through forests and
landscapes restoration’
‘Decision Support tools for forest
landscape restoration: Status and outlook’

Report

Clear Horizon 2016
for IUCN and
CIFOR
IUCN
2015

Report

FAO

2017

Report

FAO

2018

Report

IUCN

2019

Occasion
al paper

Chazdon
other
CIFOR
ICRAF

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11
12

13

14

15

Report

‘Socio-economic Analysis of Farmers Report
potential for adoption of Evergreen
Agriculture in Bugesera District, Rwanda’
‘Bonn Challenge Barometer of Progress: Report
Spotlight Report 2017’
‘Taking to scale tree-based systems in Report
Rwanda: Enhance Food Security, Restore
Degraded Land, Improve Resilience to
Climate Change and Sequester Carbon’
‘Rwanda
Synthesis
Report:
Joint Report
Reflection and Learning Missions’
‘Participatory Trials Socio-economic Report
Survey: Report Bugesera and Gishwati,
Rwanda’
‘Second Bonn Challenge Progress Report: Report
Application of the Barometer in 2018’
‘Rwanda: Harnessing the potential of trees Flyer
on farms for meeting national and global
biodiversity targets’
‘Forest plantations and Woodlots in Working
Rwanda’
Paper

Publication
year
and 2014

and 2018
for
2012

IUCN

2017

Athanase
Mukuralinda
and others for
ICRAF
and
PROFOR
World Vision
and ICRAF
Ruth Kinuthia
and others for
ICRAF
Radhika Dave
and others for
IUCN
ICRAF

2016

Nduwamungu

2011

2019
2015

2018

2019
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Appendix 7. Used anchor and initial codes.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Anchor code
Actor identification
Actor role
Influencing factors

Initial code
Active involvement
Passive involvement
Top-down coproduction
Top-down consultation
Bottom-up consultation
Bottom-up coproduction
Lead-funders
Lead-IUCN
Lead -ARCOS
Lead-government
Lead-farmers
Lead-ICRAF
Lead-World Vision
Available resources-others
Available resource-seedlings
Conflicts of interests
Conflicts based on decision making
Conflicts resolution-dialogue
High temporal scale of involvement
Maximum temporal scale of involvement
Small temporal scale of involvement
Temporal scale dependent design
High spatial scale of engagement
Maximum spatial scale of engagement
Middle spatial scale of engagement
Small spatial scale of engagement
Spatial scale dependent design
Very high spatial scale of involvement
Participation culture
Previous involvement’s experience
Representation-various stakeholders
Structured opportunities
Transparency
Recommendations
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Appendix 8. Theming
Actor identification: Initiative before 2010-HIMO, PAFOR (2003),
Actor identification: initiatives (2010-2019)-food Nexus and Carbon livelihood fund,
PAREF, Trees for food security, FLRILR and COOKING stoves, Rwanda's Eastern
transformation, building resilience in degraded wetlands, drinking water delivery and FLR,
Regreening Africa, LEVEMP
Actor identification: Actor (2010-2019)- FONERWA, Government, Kitabi college’s
graduates, Kitabi college’s lecturers, National Police, Bank of Kigali, ICRAF
Actor identification: Actor before 2010-ICRAF, LODA, MINALOC, MoE, REMA,
Government, private sector (1)
Actor role: Active involvement (25)
Actor role: Passive involvement (10)
Actor role: Active involvement (<2010) (1)
Actor role: Top-down coproduction (<2010) (1)
Actor role: Top-down consultation (8)

Theme2: Mode of
actor involvement
(52)

Actor role: Bottom-up consultation (1)
Actor role: Top-down coproduction (26)
Actor role: Bottom-up coproduction (3)
Actor role: Lead -funders (3)
Actor role: Lead -IUCN (2)
Actor role: Lead-ARCOS (2)
Actor role: Lead- Government (9)

Theme3: Agency

Actor role: Lead-farmers (2)
Actor role: Lead-government (<2010) (1)
Actor role: Lead-ICRAF (6)
Actor role: Lead-World vision (5)
Influencing factors: Available resources-others (14)
Influencing factors: Available resources-others (<2010) (2)
Influencing factors: Available resources-seedlings (<2010) (1)

Theme4: Available
resources

Influencing factors: Available resources-seedlings (18)

8

Them
e1:
Actors
and
initiati
ves
before
and
after
2010

Influencing factors: Conflict of interests (15)
Influencing factors: conflicts of interests (<2010) (1)

Theme5: Conflicts
and their ways of
resolutions

Influencing factors: conflicts based on decision makings (5)
Influencing factors: Conflict resolutions -dialogue (30)
Influencing factors: High temporal scale of involvement (2)

Theme6: Maximum
temporal scale of
actor involvement

Influencing factors: Maximum temporal scale of involvement (13)
Influencing factors: small temporal scale of involvement (5)
Influencing factors: Temporal scale dependent design (3)
Influencing factors: High spatial scale of engagement (5)
Influencing factors: Maximum spatial scale of involvement (16)

Theme7: Maximum
spatial scale of actor
involvement

Influencing factors: Middle spatial scale of involvement (1)
Influencing factors: Small spatial scale of involvement (6)
Influencing factors: Spatial scale dependent on design (5)
Influencing factors: very high spatial scale of Involvement (1)
Influencing factors: Participation culture (<2010) (7)

Theme8: Existing
participation culture

Influencing factors: Participation culture (24)

Influencing factors: Previous involvement experience (21)

Theme9: Previous
involvement’s experience

Influencing factors: Previous involvement experience (<2010) (3)

Influencing factors: Representation-various stakeholders (37)

Influencing factors: Structured opportunities (86)

Influencing factors: Transparency (43)

Recommendations (6)

Theme10: Representation

Theme11: Structured opportunities for actor
involvement
Theme12: Transparency

Teme13: Recommendations

9
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Appendix 9. Illustration of the themes and their assignment to the research questions

N0 Theme
Repetition Meaning
(Some)evidences
Q1. Who are the actors that are involved in manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in Bugesera District?
1
Actors and initiatives before and Only listed This theme tackles all actors (1995-2009 and 2010-2019) that Actors: ICRAF, LODA, MINALOC,
after 2010
were/have been part of landscape restoration process in Bugesera sector, FONERWA, Government,
District. It moreover tackles various restoration initiatives in District College’s graduates, Kitabi College’s
that took place from 1995-2009 and 2010-2019. These are the actors Initiatives: HIMO, PAFOR, Tree
that were able to be identified by the informants but there are were came Regreening Africa.
across using sampled documents.
Q2. What is the role played by the actors that are involved in manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in Bugesera District regarding the agen
2
Mode of actor involvement
52
This theme regards the ways of actor participation, in other words, it is According to the shared view of AR
about the useful approach (is it a top-down consultation/coproduction MoE and UR an individual farmer
or it is the other way around?) for various stakeholders to get involved secretary, Rwanda Synthesis Repo
in the landscape restoration process in Bugesera District.
Missions written by ICRAF, multi-le
upper to a grassroot level where farm
during the involvement process.
3
Agency (Government, ICRAF 21
This theme regards whom is the owner of a lead (agency) of the According to the shared view of Wo
and World vision)
landscape restoration initiatives in Bugesera District. Government of District, Second Bonn challenge p
Rwanda was often underlined to be the leading actor for most landscape Rwanda has mainly been acting as a
restoration initiatives in Bugesera District.
process as well as for many various
were/ have been taking place in the B
Q3. What are the factors that influence the actors’ role in manipulating agroforestry to reverse degraded landscapes in Bugesera District?
4
Available resources
35
This theme regards all possible resources that motivate various The shared perspective from Mareb
restoration stakeholders to get engaged in the landscape restoration in vision, ICRAF, Agri-cooperative
Bugesera District. Among these resources, there are seedlings that are Synthesis Report: Joint Reflection
supplied to farmers from various sources and through themselves as ICRAF, Socio-economic Analysis o
they get markets for tree nurseries preparation. Seedlings were quite Evergreen Agriculture in Bugesera
often reflected by informants. Moreover, there are many other resources resources such as seedlings, tec
that were less reflected by informants. Included are access to information were viewed to be the m
technologies, materials (i.e. motorcycle), ecosystem services, financial, in the landscape restoration initiative
market links, knowledge, etc.
10

11

5

Conflicts and their ways of 51
resolutions

6

Maximum temporal scale of 13
actor involvement

7

Maximum spatial scale of actor 16
involvement

8

Existing participation culture

31

This the regards all forms of conflicts that happen in the participatory According to an individual farmer
landscape restoration process in Bugesera District and their ways of cooperative, Head of agriculture U
resolutions
ICRAF, there are conflicts of interes
seedlings (other agroforestry tree spe
the farmers, land-uses where farmers
agroforestry trees due to the lack of k
tree species. To put an end to these
dialogue where every involved actor
appropriate approach. Also, Rwanda
and Learning Missions viewed the d
as good channel to address such conf
This theme regards the time extent to which actors stay engaged in the According to similar perspective of
landscape restoration process in Bugesera District. This extent was REDO, an individual farmer from
often mentioned by informants to be maximum where no actor has ever Transforming Eastern Province of Rw
quitted the process without putting an end to the agreed length of change through forests and landscape
commitment. Moreover, there is a sustainability where actors (i.e. involvement takes place at a maximu
farmers) stay engaged at their own even after the end the restoration manage to contribute until the end o
initiative.
even after the end of the commitmen
This theme regards the extent of actor involvement in terms of space According to the view of an ind
where most informants mentioned it to be maximum in the landscape KOPAKUMA cooperative, UR Bon
restoration of Bugesera District. Informants often show that actors have Spotlight Report 2017, and Rwan
even been involved at a national level.
Opportunity Assessment: Tracing the
viewed to be involved at maximum
Bugesera District up to a national lev
This theme regards how actors were already internalized landscape According to the president of KOP
restoration in their habits through their agricultural activities (i.e. individual farmer, REDO, UR, Ki
plantation of agroforestry trees at their own farms as well as in a Participatory Trials Socio-econom
common manner). It also tackles how these restoration activities have Gishwati in Rwanda, the existing pa
been a culture among various restoration actors.
between 1995 and 2010 as well as 2
form of community workings, gov
farmers’ volunteerism

11

12

9

Previous
experience

involvement’s 25

This theme regards how useful is the experience that actors have ever
gone through during landscape restoration initiatives that were/have
sequentially or simultaneously been taking place in the Bugesera
District? Is there any engagement due to this experience that people
may have been had?

10

Representation

37

This regards how various restoration actors are systematically
represented within restoration initiatives that were/have been taking
place in Bugesera District?

11

Structured opportunities for actor 86
involvement

This theme is all about anything that is seen as an opportunity that can
give a chance to an actor to get involved in landscape restoration
initiative(s) (i.e. communication channels).

12

Transparency

This theme regards how various actors perceive the decisions that
were/are made in the landscape restoration initiatives they were/are part
of.

43

According to Kitabi college of Con
Rweru and Mareba sectors, Rwan
Opportunity: Tracing the influence
progress related to previous involv
restoration initiatives which have b
District.
According to RECOR, Kitabi colleg
Well: Opportunities to engage private
landscape restoration report, and
Report: Application of the Baromete
Government, NGOs, companies,
restoration initiatives from a grassroo
According to the MoE, Rweru sector
Barometer of Progress: Spotlight R
Report: Joint Reflection and Learnin
opportunities (i.e.“The Regreening
android application designed and
(ICRAF), to help partners and users (
how farmers are managing and protec
stakeholders to get engaged in the lan
ICRAF, Forest & Landscape Inves
opportunities for sustainable landsca
Conservation, Nature & Faune, Vo
Landscape Movement in Africa: A c
ARCOS showed that they get a
initiatives where they can influence t
having an equal say for both men and

12

13

13

Recommendations

6

This theme is a separate theme that is not destined to help answer the
research questions but instead help in reporting the knowledge gaps that
could be addressed by future researchers to speed up landscape
restoration process and push it to its peak .

According to Mareba and Rweru ag
farmer from Rweru sector, it is needed
budget to be increased so that the ca
can sufficiently be available at a larg
needed to set up an infrastructure tha
fruit production from the agroforestry
through landscape restoration initiativ
between local and foreign farmer coo

13

14

Appendix 10. Identification of landscape restoration stakeholders and some of the restoration initiatives in which they took part
N0
1

2

Stakeholder
category
Local NGOs

Central
government

Stakeholder
RECOR
RDF
MINAGRI
MoE
MINALOC
LODA

REMA
3

4

International
Research
organizations

ICRAF

Regional
financial
institutions
Farmers

ADB

A. Restoration initiatives
B. Ordinary activities
A. B. Capacity building on climate change and biodiversity conservation
A. B. Dealing with the coordination of all agricultural programmes through its bodies
A. B. Dealing with the coordination of all environmental programmes through its related bodies
A. B. Dealing with the local administration and social well-being of the citizens
A.B. “to serve as an intermediary between local administrative entities with legal personality and donors especially t
in financing development activities in those entities”
A. B. Environmental management
A. -Vegetation and Climate Change in East Africa
B. ICRAF is a research centre that tackles the best use of trees for people and the environment

A. B. Focus on interventions in food security, infrastructure, education, health, natural resources, environment,
integration
Individual farmers A. FLRILR-Forest Landscape Restoration for Improved Livelihoods in Rwanda
B. Daily farming activities

14

15

1

2

3

Farmer
cooperatives

Local NGOs

Local
government

A.-Regreening Africa
-Harnessing trees on farms to meet national and global biodiversity targets
-Trees for Food Security
-FLRILR
B. production of Avocado and mango seedlings

RECOR

A. Regreening Africa project
B. Capacity building on climate change and biodiversity conservation

REDO

A. Regreening Africa project

Bugesera District

Sector authorities

B. Empowerment of marginalized people
A. -Trees for Food Security I
-Trees for Security II
- Harnessing the potential of trees on farms for meeting national and global biodiversity targets
-Regreening Africa project
-FLRILR-Forest Landscape Restoration for Improved Livelihoods in Rwanda
B.

Good service delivers to the citizens of Bugesera in all domains of activities that apply for the people of Bug

15

16

4

Central
government

JADF

-Trees for Food Security I
-Trees for Security II
- Harnessing the potential of trees on farms for meeting national and global biodiversity targets
-Regreening Africa project

REMA

B. Harnessing the potential of trees on farms for meeting national and global biodiversity targets
B. Environmental management

RAB

A. -Trees for Food Security I
-Trees for Food Security II
-Harnessing the potential of trees on farms for meeting national and global biodiversity targets

RFA

B. Dealing with issues related with agricultural and animal resources
B. Harnessing the potential of trees on farms for meeting national and global biodiversity targets

FONERWA

B. Dealing with issues related to water and forestry resources
B. Harnessing the potential of trees on farms for meeting national and global biodiversity targets
B. Dealing with the funds regarding environment and climate change issues.

MINAGRI

B. Harnessing the potential of trees on farms for meeting national and global biodiversity targets

16

17

MoE

B. Harnessing the potential of trees on farms for meeting national and global biodiversity targets
B. Dealing with the coordination of all environmental activities and all affiliated services.

5

6

Financial
institutions

BK

Higher
learning

UR

B. Delivery of bank’s normal services

institutions
IPRC-Kitabi
college

1

International
research
institutions

A. Harnessing the potential of trees on farms for meeting national and global biodiversity targets

ICRAF

A. -Trees for Food Security I??
-Trees for Food Security II
B. Training at the level of Bachelor, Masters, and Phd as well as Researching in various disciplines
A. -Trees for Food Security I??
-Trees for Food Security II

B. Training at the level of advanced diploma as well as doing various practical work in forest management an
conservation
A. -Vegetation and Climate Change in East Africa
-Trees for Food Security I
-Harnessing the potential of trees on farms to meet national and global biodiversity targets
-Regreening Africa project
-Trees for Food Security II
B. ICRAF is a research centre that tackles the best use of trees for people and the environment

17
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IUCN

A.-Regreening Africa project
-Harnessing the potential of trees on farms for meeting national and global biodiversity targets

B. IUCN focuses on biodiversity conservation, climate change, sustainable energy, human well-being, and green ec
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